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Abstract
Regularization of quantum field theories (QFT’s) can be achieved by quantiz-
ing the underlying manifold (spacetime or spatial slice) thereby replacing it
by a non-commutative matrix model or a “fuzzy manifold” . Such discretiza-
tion by quantization is remarkably successful in preserving symmetries and
topological features , and altogether overcoming the fermion-doubling prob-
lem . In this thesis, the fuzzification of coadjoint orbits and their QFT’s are
put forward.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We can find very few fundamental physical models which are amenable to
exact treatment. Approximation methods such as perturbation theory and
the 1/N expansion remain crucial tools in analyzing different physical sys-
tems . Perturbation theory for example is extremly successful in the case of
QED and the 1/N expansion turns out to be a very reliable one for matrix
models and large gauge theories. These different approximation schemes are
undoubtedly a part of our physics culture.
Among the important approximation methods for quantum field theories
(QFT’s) are strong coupling methods of lattice gauge theories (LGT’s) which
are based on lattice discretisation of the underlying spacetime or perhaps its
time-slice. They are among the rare effective approaches for the study of
confinement in QCD and for the non-perturbative regularization of QFT’s.
They enjoyed much popularity in their early days and have retained their
good reputation for addressing certain fundamental problems .
One feature of naive lattice discretisations however can be criticised. They
do not retain the symmetries of the exact theory except in some rough sense.
A related feature is that topology and differential geometry of the underlying
manifolds are treated only indirectly, by limiting the couplings to “nearest
neighbours”. Thus lattice points are generally manipulated like a trivial
topological set, with a point being both open and closed. The upshot is that
these models have no rigorous representation of topological defects and lumps
like vortices, solitons and monopoles. The complexities in the ingenious
solutions for the discrete QCD θ-term [1] illustrate such limitations. There do
exist radical attempts to overcome these limitations using partially ordered
sets [2], but their potentials are yet to be adequately studied.
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A new approach to discretisation, inspired by non-commutative geometry
(NCG), is being developed since a few years [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14]. The key remark here is that when the underlying spacetime or spatial
cut can be treated as a phase space and quantized, with a parameter hˆ
assuming the role of h¯, the emergent quantum space is fuzzy, and the number
of independent states per (“classical”) unit volume becomes finite. We have
known this result after Planck and Bose introduced such an unltraviolet cut-
off and quantum physics later justified it. “Fuzzified” compact manifolds are
ultraviolet finite and support only finitely many independent states. Their
continuum limits are the semiclassical hˆ → 0 limits. This unconventional
dicretization of classical topology is not at all equivalent to the naive one,
and we shall see that it does significantly overcome the previous criticisms .
There are other reasons also to pay attention to fuzzy spaces, be they
spacetimes or spatial cuts. There is much interest among string theorists
in matrix models and in describing D-branes using matrices. Fuzzy spaces
lead to matrix models too and their ability to reflect topology better than
elsewhere should therefore evoke our curiosity. They let us devise new sorts
of discrete models and are interesting from that perspective. In addition, it
has now been discovered that when open strings end on D-branes which are
symplectic manifolds, then the branes can [15] become fuzzy, in this way one
comes across fuzzy tori, CPN and many such spaces in string physics.
The central idea behind fuzzy spaces is discretisation by quantization.
It relies on the existence of a suitable Lagrangian and therefore it does not
always work. An obvious limitation is that the parent manifold has to be
even dimensional. (See however ref. [14] for fuzzyfying RP 3/Z2 and other
non-symplectic manifolds, even or odd). If it is not, it has no chance of
being a phase space. But that is not all. Successful use of fuzzy spaces for
QFT’s requires good fuzzy versions of the Laplacian, Dirac equation, chirality
operator and so forth, and their incorporation can make the entire enterprise
complicated. The torus T2 is compact, admits a symplectic structure and
on quantization becomes fuzzy, or a non-commutative torus. It supports a
finite number of states if the symplectic form satisfies the Dirac quantization
condition. But it is impossible to introduce suitable derivations without
escalating the formalism to infinite dimensions [16, 17].
But we do find a family of classical manifolds elegantly escaping these
limitations. They are the co-adjoint orbits of Lie groups. For semi-simple
Lie groups, they are the same as adjoint orbits. It is a theorem that these
orbits are symplectic [18]. They can often be quantized when the symplectic
7
forms satisfy the Dirac quantization condition. The resultant fuzzy spaces
are described by linear operators on irreducible representations (IRR’s) of
the group. For compact orbits, the latter are finite-dimensional. In addition,
the elements of the Lie algebra define natural derivations, and that helps to
find Laplacian and the Dirac operator. We can even define chirality with no
fermion doubling and represent monopoles and instantons (See [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
and the first 3 papers in [12]). These orbits therefore are altogether well-
adapted for QFT’s.
Let us give examples of these orbits:
• S2: This is the orbit of SU(2) through the Pauli matrix σ3 or any of
its multiples l σ3 (l 6= 0). It is the set {l g σ3 g−1 : g ∈ SU(2)}. The
symplectic form is l d cos θ∧dφ with θ, φ being the usual S2 coordinates,
[19]. Quantization gives the spin l SU(2) representations . This case
will be treated in the third and the fourth chapters of this thesis .
• CP2: CP2 is of particular interest being of dimension 4. It is the
orbit of SU(3) through the hypercharge Y = 1/3 diag(1, 1,−2) (or its
multiples):
CP2 = {g Y g−1 : g ∈ SU(3)}. (1.1)
The associated representations are symmetric products of 3’s or 3¯’s.
(See chapter 5).
• SU(3)/[U(1)×U(1)]: This 6-dimensional manifold is the orbit of SU(3)
through λ3 = diag(1,−1, 0) and its multiples. These orbits give all the
IRR’s containing a zero hypercharge state.
A general class of coadjoint orbits is given by the higher dimensional CPN
spaces defined by
CPN = SU(N + 1)/U(N) = {gY (N+1)g−1; g∈SU(N + 1)}. (1.2)
They are clearly , from this definition , orbits of SU(N + 1) through the
”hypercharge” like operators
Y (N+1) =
1
N + 1
diag(1, 1, ...,−N). (1.3)
For N = 1 we obtain Y (2) = σ3 and CP
1 ≃ S2 . For N = 2 , on the other
hand , we have Y (3) = Y . From the above definition it is also obvious that
the stability group of the hypercharge operator Y (N+1) is simply the group
U(N) = {h∈SU(N + 1) : hY (N+1)h−1 = Y (N+1)} .
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1.1 Fuzzy Spaces
1.1.1 The case of S2
As we mentioned earlier the fuzzification of the above CPN ’s is the process
of their discretisation by quantization . One would like to explain in this
introduction this concept , which is central to this thesis , for the simplest
of all the CPN ’s , namely the case of the sphere . To this end we will go
into some details of the fuzzification of S2 . The method and the results are
generic to all other CPN ’s .
The starting point is the Wess-Zumino term defined by
L = ΛiT r(σ3g
−1g˙); g∈SU(2), (1.4)
whre Λ is , as of yet , an undetermined real number .
As it was shown in [19] , this Lagrangian arises generally when one tries to
avoid the singularities1 of the phase space . In such cases a global Lagrangian
can not be found by a simple Legendre transformation of the Hamiltonian and
therefore one needs to enlarge the configuration space . A global Lagrangian
over this new extended configuration space can then be shown to exist and
it turns out to contain (1.4) as a very central piece . Basically (1.4) reflects
the constraints imposed on the system .
One example which was treated in [19] with great detail is the case of a
particle with a fixed spin . For a free particle one knows that the Lagrangian
is given simply by the expression L = m
2
~˙x
2
. However if the particle is
constrained to have a fixed spin given by ~S2 = λ2 then the phase space will
be eight dimensional defined by {~x, ~p,Q, P} , where Q and P describes the
two independent spin degrees of freedom of the particle . Clearly Q and
P can not be smooth functions of ~S , they must show a singularity for at
least one value of ~S . Indeed , if they were smooth functions of ~S , there
would have been no difference between this particle and the free particle with
arbitrary spin . To overcome this difficulty one can enlarge the configuration
space from R3 to R3×SU(2) over which the Lagrangian is now given by
L = m
2
~˙x
2
+ΛiT r(σ3g
−1g˙) . The quantization of this sytem will fix the number
Λ appropriately . In the Dirac quantization scheme it is fixed to be of the
form ±
√
j(j + 1) where j = 0, 1/2, 1, .. . In the Gupta-Bleuler quantization
1In other words when one tries to find a smooth global system of canonical coordinates
for the phase space . See below and section 4.1.1 for specific examples.
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approach , on the other hand , Λ is fixed to be ±j . Another example for
which the above term plays a central role is the system of a charged particle
in the field of a magnetic monopole .
One now defines the sphere S2 = {~x∈R3;∑3i=1 x2i = ρ2} by the Hopf
fibration
π : SU(2) −→ S2
g −→ ρgσ3g−1 = ~x.~σ
⇔
ρ2 =
3∑
i=1
x2i . (1.5)
Clearly the structure group , U(1), of the principal fiber bundle
U(1)−→SU(2)−→S2 (1.6)
leaves the base point ~x invariant in the sense that all the elements gexp(iσ3θ/2)
of SU(2) are projected onto the same point ~x on the base manifold S2 . One
can then identify the point ~x∈S2 with the equivalence class
[gexp(iσ3θ/2)]∈SU(2)/U(1). (1.7)
Let us now turn to the quantization of the Lagrangian (1.4) . First
we parametrize the group element g by the set of variables (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3). The
conjugate momenta πi are given by the equations πi =
∂L
∂ξ˙i
= ΛiT r(σ3g
−1 ∂g
∂ξi
).
ξi and πi will satisfy as usual the standard Poisson brackets : {ξi, ξj} =
{πi, πj} = 0 and {ξi, πj} = δij .
A change in the local coordinates, ξ−→f(ǫ), which is defined by g(f(ǫ)) =
exp(iǫi
σi
2
)g(ξ) will lead to the identity ∂g(ξ)
∂ξi
Nij(ξ) = i
σj
2
g(ξ) , where Nij(ξ) =
∂fi(ǫ)
∂ǫj
|ǫ=0 . The modified conjugate momenta , ti , which are given by
ti = −πjNji = Λ
ρ
xi, (1.8)
will then satify the interesting Poisson’s brackets
{ti, g} = iσi
2
g
{ti, g−1} = −ig−1σi
2
{ti, tj} = ǫijktk.
(1.9)
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Putting equation (1.8) in the last of the equations (1.9) , one can derive the
following nice result , {xi, xj} = ρΛǫijkxk , which is the first indication that
we are going to get a fuzzy sphere under quantization . The classical sphere
would correspond to Λ−→∞ .
However , a more precise treatment would have to start by viewing equa-
tions, (1.8), as a set of constraints rather than a set of identities on the phase
space (ξi, ti) . In other words the functions , Pi = ti − Λρ xi , do not vanish
identically on the phase space {(ξi, ti)} . However , their zeros will define the
physical phase space as a submanifold of {(ξi, ti)} . To see that the Pi’s are
not the zero functions on the phase space , one can simply compute the Pois-
son brackets {Pi, Pj} . The answer turns out to be {Pi, Pj} = ǫijk(Pk− Λρ xk)
which clearly does not vanish on the surface Pi = 0
2 . So the Pi’s should
only be set to zero after the evaluation of all Poisson brackets . This fact
will be denoted by setting Pi to be weakly zero, i.e
Pi ≈ 0. (1.10)
Equations (1.10) provide the primary constraints of the system . The sec-
ondary constraints of the system are obtained from the consistency conditions
{Pi, H} ≈ 0, where H is the Hamiltonian of the system . Since H is given by
H = viPi where vi are Lagrange multipliers , the requirement {Pi, H} ≈ 0
will lead to no extra constraints on the system . It will only put conditions
on the v’s [19] .
From equations , (1.9) , it is obvious that ti are generators of the left action
of SU(2) on itself . A right action can also be defined by the generators
tRj = −tiRij(g), (1.11)
where Rij(g) define the standard SU(2) adjoint representation : Rij(g)σi =
gσjg
−1. These right generators satisfy the following Poisson brackets
{tRi , g} = −ig
σi
2
{tRi , g−1} = i
σi
2
g−1
{tRi , tRj } = ǫijktRk .
(1.12)
2Actually any function g on the phase space (ξi, ti) for which the Poisson bracket {g, Pi}
does not vanish on the surface Pi = 0 will define a canonical transformation which takes
any point of this surface out of it .
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In terms of , tRi , the constraints , (1.10), will then take the simpler form
tRi ≈ −Λδ3i, (1.13)
These constraints are divided into one independent first class constraint and
two independent second class constraints . tR3 ≈ −Λ is first class because on
the surface defined by (1.13) , one have {tR3 , tRi } = 0 for all i . It corresponds
to the fact that the Lagrangian (1.4) is weakly invariant under the gauge
transformations g−→gexp(iσ3 θ2) , namely L−→L− Λθ˙ . The two remaining
constraints , tR1 ≈ 0 and tR2 ≈ 0 are second class . They can be converted
to a set of first class constraints by taking the complex combinations tR± =
tR1±itR2 ≈ 0 . We would then have {tR3 , tR±} = ∓itR± and therefore all the
Poisson brackets {tR3 , tR±} vanish on the surface (1.13) .
Let us now construct the physical wave functions of the system de-
scribed by the Lagrangian (1.4) . One starts with the space F of com-
plex valued functions on SU(2) with a scalar product defined by (ψ1, ψ2) =∫
SU(2) dµ(g)ψ1(g)
∗ψ2(g) , where dµ stands for the Haar measure on SU(2) .
The physical wave functions are elements of F which are also subjected to
the constraints (1.13) . They span a subspace H of F . For Λ < 0 3, one
must then have
tR3 ψ = −Λψ
tR+ψ = 0 (1.14)
In other words ψ transforms as the highest weight state of the spin l = |Λ|
representation of the SU(2) group . |Λ| is now being quantized to be either
an integer or a half integer number . The physical wave functions are then
linear combinations of the form
ψ(g) =
l∑
m=−l
Cm < lm|Dl(g)|ll >, |Λ| = l, (1.15)
where Dl(g) is the spin l representation of the element g of SU(2) .
Clearly the left action of SU(2) on g will rotate the index m in such a
way that , < lm|Dl(g)|ll > , transform as a basis for the Hilbert space of
the (2l+1)−dimensional irreducible representation l = |Λ| of SU(2) . Under
3If Λ was positive the second equation of , (1.14) , should be replaced by tR−ψ = 0 ,
and ψ would have then been the lowest weight state of the spin l = Λ representation of
the SU(2) group.
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the right action of SU(2) on g , the matrix element < lm|Dl(g)|ll > , will
however transform as the heighest weight state l = |Λ| , m = |Λ| of SU(2) .
Observables of the system will be functions , f(Li) ≡ f(L1, L2, L3) , of
the quantum operators Li which are associated with ti . These functions
are the only objects which will have , by construction4, weakly zero Poisson
brackets with the constraints (1.13) . These observables are linear operators
which act on the left of ψ(g) by left translation , namely
[iLiψ][g] =
[ d
dt
ψ(e−i
σi
2
tg)
]
t=0
(1.16)
The operators f(Li) can be represented by (2l+ 1)×(2l+ 1) matrices of the
form
f(Li) =
∑
i1,...,ik
αi1,...,ikLi1 ...Lik . (1.17)
The operators Li form , by definition , a complete set of SU(2) generators ,
namely they satisfy [Li, Lj] = iǫijkLk and ~L
2 = l(l+1). On the other hand ,
the summation in (1.17) will clearly terminate because the dimension of the
space of all (2l + 1)×(2l + 1) matrices is finite equal to (2l + 1)2 .
In a sense the Li’s provide the fuzzy coordinate functions on the fuzzy
sphere S2F . Fuzzy points are defined by the eigenvalues of the operators ,
Li
5 , whereas fuzzy functions are given by (1.17) .
The fuzzy sphere S2F is essentially the algebra A of all functions of the
form (1.17) . More precisely S2F is defined by the K − cycle (A,H, D,Γ)
[16] where H is the Hilbert space spanned by the physical wave functions
(1.15). We leave the detailed construction of the Dirac operator D and of
the chirality operator Γ to the third chapter of this thesis . A short discussion
of D and Γ is however given latter in this introduction .
The last thing one would like to mention concerning the Wess-Zumino
term , (1.4) , is its relation to the symplectic structure on S2 . The first
claim is the fact that the symplectic two-form , ǫijknkdni∧dnj , on S2 can be
rewritten in the form
ω = Λid
[
Trσ3g(σ, t)
−1dg(σ, t)
]
= − Λ
2ρ3
ǫijkxkdxi∧dxj
4This is because , by definition , left and right actions of SU(2) commute .
5The fact that these operators can not be diagonalised simultaneously is a reflection of
the fact that fuzzy points can not be localized .
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= Λdcosθ∧dφ. (1.18)
t in (1.18) , is as usual the time variable which goes , say , from t1 to t2 .
σ in the other hand is a new extra parameter which is chosen to take value
in the range [0, 1] . By definition g(1, t) = g(t) and ~n(1, t) = ~n(t) . If one
defines the triangle ∆ in the plane (t, σ) by its boundaries ∂∆1 = (σ, t1) ,
∂∆2 = (σ, t2) and ∂∆3 = (1, t), then it is a trivial exercise to show that
SWZ =
∫
∆
ω =
∫ t2
t1
Ldt+Λi
∫ 1
0
dσTrσ3
[
g(σ, t1)
−1 ∂g
∂σ
(σ, t1)−g(σ, t2)−1 ∂g
∂σ
(σ, t2)
]
(1.19)
The equations of motion derived from this action are precisely those obtained
from the Wess-Zumino term (1.4) . This is obvious from the fact that the
second term of (3.53) , will not contribute to the equations of motion because
it involves the fixed initial and final times , where g is not varied .
1.1.2 Higher Coadjoint Orbits
The above described procedure can be applied , virtually with no modifi-
cations, to fuzzify any coadjoint orbit . It will be explained once more in
some detail for the case of CP2 (see chapter 5) . The main ingredient in this
activity is the symplectic structure which does exist on any coadjoint orbit .
This will be explained briefly now .
Coadjoint orbits of a compact simple Lie group G are defined by the
adjoint action of G on its Lie algebra G . The orbit through any element
K∈G is defined by {gKg−1; g∈G} . One can prove that these orbits are even
dimensional and that they admit G−invariant symplectic two forms ω . The
proof goes as follows . If the stability group , H , of K is generated by the
elements Ti of G , then the components of the symplectic two-form ω can be
defined by
ω(Sa, Sb)(K) = TrK[Sa, Sb] ≡ ωab(K) (1.20)
where Sa generate the orthogonal complement of H . From the definition
(1.20), it is clear that the matrix [ω] = (ωab) is antisymmetric and therefore
[ω]T = −[ω]. One can also show that the only solution to the equation
ωabξ
b = 0⇔Saξa = 0 is ξa = 0, in other words [ω] is a nondegenerate matrix
and therefore the determinat must be non zero . Using now the following
identity , det[ω] = det[ω]T = det − [ω] = (−1)ddet[ω] , one trivially deduce
that the dimension of the tangent space at the point K of the orbit , which
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is generated by the Sa’s , is even dimensional and hence the orbit itself is
even dimensional .
At the point gKg−1 of the orbit , the tangent space is spanned by Xa =
gSag
−1 and therefore the symplectic structure is given by
ω(Xa, Xb)(gKg
−1) = TrgKg−1[Xa, Xb], (1.21)
It is easily shown that ω(Xa, Xb)(gKg
−1) = ω(Sa, Sb)(K) which establishs
the invariance of (1.20) under the action of the group G .
The ωab(K) define actually a closed two-form ω given by
ω = d
[
iΛTrKg−1dg
]
. (1.22)
To show this result one first remarks that the quantity , g−1dg , is in the Lie
algebra G and therefore it can be expressed as g−1dg = ηiTi + ξaSa . The
above two-form (1.22) can then be rewritten in the form
ω = − i
2
ωab(K)ξa ∧ ξb, (1.23)
where we have used the identities TrK[Ti, Tj] = 0 and TrK[Ti, Sa] = 0 which
are consequences of the fact that the Ti’s generate the stability group of K .
From (1.23) it is a trivial result that dω = 0 .
The quantization of the coadjoint orbit G/H = {gKg−1} is equivalent
to the quantization of the above closed two-form (1.22) , in other words a
constraints analysis of the Wess-Zumino term
L = iΛTrKg−1g˙, (1.24)
like we did in the case of S2.
1.2 Fuzzy Physics
The remainder of this chapter will be a short , self-contained description of
the main results of this thesis .
In order to be able to do physics on fuzzy spaces one needs to have a
Dirac operator. On even dimensional spaces , the Dirac operator together
with the chirality operator define all the differential structure of the space .
More precisely the Dirac operator , as we will see in the next chapter , gives
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essentially the metric aspects of the space . On odd dimensional manifolds
there are no chirality operators and we are only left with the Dirac operators
to decribe their differential structures .
In chapter 3 we will derive the Dirac operator on fuzzy S2F starting from
the Dirac operator on classical S2 . Chapter 5 contains an alternative deriva-
tion for the Dirac operator on CP2 which is readily generalizable to higher
coadjoint orbits. In here we will briefly sketch the results of chapter 3 for
S2F , so that one can immediately see their applications in the context of the
two following selected examples , a) fuzzy monopoles wave functions (or bun-
dles) and their winding numbers , b) and the remarkable absence of fermion
doubling on fuzzy S2F . A full treatement of these topics is given in chapter 4
which also contains a construction of fuzzy sigma fields and fuzzy solitons on
S2F . Fuzzy dynamics and continuum limits of such models are also discussed
in chapter 4.
The last example discussed in this introduction is the construction of
fuzzy sections of spinor bundle on fuzzy S2F . This example together with
the above fuzzy monopoles case will provide two concrete examples of the
equivalence between projective modules and sections of vector bundles and
their fuzzification [see below for more explanation]. The case of fuzzy sections
of vector bundles will also offer a good example of the use of star products in
noncommutative geometry and fuzzy physics . All of these issues are further
expanded in chapter 5 of this thesis .
1.2.1 Fuzzy Differential Structure
Viewing S2 as a submanifold ofR3 , one can check the following basic identity
D2 = D3|r=ρ + iγ
3
ρ
. (1.25)
[For an explicit derivation of the above formula see section 3.1.3] . γa = σa,
a = 1, 2, 3 , are the flat gamma matrices in 3−dimensions . D2 , D3 are
the Dirac operators on S2 and R3 respectively . D3|r=ρ is the restriction of
the Dirac operator on R3 to the sphere r = ρ , where ρ is the radius of the
sphere , namely
∑3
a=1 x
2
a = ρ
2 for any ~x∈S2 . The Clifford algebra on S2
is two dimensional and therefore at each point ~n = ~x/ρ one has only two
independents gamma matrices , they can be taken to be γ1 and γ2 . γ3
should then be identified with the chirality operator γ = ~σ.~n on S2 .
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Next by using the canonical Dirac operator D3 = −iσa∂a in (1.25) one
can derive the two following equivalent expressions for the Dirac operator D2
on S2 :
D2g = 1
ρ
(~σ ~L+ 1)
D2w = −1
ρ
ǫijkσinjJk. (1.26)
[see section 3.1.4 for full details] . Lk = −iǫkijxi∂j is the orbital angular
momentum and Jk = Lk + σk2 is the total angular momentum . g and w in
(1.26) stands for Grosse-Klimcˇ´ik-Presˇnajder and Watamuras Dirac operators
respectively . It is not difficult to check that D2w = iγD2g = D3|r=ρ+ iγρ which
means thatD2w andD2g are related by a unitary transformation and therefore
are equivalent . The spectrum of these Dirac operators is trivially derived to
be given by ± 1
ρ
(j + 1
2
) where j is the eigenvalue of ~J , i.e ~J 2 = j(j +1) and
j = 1/2, 3/2, ... .
As we have already shown in the first part of the introduction , transition
from S2 to the fuzzy sphere S2F can be achieved by the replacement ~n−→~nF =
~LL√
l(l+1)
where LLi , i = 1, 2, 3 , are the generators of the IRR l of SU(2) , i.e
[LLi , L
L
j ] = iǫijkL
L
k . The fuzzy sphere S
2
F is defined to be the algebra A of
(2l + 1)×(2l + 1) matrices of the form (1.17). By definition LLi act on the
left of the algebra A , namely LLi f = Lif for any f∈A . The fuzzy versions
of the Dirac operators (1.26) are then
D2g =
1
ρ
(~σ.ad~L+ 1)
D2w =
1
ρ
ǫijkσin
F
j L
R
k . (1.27)
ad~L = ~LL− ~LR is the fuzzy derivation which annihilates the identity matrix
in A as the classical derivation ~L annihilates the constant function in A .
−~LR are the generators of the IRR l of SU(2) which act on the right of the
algebra A , i.e −LRi f = −fLi for any f∈A . From this definition one can
see that adLi provide the generators of the adjoint action of SU(2) on A ,
namely ad~L(f) = [~L, f ] for any f∈A .
These two fuzzy Dirac operators are not unitarily equivalent anymore .
This can be checked by computing their spectra . The spectrum of D2g is
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exactly that of the continuum only cut-off at the top total angular momentum
j = 2l+ 1
2
. In other words the spectrum of D2g is equal to {± 1ρ(j + 12) , j =
1
2
, 3
2
, ...2l− 1
2
} and D2g(j) = 1ρ(j+ 12) for j = 2l+ 12 . The spectrum of D2w is ,
however , highly deformed as compared to the continuum spectrum especially
for large values of j . It is given by D2w(j) = ±1ρ(j+ 12)
√
1 + 1−(j+1/2)
2
4l(l+1)
. From
these results it is obvious that D2g is superior to D2w as an approximation
to the continuum .
In the same way one can find the fuzzy chirality operator Γ by the simple
replacement ~n−→~nF in γ = ~σ.~n and insisting on the result to have the
following properties : 1)Γ2 = 1 , Γ+ = Γ and [Γ, f ] = 0 for all f∈A . One
then finds
Γ =
1
l + 1
2
(−~σ~LR + 1
2
). (1.28)
[see section 3.2.4 for explicit calculations] . Interestingly enough this fuzzy
chirality operator anticommutes with D2w and not with D2g so D2w is a
better approximation to the continuum than D2g from this respect . This is
also clear from the spectra above , in the spectrum of D2g the top angular
momentum is not paired to anything and therefore D2g does not admit a
chirality operator . A question then arises naturally , with which Dirac
operator should we approximate the continuum? An answer to this question
will be given below when we discuss chiral fermions on S2F .
1.2.2 Fuzzy Non-Trivial Gauge Configurations
Monopoles are one of the most fundamental non-trivial configurations in field
theory. The wave functions of a particle of charge q in the field of a monopole
g , which is at rest at r = 0 , are known to be given by the expansion [19]
ψ(N)(r, g) =
∑
j,m
cjm(r) < j,m|D(j)(g)|j,−
N
2
>, (1.29)
where D(j) : g−→D(j)(g) is the j IRR of g∈SU(2) . The integer N is related
to q and g by the Dirac quantization condition : N = qg
2π
. r is the radial
coordinate of the relative position ~x of the system , the angular variables of
~x are defined through the element g∈SU(2) by ~τ.~n = gτ3g−1 , ~n = ~x/r . It is
also a known result that the precise mathematical structure underlying this
physical system is that of a U(1) principal fiber bundle SU(2)−→S2. In other
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words for a fixed r = ρ, the particle q moves on a sphere S2 and its wave
functions (1.29) are precisely elements of Γ(S2, SU(2)) , namely sections of
a U(1) bundle over S2 . They have the equivariance property
ψ(N)(ρ, geiθ
τ3
2 ) = e−iθ
N
2 ψ(N)(ρ, g), (1.30)
i.e they are not really functions on S2 but rather functions on SU(2) because
they clearly depend on the specific point on the U(1) fiber . In this introduc-
tion , we will only consider the case N = ±1 . The case |N |6=1 being similar
and will be treated in great detail in chapter 4 .
An alternative description of monopoles can be given in terms of K-theory
and projective modules . It is based on the Serre-Swan’s theorem [16, 20]
which states that there is a complete equivalence between vector bundles over
a compact manifold M and projective modules over the algebra C(M) of
smooth functions onM . Projective modules are constructed from C(M)n =
C(M)⊗Cn where n is some integer by the application of a certain projector
p in Mn(C(M)) , i.e the algebra of n×n matrices with entries in C(M) .
In our caseM = S2 and C(M) = A ≡ the algebra of smooth functions on
S2 . For a monopole system with winding number N = ±1 , the appropriate
projective module will be constructed from A2 = A⊗C2 . It is P(±1)A2
where P(±1) is the projector
P(±1) = 1±~τ.~n
2
. (1.31)
It is clearly an element of M2(A) and satisfies P(±1)2 = P(±1) and P(±1)+ =
P(±1). P(±1)A2 desribes a monopole system with N = ±1 as one can directly
check by computing its winding number as follows
± 1 = 1
2πi
∫
TrP(±1)dP(±1)∧dP(±1). (1.32)
On the contrary to the space of sections Γ(S2, SU(2)) , elements of P(±1)A2
are by construction invariant under the action g−→gexp(iθ τ3
2
) . The other
advantage of P(±1)A2 as compared to Γ(S2, SU(2)) is the fact that its fuzzi-
fication is much more straight forward . The fuzzification of the space of
sections Γ(S2, SU(2)) will be the subject of the last example of this intro-
duction .
Before we start the fuzzification of P(±1)A2 , let us first comment on the
relation between the wave functions ψ(±1) given in equation (1.29) and those
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belonging to P(±1)A2 . The projector P(±1) can be rewritten as P(±1) =
D(
1
2
) 1±τ3
2
D(
1
2
)+(g) where D(
1
2
) : g−→D( 12 )(g) = g is the 1
2
IRR of SU(2) .
Hence P(±1)D( 12 )(g)|± >= D( 12 )(g)1±τ3
2
|± >= D( 12 )(g)|± > , where |± >
are defined by τ3|± >= ±|± > . In the same way one can show that
P(±1)D( 12 )(g)|∓ >= 0 . This last result means that
P(±1) = D( 12 )(g)|± >< ±|D( 12 )+(g)
or
(P(±1))ij = D(
1
2
)
i± (g)D
( 1
2
)+
±j (g). (1.33)
< ±|D( 12 )+(g) defines a map from P(±1)A2 into Γ(S2, SU(2)) as follows
< ±|D( 12 )+(g) : P(±1)A2−→Γ(S2, SU(2))
|ψ > −→ < ±|D( 12 )+(g)|ψ >= ψ(±1)(ρ, g). (1.34)
< ±|D( 12 )+(g)|ψ > has the correct transformation law (1.30) under g−→gexp(iθ τ3
2
)
as one can check by using the basic equivariance property
D(
1
2
)(geiθ
τ3
2 )|± >= e±i θ2D( 12 )(g)|± > . (1.35)
In the same wayD(
1
2
)(g)|± > defines a map , Γ(S2, SU(2))−→P(±1)A2, which
takes the wave functions ψ(±1) to the two components elements ψ(±1)D(
1
2
)(g)|± >
of P(±1)A2 . Under g−→gexp(iθ τ3
2
) , the two phases coming from ψ(±1) and
D(
1
2
)(g)|± > cancel exactly so that their product is a function over S2 .
Towards fuzzification one rewrites the winding number (1.32) in the form
± 1 = − 1
4π
∫
d(cos θ)∧dφ Tr γP(±1) [D,P(±1)] [D,P(±1)](~n)
= −Trω
(
1
|D|2γ P
(±1) [D,P(±1)] [D,P(±1)]
)
. (1.36)
The first line is trivial to show starting from (1.32) , whereas the second line
is essentially Connes trace theorem which we will prove in the next chapter.
|D| = positive square root of D†D while Trω is the Dixmier trace[see the
next chapter for the definition] . In the fuzzy setting , this Dixmier trace will
be replaced by the ordinary trace because the algebra of functions on fuzzy
S2F is finite dimensional .
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D in (1.36) is either D2g or D2w which are given in equation (1.26) .
They both give the same answer ±1 . The fuzzy analogues of D2g and
D2w are respectively D2g and D2w given by equation (1.27) . These latter
operators were shown to be different and therefore one has to decide which
one should we take as our fuzzy Dirac operator . D2g does not admit as
it stands a chirality operator and therefore its use in the computation of
winding numbers requires more care which we will do in the next section
on chiral fermions . D2w admits the fuzzy chirality operator (1.28) which
will be used instead of the continuum chirality γ = ~σ.~n. However D2w has
a zero eigenvalue for j = 2l + 1
2
so it must be regularized for its inverse in
(1.36) to make sense. This will be understood but not done explicitly in this
introduction , a careful treatement is given in chapter 4.
Finally the projector P(±1) will be replaced by a fuzzy projector p(±1)
which we will now find . We proceed like we did in finding the chirality
operator Γ , we replace ~n in (1.31) by ~nF = ~LL/
√
l(l + 1) and insist on the
result to have the properties p(±1)2 = p(±1) and p(±1)+ = p(±1) . We also
require this projector to commute with the chirality operator Γ , the answer
for winding number N = +1 turns out to be
p(+1) =
1
2
+
1
2l + 1
[~τ.~LL +
1
2
]. (1.37)
This can be rewritten in the following useful form
p(+1) =
~K(1)2 − (l − 1
2
)(l + 1
2
)
(l + 1
2
)(l + 3
2
)− (l − 1
2
)(l + 1
2
)
, (1.38)
where ~K(1) = ~LL + ~τ
2
. This allows us to see immediately that p(+1) is the
projector on the subspace with the maximum eigenvalue l + 1
2
. Similarly ,
the projector p(−1) will correspond to the subspace with minimum eigenvalue
l − l
2
, namely
p(−1) =
~K(1)2 − (l + 1
2
)(l + 3
2
)
(l − 1
2
)(l + 1
2
)− (l + 1
2
)(l + 3
2
)
. (1.39)
By construction (1.39) as well as (1.38) have the correct continuum limit
(1.31), and they are in the algebra M2(A) where A is the fuzzy algebra on
fuzzy S2F , i.e 2(2l + 1)×2(2l + 1) matrices . Fuzzy monopoles with winding
number ±1 are then desribed by the projective modules p(±1)A2 .
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If one include spin , then A2 should be enlarged to A4 . It is on this
space that the Dirac operator D2w as well as the chirality operator Γ are
acting . In the fuzzy the left and right actions of the algebra A on A are
not the same , For each a ∈ A , we thus have operators aL,R ∈ AL,R acting
on ξ ∈ A according to aLξ = aξ, aRξ = ξa. [Note that aLbL = (ab)L while
aRbR = (ba)R] . The left action is genearted by LLi whereas the right action
is genearted by −LRi so that we are effectively working with the algebra
AL⊗AR . A representation Π of this algebra is provided by Π(α) = α⊗12×2
for any α∈AL⊗AR . It acts on the Hilbert space A4⊕A4 .
With all these considerations , one might as well think that one must
naively replace Trω−→Tr , γ−→Γ , D−→D2w and P(±1)−→p(±1) in (1.36)
to get its fuzzy version . This is not totally correct since the correct discrete
version of (1.36) turns out to be
c(±1) = −TrǫP (±1)[F2w, P (±1)][F2w, P (±1)], (1.40)
with
F2w =
(
0 D2w|D2w|
D2w
|D2w| 0
)
, ǫ =
(
Γ 0
0 Γ
)
. (1.41)
and
P (±1) =
(
1+Γ
2
p(±) 0
0 1−Γ
2
p(±)
)
. (1.42)
[For a complete proof of (1.40) using index theory see chapter 4] . For
p(+1) one finds that c(+1) = +1 + [2(2l + 1) + 1] while for p(−) we find
c(−1) = −1 + [2(2l) + 1]. They are both wrong if compared to (1.36)!
The correct answer is obtained by recognizing that c(±1) is nothing but
the index of the operator
fˆ (+) =
1− Γ
2
p(±1)
D2w
|D2w|p
(±1)1 + Γ
2
. (1.43)
This index counts the number of zero modes of fˆ (+) . The proof starts by re-
marking that , by construction , only the matrix elements < p(±1)U−|fˆ (+)|p(±1)U+ >
where U± = 1±Γ2 A
4 , exist and therefore fˆ (+) is a mapping from Vˆ+ = p
(±1)U+
to Vˆ− = p(±1)U− . Hence Indexfˆ (+) = dimVˆ+ − dimVˆ− .
Since one can write the chirality operator Γ in the form Γ = 1
l+1/2
[
j(j +
1)−(l+1/2)2
]
where j is the eigenvalue of (−~LR+ ~σ
2
)2 , j = l±1/2 for which
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Γ|j=l±1/2 = ±1 defines the subspace U± with dimension 2(l±1/2)+1 . On the
other hand , for p(+1) which projects down to the subspace with maximum
eigenvalue kmax = l +
1
2
of the operator ~K(1) = ~L + ~τ
2
, Vˆ± has dimension
[2(l±1/2)+1][2(l+1/2)+1] and so the index is Indexfˆ (+) = c(+1) = 2(2l+2).
This result signals the existence of zero modes of the operator fˆ (+) .
Indeed for Γ = +1 one must couple l+ 1
2
to l+ 1
2
and obtain j = 2l+1, 2l, ..0,
whereas for Γ = −1 we couple l + 1
2
to l − 1
2
and obtain j = 2l, ..., 1 . j
here denotes the total angular momentum ~J = ~LL − ~LR + ~σ
2
+ ~τ
2
. Clearly
the eigenvalues j(+1) = 2l + 1 and 0 in Vˆ+ are not paired to anything . The
extra piece in c(+1) is therefore exactly equal to the number of the top zero
modes , namely 2j(+1) + 1 = 2(2l + 1) + 1 . These modes do not exist in
the continuum and therefore they are of no physical relevance and must be
projected out . This can be achieved by replacing the projector p(+1) by a
corrected projector π(+1) = p(+1)[1 − π(j(+1))] where π(j(+1)) projects out the
top eigenvalue j(+1) , it can be easily written down explicitly [see equation
(4.35)] . Putting π(+1) in (1.40) gives exactly c(+1) = +1 which is the correct
answer .
The same analysis goes for p(−1) . Since it projects down to the subspace
with minimum eigenvalue kmax = l − 12 of the operator ~K(1) = ~L + ~τ2 ,
Vˆ± has now dimension [2(l±1/2) + 1][2(l − 1/2) + 1] and so the index is
Indexfˆ (+) = c(−1) = 4l. By coupling l − 1
2
to l + 1
2
one obtains j =
2l, 2l− 1, ..1 which are all Γ = +1 states, whereas by coupling l− 1
2
to l − 1
2
one obtains j = 2l − 1, ..., 1, 0 with Γ = −1 . Clearly the top eigenvalue
j(−1) = 2l in Vˆ+ and 0 in Vˆ− are not paired to anything. c(−1) can then
be rewritten as c(−1) = [2j(−1) + 1] − [+1]. Again the top modes do not
exist in the continuum and therefore are of no physical relevance and must
be projected out . This can be achieved by replacing the projector p(−1) by
a corrected projector π(−1) = p(−1)[1−π(j(−1))] where π(j(−1)) projects out the
top eigenvalue j(−1). Putting π(−1) in (1.40) gives exactly c(−1) = −1 which
is what we want .
This idea of obtaining fuzzy projectors describing fuzzy monoples with all
the correct properties and with the right continuum limit generalizes easily
to higher charges . For winding number ±N one introduces N set of Pauli
matrices ~τ (i) and define ~K(N) = ~LL +
∑N
i=1
~τ (i)
2
. Fuzzy Monopole of charge
±N is described by the projective module p(±N)A2N , where p(±N) is the
projector on the subspace with maximum (minimum) eigenvalue , l + N
2
(l−
N
2
), of the operator ~K(N). They have the right winding number ±N given
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by formulae like (1.40). These projectors reduce in the continuum limit
to P±N = ∏Ni=1 1±~τ (i).~n2 as one can check , and in terms of sections of vector
bundles the projective module , P(±N)A2N , corresponds to the tensor product
of N wave functions of the form (1.34).
1.2.3 Chiral Fermions on Fuzzy Spaces
The Dirac operator D2w was shown to admit a chirality operator Γ , i.e
{D2w,Γ} = 0 . However there was one obvious problem with this Dirac
operator , its spectrum. It has very small eigenvalues D2w(j) for large values
of j6, in particular its top eigenvalue corresponding to j = 2l+ 1
2
is identically
zero . The spectrum of the Dirac operator D2g was , on the other hand ,
identical to the continuum spectrum ± 1
ρ
(j + 1
2
) only truncated at the top
eigenvalue j = 2l + 1
2
. But this D2g does not commute with Γ as the top
mode is not paired to anything .
One would like to be able to define chiral fermions on fuzzy S2F with
the above truncated spectrum . To this end , one first projects out the
top mode , which is a source of problem for both Dirac operators , and
define the space V through the projector P given by P |j, j3 >= |j, j3 >
for any j≤2l − 1
2
and P |j = 2l + 1
2
, j3 >= 0. Next recall that in the con-
tinuum we had the identity D2w = iγD2g which can be put in the form
|D2g|−1D2gD2w|D2w|−1 = i|D2g|−1D2gγD2g|D2w|−1 . Then by using the facts
|D2g| = |D2w| and [γ, |D2g|] = [γ, |D2w|] = 0 one can see that γ = ~σ.~n can be
rewritten
γ = i
D2g
|D2g|
D2w
|D2w| . (1.44)
Naive fuzzification would give
Γ
′
= iF2gF2w. (1.45)
where F2g and F2w are given on the space V by
D2g
|D2g| and
D2w
|D2w| respectively.
On the subspace corresponding to j = 2l + 1
2
both F2g and F2w are set to
zero .
It is a very interesting exercise to check that Γ
′
is indeed a chirality
operator which is different from Γ . By construction , it also has the correct
6As usual j denotes the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum which is , in the
absence of monopoles , given by ~J = ~LL − ~LR + ~σ2 .
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continuum limit . Further it anticommutes with both Dirac operators PD2gP
and PD2wP . [see chapter 4 for the explicit proof].
One can now replace the chirality operator Γ
′
in the chiral pair (PD2gP,Γ
′
)
by Γ as follows . The triplet e1 = F2g , e2 = F2w and e3 = Γ
′
can be shown
to form a Clifford algebra , namely {ea, eb} = δab1V . In other words ea
together with the identity on V will generate all linear operators on V , in
particular Γ can be written as a linear combination of them . But since Γ
is the chirality operator of e2 = F2w , its expansion in terms of ea and 1V
will only contain e1 and e3 , and therefore it must be in the plane gener-
ated by e1 = F2g and e3 = Γ
′
. Hence Γ
′
can be rotated to Γ by a unitary
transformation Ue2(θ) with an angle θ around e2, i.e Γ = Ue2(θ)
+Γ
′
Ue2(θ).
Similarly the Dirac operator PD2gP will be rotated to a new Dirac oper-
taor D = Ue2(θ)
+PD2gPUe2(θ) . [see chapter 4 for the explicit form of the
rotation Ue2] .
Using this new pair (D,Γ) in the winding number formula (1.40) will give
exactly the correct charges ±1 with no need to modify the projectors p(±1) ,
namely
± 1 = −TrǫP (±1)[F, P (±1)][F, P (±1)], (1.46)
where now F is given by (1.41) with the substitution D2w|D2w|−→ D|D| .
1.2.4 Fuzzy Spinors and the Star Product
This is another example in which the relation of projective modules to sec-
tions of vector bundles is worked out explicitly in both the continuum and
the fuzzy case. Fuzzification here is elegantly achieved by the means of star
product . The considerations of this last section are relevant for spin 1
2
par-
ticles moving on S2 in the absence of monopoles . The case of CP2 and/or
the inclusion of monopoles can be treated similarly and is done in chapter 5.
D2g acts on A⊗C2≡A2 = {|ψ >=
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
, ψi∈C∞(S2)} and it anticom-
mutes with the chirality operator γ = ~σ.~n . To write down explicitly a general
element of the projective module A2 , one can for example expand it in terms
of the eigenfunctions of γ . To this end one first remark that a general point
~n of S2 is given in terms of g = D(
1
2
)(g) by ~σ.~n = D(
1
2
)(g)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1(g) and
hence γD(
1
2
)(g) = D(
1
2
)(g)σ3 . Now by taking the standard basis {|+ >, |− >}
defined by the equations σ3|± >= ±|± > , one have the following identity
γD(
1
2
)(g)|± >= ±D( 12 )(g)|± > . (1.47)
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In other words D(
1
2
)(g)|+ > and D( 12 )(g)|− > are the eigenfunctions of γ
with +1 and −1 helicity respectively . Let us write these spinors as
|ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) >≡
(
< +|D( 12 )(g)|± >
< −|D( 12 )(g)|± >
)
(1.48)
By construction , these spinors |ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > have the equivariance property
|ψ(
1
2
)
± (ge
i
σ3
2
θ) >= |ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > e
±i θ
2 . (1.49)
The elements of the projective module A2 , and hence too its chirality ±1
subspaces 1±σ.nˆ
2
A2 , are by construction invariant under g → geiσ32 θ . This
is because they are functions on S2 and not on SU(2) . The expansion of
elements of these subspaces using (1.48) must thus have another factor in each
term transforming with the opposite phase to that in (1.49) . Accounting for
this fact, we can write for |ψ >∈ A2 ,
|ψ(g) > = |ψ+(g) > +|ψ−(g) >,
|ψ±(g) > =
[∑
j,m
ξj±m < jm|ψ(j)∓ (g) >
]
|ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > , ξ
j±
m ∈C. (1.50)
|ψ+(g) > and |ψ−(g) > belong to the subspaces 1+σ.nˆ
2
A2 and 1−σ.nˆ
2
A2 respec-
tively and hence they represent left handed spinors and right handed spinors
on the sphere S2 . |ψ(j)∓ (g) > in equation (1.50) is , on the other hand ,
defined by
|ψ(j)∓ (g) >= D(j)(g)|j,∓
1
2
> (1.51)
j here are the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum ~J = ~L+ ~σ
2
. It is
half integer equal to l+ 1
2
or l− 1
2
and therefore the states |j,∓1
2
> do always
exist. l are of course the eigenvalues of the orbital angular momentum ~L .
D(j)(g) is the j IRR of the element g∈SU(2) . It is now not difficult to see
that under the transformation g−→gexp(iσ3
2
θ) we have
|ψ(j)∓ (gei
σ3
2
θ) > = |ψ(j)∓ (g) > e∓i
θ
2 . (1.52)
From (1.49) and (1.52) it is then obvious that (1.50) are invariant under
g → geiσ32 θ .
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To find sections of the spinor bundle over S2 one simply acts with the
Dirac operator D2g on the elements (1.50) of A2 . A non-trivial calculation
gives
D2g|ψ(g) > = −1
ρ
∑
j,m
ξj+m < jm|ψ(j)+ (g) >< j,
1
2
|J (j)+ |j,−
1
2
> |ψ(
1
2
)
− (g) >
− 1
ρ
∑
j,m
ξj−m < jm|ψ(j)− (g) >< j,−
1
2
|J (j)− |j,+
1
2
> |ψ(
1
2
)
+ (g) >,
(1.53)
[see chapter 5 for the complete proof] . J (j)± = J (j)1 ±iJ (j)2 are the lowering
and raising generators of the j IRR of SU(2) . (1.53) can also be rewritten
in the ”Dirac-Ka¨hler” form
DD−K2g ψD−K ≡ −
1
ρ
∑
j
[
0 < j,−1
2
|J (j)− |j,+12 >
< j, 1
2
|J (j)+ |j,−12 > 0
]
×
[ ∑
m ξ
j+
m < jm|ψ(j)+ >∑
m ξ
j−
m < jm|ψ(j)− >
]
,
(1.54)
with
ψD−K =
[ ∑
j,m ξ
j+
m < jm|ψ(j)− >∑
j,m ξ
j−
m < jm|ψ(j)+ >
]
. (1.55)
These are by definition the sections of the spinor bundle over S2 . As expected
they are essentially given in terms of the rotation matrices < j,m|ψ(j)± >=
D
(j)
m,± 1
2
.
Towards the fuzzification of (1.50) and (1.55) one introduces the coherent
states
|g, l〉 = U (l)(g)|l, l〉
|g, l + 1
2
〉 = U (l+ 12 )(g)|l + 1
2
, l +
1
2
〉 (1.56)
induced from the highest weight vectors |l; l〉 and |l+ 1
2
; l+ 1
2
> respectively.
g→U (k)(g) , k = l, l + 1
2
, is the angular momentum k IRR of SU(2). They
have the equivaraince property |geiσ32 θ, k〉 = eikθ|g, k〉.
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It is a theorem [21] that the diagonal matrix elements 〈g, k|a|g, k〉 com-
pletely determine the operator a. Further 〈geiσ32 θ, k|a|geiσ32 θ, k〉 = 〈g, k|a|g, k〉
so that 〈g, k|a|g, k〉 depends only on gσ3g−1 = ~σ.~n . In this way, we have the
map
A → A,
a → a˜ = 〈g, k|a|g, k〉. (1.57)
In particular the spherical harmonic YKM is the image of an operators T
K
M
defined by YKM(~n) = 〈g, k|TKM |g, k〉 . “Fuzzy spherical harmonics” TKM pro-
vide a basis of matrices for A = Mat2l+1 and can only occur with K≤2l .
The proof goes as follows , SU(2) has two different actions on A , the left
action given by the generators ~LL of the l IRR of SU(2) and the right action
given by the generators −~LR of the l IRR of SU(2) . The total action is then
given by the orbital angular momentum ~L = ~LL− ~LR which has eigenvalues
K = 0, ..., 2l . TKM can then be chosen to be such that
~L2TKM = K(K +1)TKM
and L3TKM =MTKM . Elements of A can then be thought of as ordinary func-
tions on ordinary S2 with expansions ( in terms of YKM ) cut-off at angular
momenta 2l . For their product to not have terms with K > 2l , the mul-
tiplication rule should be changed to that given by the star product. Thus
consider 〈g, k|TKMTLN |g, k〉. The functions YKM and YLN completely deter-
mine TKM and T
L
N , and for that reason also this matrix element . Hence it is
the value of the function YKM ∗ YLN , linear in each factor, at ~n:
〈g, k|TKMTLN |g, k〉 = [YKM ∗ YLN ](~n). (1.58)
The star product ∗ extends by linearity to all functions with angular momenta
≤2l. The resultant algebra is (A, ∗) and it is isomorphic to the algebra A.
The explicit formula for ∗ on fuzzy S2F has been found by Presˇnajder [8] [see
also [14, 22] and references therein].
|g, l > and |g, l+ 1
2
〉 given in equation (1.56) span vector spaces Vl and Vl+ 1
2
respectively . Let T jm+
7∈Hom(Vl+1/2, Vl) be a linear operator from Vl+1/2 to
Vl . It is a (2l+1)×(2(l+12)+1) matrix in a basis of Vl+ 12 and Vl . This operator
has the transformation property < g, l|T jm+|g, l+ 12 > −→ei
θ
2 < g, l|T jm+|g, l+
1
2
> under g−→geiσ32 θ . One also has the transformation property
7Similraly these T jm+ are defined by ~J
2T
j
m+ = j(j+1)T
j
m+ and J3T
j
m+ = mT
j
m+ where
~J = ~LL − ~LR + ~σ2 and j = 2l + 12 , ..., 12 . The index + , on the other hand , is simply
denoting the fact that T jm+ is a linear operator from Vl+1/2−→Vl.
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U (l)(g)†T jm+U
(l+ 1
2
)(g) =
∑
m
′
D
(j)
mm′
(g)T j
m′+
, (1.59)
where now j < 2l+ 1
2
since we have to project out the top mode j = 2l+ 1
2
as
explained in the last section , and D
(j)
mm′
(g) is =< j,m|D(j)(g)|j,m′ >. Then
one can make the identification
< j,m|ψ(j)+ (g) >≡ D(j)m,+ 1
2
(g) = 〈g, l|T jm+|g, l +
1
2
〉, (1.60)
since from equation (1.52) one can easily see that < j,m|ψ(j)+ (g) > −→ei θ2 <
j,m|ψ(j)+ (g) > under g−→gei
σ3
2
θ . In other words T jm+ is the fuzzy version of
< j,m|ψ(j)+ (g) > and will then be associated with the negative helicity part
of the fuzzy wave function [see equation (1.50)].
For helicity + we have to consider T jm−∈Hom(Vl, Vl+1/2), with
U (l+
1
2
)(g)†T jm−U
(l)(g) =
∑
m
′
D
(j)
mm′
(g)T j
m′−. (1.61)
Of course now ,
< j,m|ψ(j)− (g) >≡ D(j)m,− 1
2
(g) =< g, l +
1
2
|T jm−|g, l >, (1.62)
where both sides will acquire now a phase exp(−iθ
2
) under the right U(1)
action , namely under g−→gexp(iσ3
2
θ) . T jm− is then clearly the fuzzy version
of < j,m|ψ(j)− (g) > .
We can restore spin parts to fuzzy wave functions. The spin wave func-
tions for helicity ± are T
1
2
ms± , where ms denotes the two components of the
spinor . The positive chirality spinors are defined by
<
1
2
, ms|ψ(
1
2
)
+ (g) >≡ D(
1
2
)
ms+
1
2
(g) =< g, l|T
1
2
ms+|g, l +
1
2
>, (1.63)
while the negative chirality spinors are defined by
<
1
2
, ms|ψ(
1
2
)
− (g) >≡ D(
1
2
)
ms− 12
(g) =< g, l +
1
2
|T
1
2
ms−|g, l > . (1.64)
So the two components of the total fuzzy wave functions for helicity ± are
<
1
2
, ms|ψ±F >=
[∑
j,m
ξj±m T
j
m∓
]
T
1
2
ms±, ξ
j±
m ∈C, ms = +
1
2
,−1
2
. (1.65)
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This is the fuzzy version of equation (1.50) .
The Dirac operator D2g is given by the truncated version of (1.53) :
ρ
∑
ms
(D2g)m′sms{
∑
j,m
ξj+m T
j
m−T
1/2
ms+ +
∑
j,m
ξj−m T
j
m+T
1/2
ms−} =
−{∑
j,m
ξj+m T
j
m+(J
(j)
+ )+1/2,−1/2}{T 1/2m′s−} − {
∑
j,m
ξj−m T
j
m−(J
(j)
− )−1/2,+1/2}{T 1/2m′s+},
(1.66)
J
(j)
i being the angular momentum j images of
σi
2
. Similarly fuzzy sections
are given by
ψD−KF =
[ ∑
j,m ξ
j+
m T
j
m−∑
j,m ξ
j−
m T
j
m+
]
. (1.67)
This is the fuzzy analogue of (1.55) .
Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is essentially based on [11] , the first two papers of [12] and the
reference [23] . It is organized as follows : chapter two is a short , but fairly
technical introduction to the subject of noncommutative geometry , which
can be skipped in a first reading . For us , the most pertinent results of this
chapter are Connes’s trace theorem , the stability of cyclic cocycle and the
definition of cyclic cohomology.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the construction of the K-cycle (A,H, D,Γ) de-
scribing the fuzzy sphere S2F and its fuzzy geometry . The core of the thesis
is chapter 4 which contains the formulation of several physical problems on
S2F . First one construct fuzyy monopoles with the right charges . Fuzzy soli-
tons and σ− models are also written down on S2F with the correct winding
numbers . Their dynamics and continuum limits are also discussed . Finally
chiral fermions are elegantly defined on fuzzy S2F with no doubling .
Chapter 5 deals with CP2 , its fuzzification and its Dirac operator. As
CP2 is not a spin manifold but a spinc manifold , fermions are not symmetric
between left and right , neverthless they can be defined both in the continuum
and in the fuzzy case. This chapter contains also the fuzzification of sections
of vector bundles using the star product and coherent states representations.
This gives us an alternative approach to desribe fermions , monopoles and
solitons on S2F and CP
2
F . The approach used in chapter 4 was based on
projective modules and K-theory .
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We conclude the thesis in the last chapter by some general remarks con-
cerning fuzzy spaces , noncommutative geometry and fuzzy quantum field
theories .
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Chapter 2
A Few Elements of NCG
This chapter contains a very brief introduction to the subject of noncommu-
tative geometry (NCG) . In particular , many concepts of NCG will be built
by comparison with those of ordinary differential geometry through working
out explicitly several examples . This introduction is far from being com-
plete and the level of rigour is also not that of [16] . However in writing it
, extensive use of [16, 17, 24, 25, 3] has been made. Our central aim is to
Introduce the technology of NCG without actually going too much into the
technical details . The other goal is to develop some necessary tools which
will be crucially used in the bulk of the thesis . Examples of such tools are the
Dixmier trace , K-cycles , Dirac operator , cyclic cohomology and Fredholm
modules . The most important results of this chapter are : the explicit proof
of Connes trace theorem which allows us to directly verify , in the case of
Riemannian manifolds , the axiom that the Dirac operator gives the metric .
The other important result is the stability of cyclic cocycle which allows us
to define topological numbers for arbitrary spaces .
However , because those results of this chapter which will be actually
used in the remaining chapters are fairly simple and elementary , the reader
can skip it in a first reading and only consult it when needed in the bulk of
the thesis .
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2.1 First Example : Quantum Mechanics a la
Heisenberg
Quantum Mechanics is the very first example in which the space , which is
the phase space in this case , becomes noncommutative . This is obvious
from the fact that the phase space coordinates q and p , in the quantum
theory , will satisfy the nontrivial commutation relation [q, p] = ih¯ . Phase
space acquires a cell-like structure with minimum volume given roughly by
h¯. In this section we will rederive this result in an algebraic form , i.e a form
in which the noncommutativity is established at the level of the underlying
algebra of functions.
It is a textbook result that the classical atom can be characterized by a set
of positive real numbers , νi , called the fundamental frequencies . This atom,
if viewed as a classical system , radiates via its dipole moment interaction
until it collapses . The intensity of this radiation is given by
In ∝ | < ν, n > |4
where
< ν, n > =
∑
i
niνi, ni∈Z. (2.1)
It is clear that all possible emitted frequencies , < ν, n > , form a group Γ
under the addition operation of real numbers
Γ = {< n, ν >;ni∈Z}, (2.2)
indeed given two frequencies < ν, n >=
∑
i niνi and < ν, n
′
>=
∑
i n
′
iνi in Γ,
it is obvious that < ν, n+ n
′
>=
∑
i(ni + n
′
i)νi is also in Γ .
The algebra of classical observables of this atom can be obtained as the
convolution algebra of the the abelian group Γ . To see how this works
exactly, one first recalls that any function on the phase space X of this atom
can be expanded as ( an almost ) periodic series
f(q, p; t) =
∑
n
f(q, p;n)e2πi<n,ν>t;n ≡ (n1, ..., nk). (2.3)
The Fourier coefficients f(q, p;n) are labelled by the elements n∈Γ . One
can then check that the convolution product defined by
f ∗ g(q, p; t;n) = ∑
n1+n2=n
f(q, p; t;n1)g(q, p; t;n2), (2.4)
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where f(q, p; t;n) = f(q, p;n)exp(2πi < n, ν > t) , leads to the ordinary com-
mutative pointwise multiplication of the corresponding functions f(q, p; t)
and g(q, p; t), namely
fg(q, p; t) ≡ f(q, p; t)g(q, p; t) =∑
n
f1 ∗ f2(q, p; t;n). (2.5)
The key property leading to this result is the fact that Γ is an abelian group.
If we take experimental facts in our account then we know that the atom
must obey the Ritz-Rydberg combination principle which says that
a)Rays in the spectrum are labeled with two indices .
b)Frequencies of these rays obey the law of composition
νij = νik + νkj
(2.6)
which we write as
(i, j) = (i, k) ◦ (k, j). (2.7)
The emitted frequencies νij are therefore not parametrized by the group Γ
but rather by the groupoid ∆ of all pairs (i, j) . It is a groupoid since not
all frequencies can be composed to give another allowed frequency , every
element (i, j) has an inverse (j, i) , and ◦ is associative.
The quantum algebra of observables is then the convolution algebra of
the groupoid ∆, and it turns out to be a noncommutative (matrix) algebra
as one can see by rewriting (2.4) in the form
F1F2(i,j) =
∑
(i,k)◦(k,j)=(i,j)
F1(i,k)F2(k,j). (2.8)
One can easily check that F1F2 6=F2F1 , so F ′s fail to commute .
To implement the element of the quantum algebra as matrices one should
replace f(q, p; t;n) = f(q, p;n)e2πi<n,ν>t by
F (Q,P ; t)(i,j) = F (Q,P )(i,j)e
2πiνijt. (2.9)
From here , Heisenberg’s equation of motion , phase space canonical com-
mutation relations and Heisenberg’s uncertainty relations follow in the usual
way .
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2.2 Compact Operators as Noncommutative
Infinitesimals
It is a set of deep results due to Gelfand , Naimark , Connes and others that
all the properties of a space X , namely its topology , measure theory , De
Rham theory, K-theory,... can be coded in the algebra of functions C(X) on
this space .
Connes’s noncommutative geometry (NCG) is a very precise construction
in which the above basic theorem is explicitly implemented , not only for
smooth differentiable manifolds , but also for general spaces . One fruitful
way of introducing NCG is by stating axioms of diferential geometry in a
form suitable for generalization . Differential geometry will appear therefore
as only a very special case of NCG .
Before we state the axioms , we need first to write down the spectral
or quantized calculus , which is a generalization of the usual calculus on
manifolds. It can be summarized in the following table
Complex variables −→ Operators on a Hilbert space
Real variables −→ Selfadjoint operators
Infinitesimal −→ Compact operators
Integral −→ Dixmier trace
(2.10)
The first two lines are essentially borrowed from QM , whereas the third line
will be explained in this section . Next section will be devoted to the last
line .
Definition1
An operator T on a Hilbert space H is said to be compact if it can be
approximated in norm by finite rank operators . More precisely
∀ ǫ>0, ∃ a finite dimensional space E∈H : ||TE⊥|| < ǫ.
(2.11)
With this definition , it is clear that compact operators are in a sense small .
Definition2
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One can alternatively define compact operators as follows : They admit
a uniformly convergent (in norm) expansion of the form
T =
∑
n≥0
µn(T )|ψn >< φn| (2.12)
where 0≤µi+1(T )≤µi(T ) , {|ψn >}and{|φn >} are orthonormal (not neces-
sarily complete) sets . One can now make the following remarks : 1)The size
of the compact operator T (infinitesimal) is governed by the rate of decay
of the sequence {µn(T )} , as n−→∞ . 2)If we polar decompose , T = U |T |
where |T | = √T ∗T and U is the phase of T , then one can show that the
characteristic values of T , µn(T ) , are basically the eigenvalues of |T | with
eigenvectors |φn >.
The characteristic values , µn(T ) , satisfy
µn+m(T1 + T2) ≤ µn(T1) + µm(T2)
µn+m(T1T2) ≤ µn(T1)µm(T2)
µn(TT1) ≤ ||T ||µn(T1)
µn(T1T ) ≤ ||T ||µn(T1). (2.13)
where T1 , T2 are compact operators and T is a bounded operator . For
n = m = 0, the above inequalities can be shown by using the fact that
µ0(T ) = sup{||T |χ > || : |χ > ∈H, |||χ > ||≤1}
= ||T || ≡ the operator norm, (2.14)
which trivially satisfies all of (2.13) . One can also show that µn(T ) , n6=0,
behaves as a norm as follows . First let L(H) be the set of all bounded
operators on H and Rn the set of all operators with rank less than n , i.e
Rn = {S∈L(H) : dim(ImS)≤n}. Then from the above first definition of
compact operators , one can write
µn(T ) = dist(T,Rn), ∀n∈N
with
Limµn(T ) −→ 0 when n−→∞. (2.15)
This is another way of writing that the compact operator T is a norm limit of
operators with finite rank . From this definition and the obvious inclusions
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Rn +Rm ⊂ Rn+m the inequalities (2.13) follow easily . In showing (2.13) we
need also to use the fact that the set of compact operators forms a two-sided
ideal in L(H), i.e RnL(H) = L(H)Rn = Rn. This is obvious since compact
operators among bounded operators are like infinitesimal numbers among
numbers .
Definition 3: Order of a Compact Operator
A compact operator T is of order α∈R+ iff
∃ C <∞ : µn(T )≤Cn−α, ∀n≥1
⇔ µn = O(n−α), n−→∞. (2.16)
Example 1
Let us check that some of the intuitive rules of calculus of infinitesimals
are still valid for compact operators . For example if T1 , T2 are of orders α,
β then T1T2 is of order α + β . we start with
µn+m(T1T2)≤µn(T1)µm(T2). (2.17)
But µn(T1) = O(n
−α) , µm(T2) = O(m−β) and µp(T1T2) = O(p−γ) . α , β
and γ are the orders of T1 , T2 and T1T2 respectively . Then
O((n+m)−γ) ≤ O(n−α)O(m−β)
O(nα)O(mβ) ≤ O((n+m)γ)
=⇒
O(nα+β−γ) ≤ 1. (2.18)
Where we have assumed that n = m . One then concludes that γ = α+ β.
Example 2
The volume ddx in d dimensions is an infinitesimal of order 1 and therefore
the differential dx is of order 1/d1 .
Example 3
On a d-dimensional manifold M , the Dirac operator D = D+ = |D| has
the eigenvalues (Weyl formula)
µj(D) ≃ 2π( d
ΩdvolM
)1/dj1/d (2.19)
1This is because by definition the integral has as a domain the set of compact operators
of order 1 , in other words ddxf(x) must be a compact operator of order 1 and therefore
ddx is a compact operator of order 1 . Remember that a bounded operator f(x) times a
compact operator ddx is still a compact operator of the same order.
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for large j . So D−1 is infintesimal of order 1/d and therefore D−d is an
infinitesimal of order 1 .
2.3 Dixmier Trace as the Noncommutative
Integral
One starts with the usual trace , which has as a domain the space L1 of trace
class operators . Let T∈L1 be a positive and compact operator of order 1,
then one can compute
σN (T ) ≡ TrT |N =
N−1∑
n=0
µn(T )≤ClnN + C
′
N
+ finite terms. (2.20)
In other words the ordinary trace is at most logarithmically divergent and
should be replaced by
TrT−→LimN−→∞γN(T )
where
γN(T ) =
σN (T )
lnN
=
1
lnN
N−1∑
n=0
µn(T ). (2.21)
The sequence {γN(T )} satisfies
γN(T1 + T2) ≤ γN(T1) + γN(T2)≤γ2N(T1 + T2)(1 + ln2
lnN
).
(2.22)
We can see immediately That γN is not linear , and that linearity will be
recovered if the sequence {γN} converges . One needs then to replace (2.21)
by something else , namely
Trω(T ) = LimωγN(T ). (2.23)
This is the Dixmier trace . Limω is a linear form on the space of bounded
sequences {γN} . It is positive , linear , scale invariant and it converges to the
ordinary limit if the sequence on which it is evaluated converges. Explicitly,
it satisfies:
Trω(T ) ≥ 0
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Trω(λ1T1 + λ2T2) = λ1TrωT1 + λ2TrωT2
Trω(BT ) = Trω(TB), B is a bounded operator
Trω(T ) = 0, if T is of order higher than 1.
(2.24)
The 4th equation means that infinitesimals of order 1 are in the domain of
the Dixmier trace , while those of order higher than 1 have vanishing trace .
The proof is pretty obvious from the above construction.
The Dixmier trace can be extended to the whole space L1,∞ , the space
of trace class compact operators of order 1 , because of the linearity of the
trace and the fact that L1,∞ is generated by its positive part .
Example 4
The Laplacian on a d-dimensional torus T d = Rd/(2πZ)d (and its eigen-
values) is (are)
∆ = −( ∂
∂x1
)2 − .....− ( ∂
∂xd
)2
~p2 = p21 + ...+ p
2
d, (2.25)
One would like to compute Trω∆
−d/2 . The eigenvalues of ∆−d/2 are µp(∆−d/2) =
|~p|−d . The multiplicity of this eigenvalue is the number of points in Zd of
length |~p| which is proportional to the volume
Np+dp −Np = Ωdpd−1dp (2.26)
Ωd is a d− 1 dimensional sphere . Therefore
1
lnN
N−1∑
n=0
µn(T ) =
1
lnNk
∑
p≤k
p−d
∼ 1
dlnk
∫ k
1
p−d(Ωdpd−1dp)
∼ Ωd
d
=⇒
Trω(∆
−d/2) =
Ωd
d
. (2.27)
Since on the torus , |D|2 = ∆ , this result can be written as
Trω(|D|−d) = Ωd
d
(2.28)
The Dirac operator here seems to play the role of the metric .
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2.4 Spectral Triples or K-cycles as Noncom-
mutative Spaces
An arbitrary space X can be always defined by a set (A,H,D) where A is
an involutive algebra of bounded operators on the Hilbert space H , and
D = D+ is an operator acting on H with the properties
D−1 is a compact operator on H⊥
[D, a] is a bounded operator for any a∈A.
(2.29)
H⊥ is the orthogonal complement of the finite dimensional kernel of D .
The above space is compact in the sense that the spectrum of D is by
construction discrete with finite multiplicity . A noncompact space will be
obtained if the algebra A has no unit , more precisely , we need to replace
the first line in (2.29) by the following condition : For any a∈A and λ not in
R , a(D−λ)−1 is a compact operator . (A,H,D) is called the spectral triple
or K-cycle and contains everything that is to know about our space .
States as Noncommutative Points
A point in the above K-cycle , or noncommutative space , is a state on the
C∗ algebra A , in other words a linear functional
ψ : A−→C
where
ψ(a∗a) ≥ 0, ∀a∈A
||ψ|| = sup{|ψ(a)| : ||a||≤1}. (2.30)
One can check that ||ψ|| = ψ(1) = 1 . The set S(A) of all states is a convex
space, in other words : given any two states ψ1 and ψ2 and a real number
0≤λ≤1 then λψ1+(1−λ)ψ2 is ∈S(A) . The boundary of S(A) is generated
by pure states .
Even Spectral Triple
The spectral triple X = (A,H,D) is said to be even (otherwise it is said to
be odd) if there is a Z2 grading Γ of H , satisfying
Γ2 = 1,
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Γ+ = Γ
{Γ, D} = [Γ, a] = 0, ∀a∈A
(2.31)
The Real Structure J as the Noncommutative CP operation
The spectral triple X = (A,H,D) is said to be real (otherwise it is said to
be complex) if there is an antilinear isometry , J : H−→H , which satisfy
the following
J2 = ǫ(d)1,
JD = ǫ
′
(d)DJ,
JΓ = (i)dΓJ
J+ = J−1 = ǫ(d)J. (2.32)
The mod 8 periodic functions ǫ(d) and ǫ
′
(d) are given by
ǫ(d) = (1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1)
ǫ
′
(d) = (1,−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1). (2.33)
If the space X is a Riemannian spin manifold M , then the real structure is
exactly the CP operation
Jψ = Cψ¯. (2.34)
C being the charge conjugation operator .
2.5 The Dirac Operator as the Noncommu-
tative Metric
The Dirac operator of the K-cycle X = (A,H,D) can be used to define a
distance formula on the space S(A) : the space of states on the algebra A .
Given two states ( points ) on A ( of X ) , ψ1 and ψ2 the distance between
them is given by
d(ψ1, ψ2) = supa∈A{|ψ1(a)− ψ2(a)| : ||[D, a]||≤1},
(2.35)
D essentially contains all the metric informations of the space X .
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Example 5
Let us check that the distance formula (2.35) will reduce to the ordinary
distance when the space X is an ordinary manifold M . In this case , A =
C∞(M) , D = γµ∂µ . The space of states S(C∞(M)) is now the space of
characters M(C∞) which can be identified with the manifold itself as follows
x∈M −→ ψx∈M(C∞)
such that
ψx(f) = f(x), ∀f∈C∞(M)
(2.36)
The distance (2.35) takes then the form
d(x1, x2) = supf∈C∞(M){|f(x1)− f(x2)| : ||[D, f ]||≤1}.
(2.37)
Next since [D, f ] = γµ∂µf one has ||[D, f ]|| = supx∈M ||~∂f || , and hence
|f(x2)− f(x1)| = |
∫ x2
x1
~∂f.d~x|
≤
∫ x2
x1
|~∂f.d~x|
≤
∫ x2
x1
|~∂f |ds
≤
∫ x2
x1
||[D, f ]||ds
≤
∫ x2
x1
ds.
=⇒
d(x1, x2) = Inf(
∫ x2
x1
ds). (2.38)
In the above proof we have assumed for simplicity that the functions ,
f∈C∞(M), are real valued . However the result (2.38) will also hold if f ’s
are complex valued functions on M . The only difference is that one finds
now that the norm of the bounded operator [D, f ] is equal to the Lipschitz
norm of f ,
||[D, f ]|| = ||f ||Lip = supx1 6=x2
|f(x1)− f(x2)|
Inf(
∫ x2
x1
ds)
. (2.39)
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2.5.1 Example 6 : Connes Trace Theorem
Before we state the first axiom of NCG , one needs to do one more com-
putation in which one sees once more that the Dirac operator D = iγµ∂µ
of a d dimensional spin manifold is intimately related to the metric . More
precisely, one would like to show that the Riemannian measure onM is given
by
Trωf |D|−d =
∫
M
f(x)
√
detg(x)dx1∧dx2∧..∧dxd. (2.40)
The first step is to recognize that the Dirac operator D is a first order elliptic
pseudodifferential operator . The statement that D is a first order is trivial
as one can see from its expression . Being pseudodifferential operator means
that , it is an operator between two Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 of sections of
Hermitian vector bundles over M which can be written in local coordinates
as
Dψ(x) =
1
(2π)d
∫
eip(x−y)a(x, p)ψ(y)ddyddp
where
a(x, p) = −pµγµ. (2.41)
In this case H1 = H2 = L
2(M,S) : the Hilbert space of square integrable
sections of the irreducible spinor bundle over M . a(x, p) is called the prin-
cipal symbol of the operator D and since it is invertible for p 6=0 , the Dirac
operator is called elliptic .
It is not difficult to check that the principal symbol of the second order
operator, D2, will be given by p21 = ηµνpµpν1 where we have assumed that
we are in a locally flat metric ( which can always be done ). One can then
compute the principal symbol of D−2 as follows
D−2ψ(y) =
1
(2π)d
∫
eip(y−x)a(x, p)ψ(x)ddxddp
where now
a(x, p) =
1
|p|21. (2.42)
This operator is of order −2 . From here one can directly conclude that the
operator |D|−d = (D2)−d/2 is also a pseudodifferential operator of order −d
and its principal symbol is given by |p|−d1 .
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Now given any f∈C∞(M) , it will act as a bounded multiplicative oper-
ator on the Hilbert space , and therefore the operator f |D|−d will be also a
pseudodifferential operator of order −d , with a principal symbol given by
f(x)|p|−d1 .
The identity 1 which appears above is an N×N unit matrix which acts
on the spinor bundle , so N = 2d/2 for even dimensional manifolds and
N = 2(d−1)/2 for odd dimensional manifolds .
The next step is to use the famous Connes trace theorem , which asserts
that the Dixmier trace of a pseudodifferential operator (of order −d ) over a
d dimensional Riemannian manifold is proportional to the Wodzicki residue
of that operator , more precisely
TrωA =
1
d(2π)d
WresA
=
1
d(2π)d
∫
S∗M
Tr[a(x, p)]σpdx
1∧dx2...∧dxd.
where
σp =
d∑
j=1
(−1)j−1pjdp1∧..∧ ˆdpj∧...∧dpd.
and
S∗M = {(x, p)∈T ∗M : |p| = 1}. (2.43)
Therefore it is straight forward to see that
Trωf |D|−d = 1
d(2π)d
Wresf |D|−d
=
1
d(2π)d
∫
S∗M
Tr[f(x)|p|−d1]σpdx1∧dx2...∧dxd.
=
N
d(2π)d
∫
Sd−1
σp
∫
M
f(x)dx1∧dx2...∧dxd.
=
NΩd−1
d(2π)d
∫
M
f(x)dx1∧dx2...∧dxd. (2.44)
2.6 Axioms of NCG
Axiom 1 : Dimension
We are now ready to state the first axiom of NCG. It is written as
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|D|−2 =
d∑
µ,ν=1
[F,Xµ]∗ηµν [F,Xν ],
(2.45)
F is the sign of the Dirac operator , F = D|D| , and it is assumed to satisfy
[F, |D|−2] = 0 . Xµ are the generators of A while η = (ηµν) is in Md(A) , i.e
d×d matrices with entries in A. The positive compact operator |D|−2 can be
thought of as the square of the infinitesimal length element over the space
X = (A,H,D).
Usually this axiom is formulated as follows : D−1 is a compact operator
of order 1/d , where d will be by definition the dimension of the above space
(K-cycle) X ≡ (A,H,D) . This is called the Dimension Axiom .
Example 7
Let us compute the dimension of S2 from its Dirac operator . The Dirac
operator on S2 is known to have the form
D = ~σ.~L+ 1 (2.46)
Its square , D2 , has the spectrum
k2 = (j +
1
2
)2, j = l +
1
2
or j = l − 1
2
. (2.47)
k2 = (j + 1
2
)2 is an eigenvalue of D2 with a total multiplicity equal to :
4(j + 1
2
) = 4k. One can then compute
Trω|D|−2 = Limω 1
LnNM
M∑
k=1
1
k2
×4k
= Limω
4
lnNM
lnM. (2.48)
But , NM =
∑M
k=1 4k = 2M(M + 1) , and therefore
Trω|D|−2 = 2 (2.49)
This equation means that |D|−2 is in the domain of the Dixmier trace and
therefore it is a compact operator of order 1 . D−1 is then a compact operator
of order 1/2 which leads to the conclusion that the dimension of S2 is 2 .
(2.49) is exactly the Euler character of S2 .
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Axiom 2 : Reality
One can use the real structure J , introduced in equation (2.32) , to define
the opposite algebra A0 . Its elements a0 are defined by
a0 = Ja∗J+ (2.50)
with product
(ba)0 = a0b0. (2.51)
The two algebras A and A0 are also required to commute with each other ,
i.e
[a, b0] = 0, ∀a, b∈A. (2.52)
Equation (2.52) is the reality axiom of noncommutative geometry .
Axiom 3 : First Order
The real structure J and the Dirac operator D should also satisfy one more
condition known as the first order axiom of noncommutative geometry. For
all a and b∈A , one must have
[[D, a], b0] = 0 (2.53)
Example 8
In the case of ordinary commutative manifold M with a Dirac operator
D = iγµ∂µ , the opposite algebra A
0 coincides with the algebra A itself ,
since (ba)0 = a0b0 = b0a0 , and therefore the condition (2.53) will simply
mean that the Dirac operator is a first order operator .
Axiom 4 : Regularity
For all a∈A , the operator [D, a] is a bounded operator on the Hilbert space
H , and both a and [D, a] are in the domain of δm for all integers m . δ being
the derivation defined by : δ(a) = [|D|, a]. This is the algebraic formulation
of the smoothness of the elements of A.
There are three more axioms regarding orientability , finiteness of the
K-cycle and Poincare duality and K-theory , whose discussions will take us
out of the scope of this thesis , so we stop here .
The subject of the next chapter will be the construction of noncommuta-
tive differential calculus .
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2.7 Fredholm Module
2.7.1 Definition
Given the K-cycle X = (A,H,D) , One way to introduce a Fredholm module
structure is by defining the operator
F =
(
0 D−1
D 0
)
, (2.54)
on H2 = H⊕H . By construction (2.54) is such that F 2 = 1 . Let π be an
involutive representation of the algebra A on the Hilbert space H2 = H⊕H
given by :
∀f∈A : π(f) =
(
f 0
0 f
)
. (2.55)
The exterior derivative df of any element f of A is defined by df = i[F, π(f)]
or
df = i
(
0 [D−1, f ]
[D, f ] 0
)
. (2.56)
We will assume that [F, π(f)] is a compact operator on H2 for any f in
A: in other words df is an infintesimal variable . we will also assume that
π(f)(F − F+) is a compact operator. The pair (H2, F ) define a Fredholm
module , it is an even Fredholm module if the Hilbert space H admits a Z/2
grading Γ . On H2 the chirality operator is therefore given by
Γ2 =
(
Γ 0
0 Γ
)
. (2.57)
By construction we have Γ22 = 1 , Γ
+
2 = Γ2 ,Γ2F = −FΓ2 and Γ2π(f) =
π(f)Γ2 for any element f of the algebra A .
2.7.2 Cyclic Cohomology
The Schatten-Von Neumann classes
The Schatten-Von Neumann ideal of compact operators Lp ( where p is a
real number ≥1 ) is defined as the space of all bounded operators T on H2
such that the trace of |T |p is finite , in other words :
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∞∑
n=0
(µn(T ))
p <∞, (2.58)
where µn(T ) is the nth eigenvalue of |T |. The above condition simply means
that the eigenvalues of T must decrease fast enough at infinity .These classes
are used to measure the size of the differential [F, π(f)] .
One last remark is that Lp⊂Lq if p≤q which can be written as :
L1⊂L2⊂...⊂Lp⊂...⊂L∞, (2.59)
where L1 are trace-class operators , L2 are Hilbert-Schmidt operators and
L∞ are the compact operators .
p-summable Fredholm module
A Fredholm module (H2, F ) is called p-summable if :
[F, π(f)]∈Lp(H2), ∀f∈A. (2.60)
The differential envelope Ω of A
Let n be an even integer , n≥0 ,and let us assume that our Fredholm module
(H2, F ) is ( n+1)-summable , in other words :
[F, π(f)]∈Ln+1(H2), ∀f∈A. (2.61)
We can associate to the algebra A a bigger algebra Ω called the differential
envelope of A in the following way :
Ω =
⊕n
k=0
Ωk, (2.62)
where Ω0 = A and Ωk , k > 1 , is the space generated by the operators :
ω = π(f0)[F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)]....[F, π(fk)], (2.63)
where f0,f1....,fk are elements of A . In fact , the operators ω define the space
of k-forms over the algebra A , in particular Ω1 is the space of one forms and
Ω2 is the space of two-forms . By using the so called Holder inequality which
can be stated as :
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Lp1Lp2.....Lpk⊂Lp, for1
p
=
k∑
j=1
1
pj
, (2.64)
one can see that : Ωk⊂Ln+1k . The product in Ω is the product of operators
given by :
∀ψ∈Ωk, ∀φ∈Ωp : ψφ∈Ωk+p. (2.65)
The exterior derivative
The differential envelope Ω is a graded algebra in the following sense . In
general one can define the exterior derivative d as a map from Ω into Ω given
by :
dω = i(Fω − (−1)kωF ), ∀ω∈Ωk
(2.66)
For k = 0 , (2.66) reduces precisely to (2.56) . More precisely this exterior
derivative dmaps k−forms into (k+1)−forms , in other words given a k−form
ω, one can compute
dω = i
[
Fω − (−1)kωF
]
= i
[
Fπ(f0)[F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)]....[F, π(fk)]− (−1)kπ(f0)[F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)]....[F, π(fk)]F
]
= i[F, π(f0)][F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)]....[F, π(fk)],
(2.67)
where we have used the expression (2.63) of ω∈Ωk and the identity F [F, π(f)] =
−[F, π(f)]F . From (2.67) , it is very clear that dω is in Ωk+1 , which means
that
d : Ωk−→Ωk+1. (2.68)
Now let us check that d is a graded derivation as follows :
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d(ω1ω2) = i
[
Fω1ω2 − (−1)kω1ω2F
]
= i
[
[Fω1 − (−1)k1ω1F + (−1)k1ω1F ]ω2 − (−1)kω1ω2F
]
= (dω1)ω2 + iω1
[
(−1)k1Fω2 − (−1)k1+k2ω2F
]
= (dω1)ω2 + (−1)k1ω1(dω2).
(2.69)
For k1 =even , (2.69) is exactly Leibnitz’s rule .
One can write the definition (2.66) of the exterior derivative as follows:
dω = i(Fω−(−1)kωF ) = i(Fω−Γ2ωΓ2F ) . The proof is simple and consists
in the observation that ω contains (k + 1) elements of the algebra A which
all commute with Γ2 , while the k operators F anticommute with Γ2 and
therefore the extra sign (−1)k . So
dω = i(Fω − Γ2ωΓ2F )
= iΓ2(Γ2Fω − ωΓ2F )
= iΓ2[Γ2F, ω].
(2.70)
From (2.70) it is easily verified that d satisfies d2 = 0 , indeed :
d2ω = iΓ2[Γ2F, dω] = iΓ2[Γ2F, iΓ2[Γ2F, ω]]
= −Γ2[Γ2F, Fω − Γ2ωΓ2F ] = −F (Fω − Γ2ωΓ2F ) + Γ2(Fω − Γ2ωΓ2F )Γ2F
= −F 2ω + FΓ2ωΓ2F − FΓ2ωΓ2F + ωF 2
= 0.
(2.71)
The pair (Ω, d) defines a graded differential algebra .
The cycle (Ω, d, T rs)
One can define a closed graded trace of degree n , recalling that n is an even
integer introduced in equations (2.61) and (2.62) , by :
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Trs : Ωn −→C
ω −→Trs(ω) = Tr′(Γ2ω).
(2.72)
Tr
′
(x) is defined only for those x’s which are such that the combination
Fx + xF is in L1(H2) , i.e belongs to the space of trace class operators , it
is given by :
Tr
′
(x) =
1
2
Tr(F (Fx+ xF )). (2.73)
To prove that the combination Fx+ xF , for x = Γ2ω, is in fact in L1(H2),
we simply compute FΓ2ω+Γ2ωF = iΓ2dω where we have used the fact that
ω∈Ωn and that n is even . dω is clearly in Ωn+1 but by using Holder inequality
we can check that Ωn+1⊂L1(H2) , hence dω and therefore FΓ2ω+Γ2ωF are
∈L1(H2) .
Since Trs(ω) depends only on dω and d
2 = 0 , it is trivial to see that
Trs(dω) = 0 , i.e the trace (2.72) is closed . The trace (2.72) is also a graded
trace because: ∀ω1∈Ωk1 and ∀ω2∈Ωk2 such that : k1 + k2 = n we find :
Trs(ω1ω2) = − i
2
TrΓ2Fd(ω1ω2)
= − i
2
TrΓ2F
[
dω1ω2 + (−1)k1ω1dω2
]
= − i
2
TrΓ2
[
(−1)k1+1dω1Fω2 + (−1)k1Fω1dω2
]
, (2.74)
where we have used the identity Fdω1 + (−1)k1dω1F = 0 .
The triplet (Ω, d, T rs) defines a cycle with dimension n over the the al-
gebra A. It is a theorem that this cycle is essentially determined by its
character τ , i.e the (n + 1)−linear function defined by :
τn(π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)...., π(fn)) =
Tr
′
Γ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)].....[F, π(fn)] .
(2.75)
τn is called the character or the cocycle of the cycle (Ω, d, T rs) .
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2.7.3 The Hochschild Complex and its Cyclic Subcom-
plex
Let A∗ be the algebraic dual of A , i.e the space of all linear functionals φ on
A :
φ : A −→C
f −→φ(f). (2.76)
A∗ is a bimodule in the sense that for any a and b in A and φ∈A∗ , the object
aφb is in A∗ defined by :
aφb(c) = φ(bca) (2.77)
Let now Cp = Cp(A,A∗) be the space of all p−linear maps from A to A∗.
Any element T of Cp can be viewed as a (p + 1)−linear functional τ on A
given by :
τ(π(f0), π(f1), ...π(fp)) = [T (π(f1), ...π(fp))](π(f0))∈C. (2.78)
The Hochschild coboundary map b is defined as follows . To the boundary
bT corresponds a (p+ 2)−linear functional bτ given by :
[bτ ](π(f0), ....π(fp+1)) = τ(π(f0)π(f1), ....π(fp+1))
+
p∑
i=1
(−1)iτ(π(f0), ..., π(fi)π(fi+1), ..., π(fp))
+ (−1)p+1τ(π(fp+1)π(f0), ..., π(fp)).
(2.79)
Hochschild cochains of degree p are defined to be those elements T∈Cp which
are also linear functionals τˆ on Ωp defined by
τˆ (ω) = τ(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fp))
where
ω = π(f0)dπ(f1)....dπ(fp)∈Ωp,
(2.80)
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and which vanish on the dΩp−1 part of Ωp , i.e
τˆ(dω
′
) = 0, (2.81)
where ω
′∈Ωp−1 .
Now we define the Hochschild cocycles as all those Hochschild cochains
which satisfy the extra following condition :
[bτˆ ](ω) = 0, (2.82)
where [bτˆ ](ω) = [bτ ](π(f0), ..., π(fp+1)) and ω = π(f0)dπ(f1)...dπ(fp+1)∈Ωp+1.
By definition , the p−th cohomology group of the algebra A with coeffi-
cients in A∗ is the cohomology Hp = Hp(A,A∗) of the Hochschild complex
(Cp(A,A∗), b) .
Finally we define the cyclic cocycles as those Hochschild cocycles which
satisfy:
τγ = ǫ(γ)τ, (2.83)
where γ denotes any cyclic permutation of {0, 1, ...p}2 , and ǫ(γ) is the corre-
sponding sign , for even permutations it is plus whereas for odd permutations
it is minus. Given an arbitrary Hochschild cocycle τ , we can associate to it
a cyclic cocycle as follows :
Aτ =
∑
γ∈Γ
ǫ(γ)τγ , (2.84)
where Γ stands for the group of cyclic permutations of {0, 1, ..., p} , and A
is a linear map from Cp into Cp given by the above equation, i.e (2.84).
Obviously the range of A is the subspace Cpλ of C
p , namely the space of
Hochschild cocycles which satisfy equation (2.83). Although the Hochschild
coboundary operator b does not commute with cyclic permutations , it can
be proven that it maps cyclic cocycles to cyclic cocycles . By definition , the
p−th cyclic cohomology group of the algebra A with coefficients in A∗ is the
cohomology HCp = HCp(A,A∗) of the cyclic complex (Cpλ(A,A
∗, b). Clearly
(Cpλ, b) is a subcomplex of the Hochschild complex .
2τγ(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fp)) = τ(π(fn0 ), π(fn1), ..., π(fnp)) where {n0, n1, ..., np} is the
permutation γ∈Γ of {0, 1, ..., p}.
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Fredholm module’s character as cyclic cocycle
In section (2.7.1) we associated to the even K-cycle X = (A,H,D) an (n +
1)−summable Fredholm module structure (H2, F ) . Then , in section (2.7.2),
this Fredholm module was completely charcaterized by the charcacter τn of
its cycle (Ω, d, T rs). This character τn is explicitly given by
τn(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fn)) =
1
in
TrΓ2π(f0)dπ(f1)...dπ(fn). (2.85)
Recall that n was taken to be even . This character is clearly an (n+1)−linear
map from the algebra A into the complex numbers . It can be associated
with an element Tn∈Cn(A,A∗) in the following way
Tn[(π(f1), ..., π(fn))](π(f0)) = τn(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fn)), (2.86)
of course Tn is an n−linear map from A to A∗ . In the same way , one can
associate to τn a map τˆn from Ωn into C by the equation
τˆn(ω) = τn(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fn)) =
1
in
TrΓ2ω
where
ω = π(f0)dπ(f1)....dπ(fn)∈Ωn.
(2.87)
Let us now check that this character , τˆn , is a cyclic cocycle . First one needs
to check that it is a Hochschild cochain , in other words for any ω
′∈Ωn−1 we
must have τˆn(dω
′
) = 0 . Indeed for ω
′∈Ωn−1 we have
dω
′
= dπ(f1)dπ(f2)....dπ(fn), (2.88)
and therefore
τˆn(dω
′
) = τn(1, π(f1), ...π(fn))
= TrΓ2[F, π(f1)]....[F, π(fn)]
= TrΓ2Fπ(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
− TrΓ2π(f1)F [F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
= TrΓ2Fπ(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
− (−1)n−1TrFΓ2π(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
= 0,
(2.89)
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where we have used the identity F [F, π(f)] = −[F, π(f)]F .
Next one must check that , τˆn , is a Hochschild cocycle , i.e bτˆn = 0 or
more precisely
[bτn](π(f0), ..., π(fn+1)) = τn(π(f0)π(f1), ..., π(fn+1))
+
n∑
i=1
(−1)iτn(π(f0), ..., π(fi)π(fi+1), ..., π(fn))
+ (−1)n+1τn(π(fn+1)π(f0), ..., π(fn)).
(2.90)
To prove (2.90) , let us simply compute the second term above :
n∑
i=1
(−1)iτn(π(f0), ..., π(fi)π(fi+1), ..., π(fn)) =
n∑
i=1
(−1)iTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...[F, π(fi)π(fi+1)]...[F, π(fn)] =
n∑
i=1
(−1)iTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...[F, π(fi)]π(fi+1)...[F, π(fn)] +
n∑
i=1
(−1)iTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...π(fi)[F, π(fi+1)]...[F, π(fn)] =
(−1)nTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...[F, π(fn)]π(fn+1) +
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)iTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...[F, π(fi)]π(fi+1)...[F, π(fn)] +
(−1)1TrΓ2π(f0)π(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)] +
n∑
i=2
(−1)iTrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...π(fi)[F, π(fi+1)]...[F, π(fn)] =
τ(π(fn+1)π(f0), ..., π(fn)) −
τ(π(f0)π(f1), ..., π(fn+1)) .
(2.91)
From this last result , one can easily see that , bτn = 0 , as desired .
Finally one must check that , τn , is a cyclic cocycle , in other words :
τn(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fn)) = τn(π(f1), ..., π(fn), π(f0)). (2.92)
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Indeed ,
τn(π(f0), π(f1), ..., π(fn)) = TrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)]...[F, π(fn)]
= TrΓ2π(f0)Fπ(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
− TrΓ2π(f0)π(f1)F [F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
= TrΓ2π(f0)Fπ(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]
+ TrΓ2π(f0)π(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)]F
= TrΓ2π(f1)[F, π(f2)]...[F, π(fn)][F, π(f0)]
= τn(π(f1), ..., π(fn), π(f0)).
(2.93)
With this result one concludes the proof that the character τn of the Fredholm
module (H2, F ) is a cyclic cocycle . The integer n in all the above equations
is by construction the smallest integer compatible with the (n+1)− summa-
bility of the Fredholm module (H2, F ) . For example it is equal to 2 in the
case of the sphere .
Stability of cyclic cocycles
The cyclic cocycle τ2 of the two dimensional cycle (Ω, d, T rs) is given by :
τ2(π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)) = TrΓ2π(f0)[F, π(f1)][F, π(f2)].
(2.94)
By using equations (2.54) , (2.55) and (2.57) we obtain :
τ2(π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)) = TrΓf0[D
−1, f1][D, f2] + TrΓ2f0[D, f1][D−1, f2].
(2.95)
This last equation can be rewritten using the identity , [D−1, f ] = −D−1[D, f ]D−1,
as :
τ2(π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)) = −TrΓD−1[D, f0]D−1[D, f1]D−1[D, f2].
(2.96)
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From this last result , one sees that the cyclic cocycle , τ2 , can be interpreted
as a fermionic one loop Feynman diagram with one insertion of the helicity
operator Γ . For example , if we consider A to be the algebra of smooth
functions on the sphere , then (2.96) takes the form
τ2(π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)) = −
∫
S2
TrΓD−1[D, f0]D−1[D, f1]D−1[D, f2]d2x,
(2.97)
where now the trace is only over the spin indices . The element fi is a
superposition of exponentials exp(ikix) , and therefore in the Fourier space
[D, fi] will appear as an insertion of γµk
µ
i at the vertex i . D
−1 , on the
other hand , appears as a propagator . Finally the overall conservation of
momentum : δ(k0 + k1 + k2) reduces the number of variables to two .
Next one would like to extend the cyclic cocycle , τ2 , which is defined
over the algebra A to a cyclic cocycle , τ e2 , which is defined over the algebra
M2(A) , i.e the algebra of 2×2 matrices with entries in the algebra A . The
extended cyclic cocycle τ e2 should also satisfy the two conditions satisfied by
the original cyclic cocycle τ2 , namely :
a ) τ e2 (π(f0), π(f1), π(f2)) = τ
e
2 (π(f2), π(f0), π(f1))
b ) bτ e2 = 0
(2.98)
This extension is given by : ∀f0, f1, f2 in M2(A) we write
τ e2 (π(f0), π(f1), π(f2))≡Trσiσjσk.τ2(π(f i0), π(f j1 ), π(fk2 )), (2.99)
where f0 = σif
i
0 , f1 = σif
i
1 and f2 = σif
i
2 . It is obvious that τ2(π(f
i
0), π(f
j
1), π(f
k
2 ))
is well defined since f i0 , f
j
1 and f
k
2 are all elements of the algebra A . We can
also (easily) check that the two properties a) and b) given in equation (2.98)
are both satisfied for this τ e2 . This extension is very useful because one of
the central object of this thesis is
τ e2 (P ) ≡ τ e2 (P, P, P ), (2.100)
where P is an arbitrary idempotent of M2(A) , in other words a selfadjoint
element ofM2(A) which also satisfies P
2 = P . In the next chapters , (2.100)
will be interpreted as the Chern character of some bundle .
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The last thing one needs to do in this chapter is to check the stability of
(2.100) under the deformation of P among the idempotents of M2(A) . In
other words , under
P−→P ‘ = UPU−1, (2.101)
where U is a unitary transformation , U+ = U−1 , one must have τ e2 (P
‘) =
τ e2 (P ).
For infintesimal transformations , U = 1 + T , we have P ‘ = P + δP
where δP = [T, P ] . If we write P ‘ = σif
′i and P = σif i then δP = σiδf
i
where δf i = f
′i − f i . Hence
τ e2 (P
‘) = τ e2 (P
‘, P ‘, P ‘)≡Trσiσjσk.τ2(π(f ′i), π(f ′j), π(f ′k))
= −Trσiσjσk.T rΓD−1[D, f ′i]D−1[D, f ′j]D−1[D, f ′k]
= −Trσiσjσk.T rΓD−1[D, f i + δf i]D−1[D, f j + δf j]D−1[D, fk + δfk]
= τ e2 (P, P, P ) + τ
e
2 (P, P, δP ) + τ
e
2 (P, δP, P ) + τ
e
2 (δP, P, P )
=⇒
δτ e2 = 3τ
e
2 (δP, P, P ),
(2.102)
where we have used , in the last line , the fact that the extended cyclic
cocycle, τ e2 , is symmetric under cyclic permutations .
Now from the fact that , bτ e2 = 0 , we have :
τ e2 (TP
1, P 2, P 3)− τ e2 (T, P 1P 2, P 3) + τ e2 (T, P 1, P 2P 3)− τ e2 (P 3T, P 1, P 2) = 0,
(2.103)
we get for P 1 = P 2 = P 3
τ e2 (TP, P, P )− τ e2 (PT, P, P ) = 0
=⇒
τ e2 (δP, P, P ) = 0, (2.104)
since δP = TP − PT . Hence δτ e2 = 0 and therefore the cyclic cocycle , τ e2 ,
is stable .
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Chapter 3
Fuzzy S2
This chapter is entirely devoted to the construction of the formalism needed
to describe the fuzzy sphere S2F . A K-cycle (A,H, D,Γ) describing S
2
F
will be obtained from the K-cycle (A,H,D, γ) describing the classical sphere
S2 by quantizing the underlying symplectic structure of S2 , namely ω =
ld(cosθ)∧dφ . It is a theorem due to Connes [16] that this K-cycle will code
all the geometrical properties of the space . For even dimensional spaces ,
the K-cycle consists of an algebra of operators , a representation space on
which the algebra acts , and a Dirac operator as well as a chirality operator
defining the differential structure of the space . For odd dimensional spaces
the chirality operator does not exist .
The method given here for the case of , S2 = CP1 , will work for all other
CPN manifolds so that generalization is straightforward . Because CPN
manifolds with N even , starting with CP2 , do not admit spin structure
but only spinc structure, their case present more complications and will be
treated in chapter 5 .
3.1 Continuum Considerations
One starts this section by briefly reviewing the ordinary differential geometry
of the two sphere S2. We will also try to reformulate all the relevant aspects
of this geometry in algebraic terms so that generalization to the fuzzy sphere
can be made.
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3.1.1 The Algebra A of Functions on S2
The sphere is a two dimensional compact manifold defined by the set of all
points (x1, x2, x3) of R
3 which satisfy :
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 = ρ
2 (3.1)
The algebra A of smooth , complex valued and square integrable functions
on the sphere is of course commutative with respect to the pointwise multi-
plication of functions . A basis for this algebra can be chosen to be provided
by the spherical harmonics Ylm , namely
f(x) = f(θ, φ) =
∑
i1,...,ik
fi1...ikxi1 ...xik
=
∑
lm
clmYlm(θ, φ). (3.2)
When the coordinates xi are quantized , they become operators realized as
matrices on a certain Hilbert space H and therefore the functions f become
also matrices acting on this H . The set of all these operators , f , form an
algebra A . The numbers fi1...ik will clearly preserve their meaning as the
coeficients of the expansion of these operators . We would like to reformulate
the geometry of S2 in terms of the algebra A defined on it . One crucial step
towards the definition of the fuzzy sphere will be then the simple replacement
A−→A and H−→H , where H is the Hilbert space on which the algebra A is
represented . A basis for H is provided by the standard infinite dimensional
set of kets {|~x >} , the action of an element f of A on |~x > will give the
value of this function at the point ~x .
An alternative , manifestly SU(2)−invariant , description of A can be
given as follows [26]. The algebra A is the quotient of the algebra C∞(R3)
of all smooth functions of R3 by its ideal I consisting of all functions of
the form : h(x)(xixi − ρ2). A scalar product on A is then given by :
(f, g) = 1
2πρ
∫
d3xδ(xixi − ρ2)f ∗(x)g(x). Here f, g∈A and f(x),g(x) are their
representatives in C∞(R3) respectively . For example the norms of the gen-
erators xi of the algebra A are computed to be ‖xi‖2 = (xi, xi) = ρ23 .
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3.1.2 The Spinor Bundle E2 over S2
Now we would like to define the spinor bundle over the sphere S2 [3, 26].
One starts first by defining the Clifford algebra associated with the vector
space R3 . It is a complex algebra generated by 3 self adjoint elements γα
which satisfy the relations, γαγβ + γβγα = 2δαβ , and which are represented
by 2×2 pauli matrices .
The spin group spin(3) is known to be equal to SU(2) . It is the universal
covering group of SO(3) . It consists of all the 2×2 transformations S(Λ)
defined by , Λαβγ
β = S−1(Λ)γαS(Λ) and detS(Λ) = 1 , where Λ is in SO(3) .
This map is clearly double valued because both S(Λ) and −S(Λ) correspond
to the same Λ in SO(3) , in other words spin(3) covers SO(3) twice . For
transformations Λ near the identity , Λαβ ≃ δαβ +λαβ , the above map will have
one solution given by S(Λ) ≃ 1 + 1
4
λαβγ
αγβ .
The spinor bundle over S2 will be defined now in three steps . First one
defines the principal fiber bundle E = (spin(3), π,R3) over the base manifold
R3 by the projection map
π : spin(3)−→SO(3)
S(Λ)−→Λ (3.3)
It is a trivial statement that the tangent space at each point p of the base
manifold is R3 and therefore at each point p we have a representation Λ
of SO(3) which is acting naturally , so that the above map (3.3) induces
essentially a projection of spin(3) onto R3 [3] . Putting it differently , the
fiber of the above bundle E is spin(3)×Z2 , i.e π−1(p) = [spin(3)×Z2]p .
The second step is to associate with the above bundle E , a spinor bundle
E3 over R3 . Following [27] , this is done by first remarking that the structure
group of E is spin(3) . Then by construction the associated bundle , E3 =
(E3, π3,R
3) , can have as a fiber any space on which spin(3) is acting on the
left . For obvious reasons we choose the Hilbert space of spinors
H3 = C∞(R3)⊗C2. (3.4)
If one now defines the right action of g∈spin(3) on the space spin(3)×H3 by
[27, 28]
(h, ψ)g = (hg, g−1ψ); ∀h∈spin(3), ψ∈H3. (3.5)
Then the associated spinor bundle E3 has the total space
E3 = [spin(3)×H3]/spin(3), (3.6)
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in other words the two points (h, ψ) and (hg, g−1ψ) are identified . The
projection map is , on the other hand , defined by
π3 : E3−→R3
[(h, ψ)]−→π3([(h, ψ)]) = π(h), (3.7)
where [ ] denotes equivalence classes . The detail structure of the spinor
bundle E3 is therefore given by
H3−→E3−→R3. (3.8)
Its sections are by defintion the spinors ψ which are two components wave
functions:
ψ =
(
ψ+
ψ−
)
(3.9)
where both ψ+ and ψ− are in C∞(R3) . ψ itself is in the Hilbert space H3 .
Finally we can view R3 − {0} as a bundle over S2 where the fibers are
half lines starting at the center[26] . Each point on the fiber is then given
by its radial distance r . Therefore the spinor bundle E2 over S2 can be
thought of as the subbundle of E3 in which sections are independent of the
fiber coordinate r . In other words the E2 fiber is the subspace H2 of H3 in
which wave functions ψ do not depend on the radial coordinate r .
3.1.3 Dirac Operators From Spin Connections
Generalities
It is a known result that the Dirac operator , in arbitrary coordinates , on a
manifold M is given by [3, 29, 26]:
D = −iγµ(∂µ + 1
8
ωµab[γ
a, γb]), (3.10)
where γµ are the generators of the curved Clifford algebra , namely {γµ, γν} =
2gµν with γµ2 = 1 and γµ+ = γµ . γa’s , on the other hand , are the
generators of the flat Clifford algebra which will be defined now [29] . First
one decomposes the metric gµν into tetrads as follows , gµν = ηabe
a
µe
b
ν and
ηab = gµνeaµe
b
ν , where ηab is the flat metric δab . The generators γ
a of the flat
Clifford algebra are then defined by γµ = γaEµa where E
µ
a is the inverse of e
a
µ
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given by Eµa = ηabg
µνebν . This E
µ
a satisfies therefore the following equations
Eµa e
b
µ = δ
b
a and η
abEµaE
ν
b = g
µν . Putting all of this in different words one can
say that , eaµ , is the matrix which transforms the coordinate basis dx
µ of the
cotangent bundle T ∗x (M) to the orthonormal basis e
a = eaµdx
µ . Whereas ,
Eµa , is the matrix transforming the basis ∂/∂x
µ of the tangent bundle Tx(M)
to the orthonormal basis Ea = E
µ
a
∂
∂xµ
. The above Dirac operator can then
be rewritten as
D = −iγaEµa (∂µ +
1
8
ωµab[γ
a, γb]) (3.11)
ωµab , in all the above equations , is the affine spin connection one-form which
will be defined below .
All the differential geometry of the manifold M is completely coded in
the two following tensors : the curvature two-form tensor Rab and the torsion
two form-tensor T a . They are given by Cartan’s structure equations:
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c∧ωcb≡
1
2
Rabcde
c∧ed
T a = dea + ωab∧eb≡
1
2
T abce
b∧ec, (3.12)
where ωab means ω
a
b = ω
a
bµdx
µ .
The Levi-Civita connection or Christoffel symbol , Γµαβ , on the manifold
M is determined by the two following conditions . First one must require
that the metric is covariantly constant , namely gµν;α = ∂αgµν − Γλαµgλν −
Γλανgµλ = 0 . Secondly , one requires that there is no torsion , i.e T
µ
αβ =
1
2
(Γµαβ − Γµβα) = 0 . The Levi-Civita connection is then uniquely determined
to be Γµαβ =
1
2
gµν(∂αgνβ + ∂βgνα − ∂νgαβ) .
In the same way the Levi-Civita spin connection is obtained by restricting
the affine spin connection ωab to satisfy the metricity and the no-torsion
conditions respectively :
ωab + ωba = 0
dea + ωab∧eb = 0 (3.13)
The Levi-Civita Spin Connection on S2
The metric is given by:
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ds2 = ρ2dθ2 + ρ2sin2θdφ2. (3.14)
But since , ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = ηabe
a
µe
b
νdx
µdxν = ηabe
aeb =
∑
(ea)2 , one can
easily find that e1 = ρdθ , e2 = ρsinθdφ and therefore e1θ = ρ , e
1
φ = 0 ,
e2θ = 0 and e
2
φ = ρsinθ . It is not then difficult to see that de
1 = 0 and
de2 = ρcosθdθ∧dφ .
Similarly since , Eµa = ηabg
µνebν = g
µνeaν , we have E
θ
a = g
θθeaθ =
1
ρ2
eaθ
which leads to Eθ1 =
1
ρ
and Eθ2 = 0 . Also we have E
φ
a = g
φφeaφ =
1
ρ2sin2θ
eaφ
which means Eφ1 = 0 and E
φ
2 =
1
ρsinθ
.
From the pair of equations (3.13) we can find :
de1 = −ω1b∧eb = −ω12∧e2 = −ρsinθω12∧dφ
de2 = −ω2b∧eb = −ω21∧e1 = −ρω21∧dθ,
(3.15)
from which one can immediately deduce that
ω21 = cosθdφ
or
ω21φ = −ω12φ = cosθ. (3.16)
The Levi-Civita Spin Connection on R3
The metric now is given by:
ds2 = dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2sin2θdφ2, (3.17)
and therefore e1 = rdθ , e2 = rsinθdφ and e3 = dr which means that we
have the following non-vanishing components e1θ = r , e
2
φ = rsinθ , e
3
r = 1 .
It is also trivial to check that de1 = dr∧dθ , de2 = rcosθdθ∧dφ+ sinθdr∧dφ
and de3 = 0 .
One can also compute that Eθa = g
θθeaθ =
1
r2
eaθ which leads to the compo-
nents Eθ1 =
1
r
, Eθ2 = 0 and E
θ
3 = 0 . E
φ
a = g
φφeaφ =
1
r2sin2θ
eaφ which leads to
Eφ1 = 0 , E
φ
2 =
1
rsinθ
and Eφ3 = 0 . Finally E
r
a = g
rrear = e
a
r leads to E
r
1 = 0 ,
Er2 = 0 and E
r
3 = 1 .
In this case equations (3.13) will read
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de1 = −ω1b∧eb = −ω12∧e2 − ω13∧e3 = −rsinθω12∧dφ− ω13∧dr
de2 = −ω2b∧eb = −ω21∧e1 − ω23∧e3 = −rω21∧dθ − ω23∧dr
de3 = −ω3b∧eb = −ω31∧e1 − ω32∧e2 = −rω31∧dθ − rsinθω32∧dφ,
(3.18)
from which one deduce
ω21 = cosθdφ
ω23 = sinθdφ
ω13 = dθ
(3.19)
In other words , ω21φ = −ω12φ = cosθ , ω23φ = −ω32φ = sinθ , ω13θ =
−ω31θ = 1 , and all the others are zero.
Evaluation of Dirac operators
Now we are in the position to calculate the Dirac operator both on the sphere
S2 and on R3 .
On the sphere it reads
D2 = −iγaEµa (∂µ +
1
4
ωµabγ
aγb)
= −iγaEθa(∂θ +
1
4
ωθabγ
aγb)− iγaEφa (∂φ +
1
4
ωφabγ
aγb)
= −iγ
1
ρ
(∂θ)− i γ
2
ρsinθ
(∂φ +
1
2
cosθγ2γ1)
= −iγ
1
ρ
(∂θ +
1
2
ctgθ)− i γ
2
ρsinθ
∂φ.
(3.20)
Clearly (D2)+ = D2 .
On R3 , on the other hand , one must have :
D3 = −iγaEµa (∂µ +
1
4
ωµabγ
aγb)
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= −iγaEθa(∂θ +
1
4
ωθabγ
aγb)− iγaEφa (∂φ +
1
4
ωφabγ
aγb)− iγaEra(∂r +
1
4
ωrabγ
aγb)
= −iγ
1
r
(∂θ +
1
2
γ1γ3)− i γ
2
rsinθ
(∂φ +
1
2
cosθγ2γ1 +
1
2
sinθγ2γ3)− iγ3∂r
= −iγ
1
r
(∂θ +
1
2
ctgθ)− i γ
2
r sin θ
∂φ − iγ3(∂r + 1
r
),
(3.21)
Here also we have : (D3)+ = D3 .
Finally we remark that D3 restricted on the sphere is simply related to
D2 by :
D2 = D3|r=ρ +
iγ3
ρ
(3.22)
3.1.4 The Dirac and Chirality Operators on the Clas-
sical Sphere
Equation (3.22) will be always our rule for finding the Dirac operator on S2
starting from the Dirac operator on R3 . As we will show , there is an infinite
number of Dirac operators on S2 which are all related by U(1) rotations and
therefore they are all equivalent . The generator of these rotations is given
by the chirality operator γ on the sphere which is defined by
γ = ~σ.~n = γ+; γ2 = 1; γD2θ +D2θγ = 0. (3.23)
D2θ is the Dirac operator on the sphere which is obtained from a reference
Dirac operator D2g by the transformation
D2θ = exp(iθγ)D2gexp(−iθγ)
= (cos2θ)D2g + i(sin2θ)γD2g. (3.24)
~n in (3.23) is defined by ~n = ~x/ρ .
Now what we would like to do is to find algebraic expressions of the Dirac
operator D2 , in other words global expressions with no reference to any local
coordinates on the sphere S2 . There are two different methods to do this
which lead to two seemingly different Dirac operators , D2g and D2w . D2g
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stands for the Dirac operator due to Grosse et al [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 26] , whereas
D2w stands for the Dirac operator due to the Watamuras [9, 10] . These two
Dirac operators can also be shown to be unitarily equivalent .
The Dirac Operator D2g
We start with the standard Dirac operator on R3 :
D3 = −iσi∂i, (3.25)
where σi are the Pauli matrices . Now by defining , γr =
~σ.~x
r
, one can use
the identity , γ2r = 1 , to rewrite D3 as
D3 = γ2rD3 = (
~σ.~x
r
)(
~σ.~x
r
)(−iσi∂i) = −iγr
r
(xi∂i + iǫkijσkxi∂j).
(3.26)
Recalling that Lk = −iǫkijxi∂j one can finally find
D3 = −iγr(∂r − ~σ.
~L
r
). (3.27)
It is a very instructive excercise to check explicitly that the operator D3,
written in the form (3.27), is selfadjoint . To this end one introduce the
following operator, ~P = −i~∂ = −i(~n.∂r + ~θ 1r∂θ + ~φ 1rsinθ∂φ) , which satisfies
the identities ~n. ~P = −i∂r and ~P .~n = −2ir .
Now the operator Da3 defined by Da3 = −iγr∂r = γr~n. ~P is not self-
adjoint because (Da3)+ = ~P .~nγr = ~P (~nγr) + (~nγr)~P = ~P (~n)γr + ~n. ~P (γr) +
(~nγr)~P = −2iγrr +Da3 , where we have used the fact that ~n~P (γr) = −i∂r(γr) =
−i~σ∂r(~n) = 0.
In the same way the operator Db3 defined by Db3 = iγr ~σ. ~Lr is also not self-
adjoint because (Db3)+ = − irσiLiγr = − irσi(Li(γr)+γrLi) = − irσi(
iǫijkσjxk
r
+
γrLi) = 2iγrr − iσir γrLi . Then by using the identity − iσir γrLi = irγr~σ. ~L one
can find that D+b3 = Db3+ 2iγrr and therefore we get D+3 = (Da3+Db3)+ = D3
which is what we want .
On the sphere S2 the Dirac operator will be simply given by
D2 = D3|r=ρ + i
γ3
ρ
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= iγD2g,
(3.28)
where D2g is the Grosse-Klimcˇ´ik-Presˇnajder Dirac operator given by
D2g = 1
ρ
(~σ. ~L+ 1). (3.29)
In above equations we have chosen γ3 = γ .
The Dirac Operator D2w
Another global expression for the Dirac operator D2 on the sphere can be
found as follows :
D3 = −iσi∂i
= −i~σ[~n(~n.~∂)− ~n×(~n×~∂)]
= −i~σ[~r
r
∂r − i
r2
~r× ~L]
= −iγr∂r − 1
r2
ǫijkσixjLk.
(3.30)
A new algebraic expression for D2 will then emerge
D2w = − 1
ρ2
ǫijkσixjLk + iγ
3
ρ
. (3.31)
Since we have chosen , γ3 = γ , and by using the identity iγ
ρ
= − 1
ρ2
ǫijkσixj
σk
2
one can rewrite equation (3.31) in the form
D2w = − 1
ρ2
ǫijkσixj(Lk + σk
2
). (3.32)
This is the Watamuras Dirac operator .
From the above construction it is obvious that , D2w = iγD2g , and
therefore from equation , (3.24) , one can make the following identification
D2w = D2pi
4
. A more general Dirac operator can be obtained from D2g by the
general transformation (3.24) . The two Dirac operators (3.29) and (3.32)
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are clearly equivalent because one can show that both operators have the
same spectrum given by ± 1
ρ
(j + 1
2
) where j is the eigenvalue of the operator
~J 2 = ( ~L+ ~σ
2
)2 = j(j + 1) .
This can be shown as follows : First remark that D22w = D22g1which means
that D2g and D2w will have the same spectrum . Next one uses the identity
~J 2 = ~L2 + 1
4
~σ2 + ~σ ~L to rewrite D2g in the form D2g = 1ρ [ ~J 2 − ~L2 − 14~σ2 + 1]
from which the above spectrum trivially follows .
3.1.5 Projectors and Winding Numbers
One can associate with the chirality operator defined in equations (3.23) two
projectors ,P± =
1±γ
2
, which satisfy : P+ + P− = 1, P 2± = P± and P
+
± = P±.
More precisely , these two projectors are two idempotents of the algebra
M2(A) which define subbundles , or more precisely projective modules, P+E2,
P−E2 of the spinor bundle E2 over the sphere with fibers P+H2 and P−H2
respectively. The connections associated with these projectors are therefore
defined, up to anything which commutes with P± , by
∇± = P±dP± (3.33)
These connections also satisfy the following condition : ∀ψ ∈ P±H2 and
∀f∈A we have :
∇±(ψf) = ∇±(ψ)f + ψdf. (3.34)
The corresponding curvature will , on the other hand , be defined by :
∇2± = P±dP±P±dP±. (3.35)
By using the facts that , [P±, dP±] = 0 and P 2± = P± , one can compute that
∇2± = P±dP±dP± = P±dP±[d(P±) + P±d] = P±dP±d(P±) + P±dP±d . Now
the facts , d2 = 0 and dP±dP± = d(P±dP±)− P±dP±d , will finally lead to
∇2± = P±d(P±)d(P±). (3.36)
Next we define the Chern class as :
1One can also remark that (ρD2g)2 = ~L2 + ρD2g which does not look very much like
the Lichnerowicz relation (ρD2g)2 = ~L2 + 14R , where R is the Ricci scalar of the sphere .
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c1 =
1
2iπ
∫
Tr∇2±
=
1
2iπ
∫
TrP±d(P±)d(P±),
(3.37)
where the integral is over the surface of the sphere and the trace is taken over
the spin indices . One can actually calculate these numbers for the spinor
bundles P±E2 and find them to be given by:
c1 = ±1. (3.38)
The computation goes as follows . First we have d(P±) = ± 12ρσidxi and
therefore c1 = ± 18πρ3
∫
S2 ǫkijxkdxi∧dxj where we have used the identities
Trσiσj = 2δij and Trσkσiσj = 2iǫijk . Finally by using equation (1.18)
we conclude that c1 = ±1. c1 = ±1 are exactly the winding numbers of the
maps ~ξ± = (ξ1±, ξ
2
±, ξ
3
±) = ±~n respectively . In terms of Euler angles these
maps are written as ξ1± = ±sinθcosφ, ξ2± = ±sinθsinφ and ξ3± = ±cosθ .
In a similar way higher winding numbers ±n are defined by the maps
~ξ±n = (ξ1±n, ξ
2
±n, ξ
3
±n) given by ξ
1
±n = ±sinθcosnφ , ξ2±n = ±sinθsinnφ and
ξ3±n = ±cosθ. The corresponding projectors P±n are , on the other hand ,
given by :
P±n =
1 + ~σ.~ξ±n
2
. (3.39)
We can easily check that : P+±n = P±n , P
2
±n = P±n . These projectors define
subbundles P±nE2 of the spinor bundle , E2 , over the sphere with fibers given
by the Hilbert spaces P±nH2 . Connections ∇±n , curvatures ∇2±n and Chern
class are still given by equations (3.33) , (3.36) and (3.37) respectively , of
course with the substitution P±−→P±n .
It is instructive to compute the Chern classes c1 for the spinor bundles,
P±nE2, respectively :
c1 =
1
2iπ
∫
TrP±nd(P±n)d(P±n)
=
1
2iπ
∫
Tr(
1 + σiξ
i
±n
2
)
σjdξ
j
±n
2
∧σkdξ
k
±n
2
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=
1
8π
∫
S2
ǫijkξ
i
±ndξ
j
±n∧dξk±n
=
1
8π
∫
V ol(S2)
ǫijkdξ
i
±n∧dξj±n∧dξk±n
=
1
8π
∫
V ol(S2)
ǫijkǫ
ijkdξ1±n∧dξ2±n∧dξ3±n
=
6
8π
∫
V ol(S2)
dξ1±n∧dξ2±n∧dξ3±n
= ±n,
(3.40)
where we have used in the last equation the fact that , dξ1±n∧dξ2±n∧dξ3±n =
±ndn1∧dn2∧dn3.
Additivity of Winding Numbers
Another way of obtaining higher winding numbers is by taking the tensor
product, Pk⊗Pl , of two projectors Pk and Pl . The product Pk⊗Pl is also a
projector since (Pk⊗Pl)2 = (Pk⊗Pl) and (Pk⊗Pl)+ = Pk⊗Pl . It corresponds
to the spinor bundle PkE2⊗PlE2 with the Hilbert space , PkH2⊗PlH2 , as a
fiber . A general spinor of PkH2⊗PlH2 will be of the form Pkψ⊗Plφ .
The Chern class of the spinor bundle PkE2⊗PlE2 will be k + l where
k and l are the winding numbers corresponding to the projectors Pk and
Pl respectively . The proof goes as follows . First one have the follow-
ing identity , d(Pk⊗Pl)∧d(Pk⊗Pl) = d(Pk)∧d(Pk)⊗Pl + d(Pk)Pk∧⊗PldPl −
Pkd(Pk)∧⊗d(Pl)Pl+Pk⊗d(Pl)∧d(Pl) = d(Pk)∧d(Pk)⊗Pl+Pk⊗d(Pl)∧d(Pl) ,
from which we obtain , TrPk⊗Pld(Pk⊗Pl)∧d(Pk⊗Pl) = TrPkd(Pk)∧d(Pk) +
TrPld(Pl)∧d(Pl) , and hence c1(Pk⊗Pl) = k + l = c1(Pk) + c1(Pl) .
3.2 The Fuzzy Sphere S2F = (A,H, D,Γ)
3.2.1 The Complex Structure on TS2
It is very helpful to use the complex structure defined on the sphere to rewrite
the Dirac operators (3.29) and (3.32) and the chirality operator (3.23) in a
form more suitable for fuzzification . As we will see shortly , this complex
structure will provide essentially a volume form as well as a metric on the
tangent space TS2 of the sphere .
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The complex structure J on the space TS2~n , which is tangent to S2 at
the point ~n , is introduced by the formula
Jij = ǫijknk. (3.41)
Next one can construct from the above complex structure a projector Pij
defined by
Pij = −JikJkj
= δij − ninj. (3.42)
It can also be rewritten in the form , Pij = (niAdLi)2 , where AdLi are the
generators of the l = 1 adjoint representation of SU(2) defined by (AdLi)jk =
iǫijk. A simple calculation leads to the following basic identities among Jij
and Pij
JijJjk = −Pik
PijPjk = Pik
PijJjk = Jik. (3.43)
The P is actually a projector on the tangent space TS2~n , in other words
the vector P~ξ is always in TS2~n where ~ξ is any vector in the vector space
A3 = A⊗C3 . This can be seen from the fact that P~ξ is , by construction ,
perpendicular to the normal vector ~n , i.e ~n.P~ξ = Pijniξj = −(Jikni)Jkjξj =
0 . The scalar product of any two tangent vectors P~ξ and P~η will be given
by P~ξ.P~η = (Pijξj)(Pikηk) = Pjkξjηk . This result illustrates the fact that
Pij plays the role of a metric on TS2~n . From this and from the identity
1
8π
∫
S2 ǫijknkdni∧dnj = 1 , one can see that Jij contains much information on
the metric aspects of TS2~n .
More involved calculations show that
[Li,Jjk] = iJilǫljk (3.44)
and
[Li,Pjk] = iǫijlPlk + iǫiklPlj. (3.45)
The last commutation relations follow from the Jacobi identity [Lj, [Li,Jkl]]+
[Jkl, [Lj,Li]]+ [Li, [Jkl,Lj]] = 0=⇒ǫilkJkj+ ǫjikJkl+ ǫljkJki = 0. It is proven
by first rewriting it in the form , [Li, Pjk] = −iJilJhkǫljh + iJjlJhiǫlkh. Then
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Jacobi identity gives , [Li, Pjk] = iǫijlPlk + iJjlJhkǫilh + iJjlJhiǫlkh. Jacobi
identity is used once more to recombine the last two terms in this last equa-
tion and obtain finally the desired result .
From the complex structure Jij and the projector Pij one can construct
the projectors P+ij and P−ij , on the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts
respectively, of the tangent space TS2~n . They are given by
P±ij =
1
2
(Pij±iJij), (3.46)
It is easy to check that P±ijP±jk = P±ik , P±ijP∓jk = 0 , P±ijPjk = P±ik and
P±ijJjk = ∓iP±k .
Finally the chirality operator (3.23) and the Dirac operators (3.29) and
(3.32) can easily be expressed in terms of the complex structure Jij and the
projector Pij as
γ = − i
2!
Jijσiσj . (3.47)
and
D2g = 1
ρ
σiPij(Lj + 1
2
σj)
D2w = 1
ρ
Jijσi(Lj + σj
2
). (3.48)
3.2.2 The Classical Sphere S2 as the K-cycle (A,H,D, γ)
In this section we will briefly summarize all our results so far concerning
the classical sphere S2 . This will be done through the introduction of the
K-cycle (A,H,D, γ) defining S2 . It is a theorem due to Connes [16] that
all the geometry of S2 is encoded in this K-cycle . The first element of this
K-cycle is the algebra A of smooth functions on S2 defined by equations (3.1)
and (3.2) which can be rewritten differently as
A = {f(xˆ) = ∑
i1,...,in
fi1...ikxˆi1 ...xˆik},
(3.49)
where
3∑
i=1
xˆ2i = ρ
2,
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(3.50)
and
[xˆi, xˆj] = 0. (3.51)
The operators xˆi act on the Hilbert space H , which is generated by the
vectors {|~x >} , in such a way that we have
xˆi|~x >= xi|~x > . (3.52)
In other words H provides the representation space of the algebra A .
The other two elements of the K-cycle (A,H,D, γ) are the chirality op-
erator γ and the Dirac operator D which are given , in the case of S2 , by
equations (3.47) and (3.48) respectively2.
3.2.3 Quantization : (A,H,D, γ)−→(A,H, D,Γ)
Now what we would like to do is to discretise the sphere S2 a la fuzzy . In
other words quantize S2 and obtain naturally a discrete sphere S2F containing
a finite number of points . In lattice physics , when we directly replace the
sphere by a lattice of points , we generally break explicitly all the symetries
of the problem . In here such situations are completely avoided because the
discretisation is achieved by quantizing the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian (1.4)
given by
L = liT r(σ3g
−1g˙); g∈SU(2). (3.53)
Of course , points ~n = ~x/ρ of S2 are now identified with the equivalence
classes [gexp(iσ3θ/2)] of SU(2)/U(1) , because of the Hopf fibration ~x.~σ =
ρgσ3g
−1 .
As we have already shown in great detail in the introduction , the quanti-
zation of the above Lagrangian leads to the fuzzy sphere S2F . The observables
of (3.53) are given by equation (1.17) or
f(L) =
∑
ii,...,ik
fi1...ikLi1 ...Lik , (3.54)
2For odd dimensional manifolds , a chirality operator does not exist and the K-cycle
describing the manifold will consist of only three elements : an algebraA , a representation
space H and a Dirac operator D .
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where the operators Li are the generators of the (2l + 1)−dimensional irre-
ducible representation l of SU(2) , in other words
3∑
i=1
L2i = l(l + 1), (3.55)
and
[Li, Lj ] = iǫijkLk. (3.56)
The operators nFi defined by n
F
i =
Li√
l(l+1)
and [nFi , n
F
j ] =
i√
l(l+1)
ǫijkn
F
k are
the fuzzy coordinate functions on the fuzzy sphere S2F
3 . From here one can
also see that the noncommutativity parameter ( or the deformation param-
eter ) characterizing the fuzziness of S2F is
ˆ¯h = 1√
l(l+1)
. The commutators
[nFi , n
F
j ] will then approach zero when l−→∞ or equivalently ˆ¯h−→0 , which
is the continuum limit .
Fuzzy functions on S2F are provided by equation (3.54) , whereas fuzzy
points can be thought of as the eigenvalues of the operators Li . The number
of points on S2F is therefore finite and equal to 2l + 1 . The fact that the
operators Li can not be diagonalized simultaneously reflects the property
that we can not completely localize points on S2F .
Given the algebra A of all operators f(L) , one can define the regular
representation Π(A) to be generated by a set of elements LLi defined by
∀f∈A : LLi f = Lif. (3.57)
These elements will clearly satisfy equations (3.55) and (3.56) . From the
definition (3.57) one also see that Π(A) provides a representation of A which
is acting on the left of A.
By construction the algebra A , which is the first element of the K-cycle
(A,H, D,Γ) defining the fuzzy sphere S2F , acts on the representation space
H . The latter, which is the second element of the K-cycle (A,H, D,Γ) ,
was found in the introduction to be the Hilbert space of all the physical wave
functions (1.15) of the Lagrangian (3.53) . It is the Hilbert space spanned
by the basis of the irreducible representation l of SU(2) , namely by
L2|lm >= l(l + 1)|lm >, L3|lm >= m|lm > (3.58)
3Recall that the Li’s are the quantum operators associated with the ti ≈ l.ni , see
Introduction.
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A smooth global vector field on S2 is a derivation of the algebra A .
Similarly , a smooth global vector field on S2F is a derivation of the algebra
A , in other words a linear map X : A−→A which satisfies the Leibnitz rule,
X(fg) = X(f)g+ fX(g). One such derivation is given by the adjoint action
of the group SU(2) , which is generated by adLi , on the algebra A . It is
defined by
adLi(f) = [Li, f ]
= Lif − fLi
= (Li − LRi )f,
(3.59)
where LRi are the generators of the opposite representation , Π
0(A) , of A
which act by right multiplication on A ,
∀f∈A : LRi f = fLi. (3.60)
One can easily check that they satisfy
3∑
i=1
(LRi )
2 = l(l + 1)
(3.61)
and
[LRi , L
R
j ] = −iǫijkLRk . (3.62)
adLi defined in equation (3.59) are the fuzzy analogue of the classical deriva-
tions Li given by Li = −iǫijkxj∂k .
3.2.4 The Fuzzy Dirac Operators and The Fuzzy Chi-
rality Operator
We have already shown that in the continuum , spinors ψ belong to the fiber
H2 of the spinor bundle E2 over the sphere . The precise definitions were
given in section (3.1.2) . H2 is essentially a left A−module , in other words
if f∈A and ψ∈H2 then fψ∈H2 . H2 can also be thought of as the vector
space H2 = A⊗C2 . The noncommutative analogue of the projective module
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H2 is the projective module H2 = A⊗C2 . This is clearly an A−bimodule
since there is a left as well as a right action on the space of spinors H2 by
the elements of the algebra A . The exact definition of fuzzy spinors will be
presented in the next two chapter . In here we only uses these observations
to conclude that the fuzzy Dirac operators and the fuzzy chirality operator
must be defined in such a way that they act on the Hilbert space H2 . The
Dirac operators must , on the other hand , anticommute with the fuzzy
chirality operator . They must be , of course , selfadjoint and reproduce the
continuum Dirac operators in the limit l−→∞ . In the same way , the fuzzy
chirality operator should reduce to the classical one in the continuum limit .
We then must have the following requirements
a) (Γ)2 = 1
b) ΓD2 = −D2Γ
c) (Γ)+ = Γ
d) (D2)
+ = D2, (3.63)
and
e) Lim(D2)l−→∞ = D2
f) Lim(Γ)l−→∞ = γ. (3.64)
Fuzzy γ (or Γ)
To get the discrete version of γ one first simply replaces ~n in equation (3.23)
by ~nF =
~L√
l(l+1)
to get
γF =
~σ.~L√
l(l + 1)
. (3.65)
We can check that this γF does not square to 1 , (γF )2 = 1
l(l+1)
σiσjLiLj =
1
l(l+1)
(δij + iǫijkσk)LiLj = 1 +
i
2l(l+1)
ǫijkσk[Li, Lj] = 1 − 12l(l+1)ǫijkǫijlσkLl =
1− γF√
l(l+1)
. But we can notice that (γF )2 + γ
F√
l(l+1)
= 1 and therefore (γF +
1
2
√
l(l+1)
)2 = 1
4l(l+1)
+ 1 which can be rewritten as :( ~σ.
~L
l+ 1
2
+ 1
2(l+ 1
2
)
)2 = 1 . In
other words the chirality operator in the discrete is given by :
ΓL =
1
l + 1
2
(~σ.~L+
1
2
). (3.66)
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By construction this operator has the right continuum limit and it squares
to one. However by inspection ΓL does not commute with functions on
S2F given by equation (3.54) . Remark that this was not the case in the
continuum where we had γf = fγ for any f in A . The property that
the chirality operator must commute with the elements of the algebra is
a fundamental requirement of the K-cycle (A,H, D,Γ) desribing S2F
4. To
overcome this problem one simply replace ~L by −~LR defined in equation
(3.60) . Since these generators act on the right of the algebra A , they
will commute with anything which act on the left and therefore the chirality
operator will commute with the algebra elements as desired. The minus sign
is due to the minus sign in equation (3.62) . The fuzzy chirality operator is
then given by
Γ =
1
l + 1
2
(−~σ.~LR + 1
2
) (3.67)
Fuzzy D2w ( or D2w)
The fuzzy version of Watamuras’s Dirac operator (3.32) is simply given by
D2w = − 1
ρ
√
l(l + 1)
ǫijkσiLj(Lk − LRk +
σk
2
),
(3.68)
where we have substituted the fuzzy derivations adLk = Lk−LRk for the clas-
sical derivations Lk and the fuzzy coordinates nFj for the classical coordinates
nj . By construction this Dirac operator has the right continuum limit . It can
also be rewritten as , D2w = − 1
2ρ
√
l(l+1)
ǫijkσi[Lj , Lk] +
1
ρ
√
l(l+1)
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k −
1
4ρ
√
l(l+1)
ǫijkLj [σi, σk] = − i
ρ
√
l(l+1)
~σ.~L+ 1
ρ
√
l(l+1)
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k +
i
ρ
√
l(l+1)
~σ.~L , and
therefore one obtains
D2w =
1
ρ
ǫijkσin
F
j L
R
k . (3.69)
From this expression it is obvious that this Dirac operator is selfadjoint .
The last thing needed to be checked is the claim that this Dirac operator
D2w anticommutes with the chirality operator Γ . First one computes
4This is in fact a general requirement in any K-cycle , one must always have the property
[γ, f ] = 0 where f is an arbitrary element of the algebra and γ is the chirality operator .
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D2wΓ =
1
ρ
√
l(l + 1)
(ǫijkσiLjL
R
k )
1
l + 1
2
(
1
2
− σlLRl )
=
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
√
l(l + 1)
[−ǫijkσiσlLjLRk LRl +
1
2
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k ]
=
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
√
l(l + 1)
[ǫijkσlσiLjL
R
k L
R
l − 2ǫijkLjLRk LRi +
1
2
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k ]
=
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
√
l(l + 1)
[ǫijkσlσiLjL
R
l L
R
k − iǫijkǫklmσlσiLjLRm − 2ǫijkLjLRk LRi +
1
2
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k ].
(3.70)
Then one computes,
ΓD2w =
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
√
l(l + 1)
[−ǫijkσlσiLjLRk LRl +
1
2
ǫijkσiLjL
R
k ].
(3.71)
Taking the sum , one gets
D2wΓ + ΓD2w =
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
√
l(l + 1)
[−iǫijkǫklmσlσiLjLRm − 2ǫijkLjLRk LRi + ǫijkσiLjLRk ]
=
1
ρ(l + 1
2
)
[−i~L.~LR + iσjσkLjLRk + ǫijkσiLjLRk ]
= 0, (3.72)
which shows the result .
Fuzzy D2g ( or D2g )
The fuzzy version of the Grosse-Klimcˇ´ik-Presˇnajder Dirac operator defined
by equation (3.29) is simply given by
D2g =
1
ρ
(~σ.ad~L+ 1), (3.73)
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where we have only substituted the fuzzy derivation ad~L = ~L − ~LR for the
classical derivation ~L . One can check that this Dirac operator D2g does not
anticommute with the chirality operator (3.67) and therefore it is no longer
unitarily equivalent to D2w . One therefore expect the two operators D2g and
D2w to not have the same spectrum which is indeed the case . Despite this
fact D2g is a much better approximation to the continuum Dirac operator
than the Watamuras’ Dirac opeartor D2w . This point will be explained in
the next subsection . A thorough discussion , however , will be given in the
last section of the next chapter .
3.2.5 Spectra of the Dirac Operators
The computation of the spectra of the Dirac operators D2g and D2w will
show the fact that these two operators are no longer equivalent . Indeed ,
comparing the spectrum of D2g with the spectrum of D2w will allow us to see
that D2g is really different from D2w . More precisely the spectrum of D2g
is exactly that of the continuum Dirac operators D2g and D2w only cut of at
some top value , while the spectrum of D2w contains corrections as compared
to the continuum . D2g is therefore a better approximation than D2w . In
the process of proving these claims, One will also be able to define a new
chirality operator Γ
′
which will anticommute with D2g .
The Spectrum of D2w
Let us start with D2w . The original calculation is in [9, 10] . To find the
spectrum one simply rewrites the square D22w in terms of the different SU(2)
Casimirs , ~J2, ~K2 , ~L2 , (~LR)2 and (~σ
2
)2 where ~J and ~K are defined by
~J = ~K +
~σ
2
~K = ~L− ~LR. (3.74)
The computation goes as follows
D22w =
1
ρ2
(ǫijkσin
F
j L
R
k )(ǫlmnσln
F
mL
R
n )
=
1
ρ2
ǫijkǫlmn(δil + iǫilpσp)(n
F
j n
F
m)(L
R
k L
R
n )
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=
1
ρ2
(~nF )2(~LR)2 − 1
ρ2
(nFj n
F
k )(L
R
k L
R
j ) +
i
ρ2
(ǫjmnσk)(n
F
j n
F
m)(L
R
k L
R
n )
− i
ρ2
(ǫkmnσj)(n
F
j n
F
m)(L
R
k L
R
n )
=
1
ρ2l(l + 1)
[~L2(~LR)2 − LjLkLRk LRj − σkLnLRk LRn + σjLjLmLRm]
=
1
ρ2l(l + 1)
[
~L2(~LR)2 + ~L.~LR − (~L.~LR)2 − (~σ.~LR)(~L.~LR) + (~σ.~L)(~L.~LR)
]
.
(3.75)
Now by using the two identities , ~L.~LR = 1
2
[~L2+(~LR)2− ~K2] and ~σ.~L−~σ.~LR =
~J2 − ~K2 − (~σ
2
)2 , the above equation can be rewritten as
D22w =
1
ρ2l(l + 1)
[
~L2(~LR)2 +
1
2
[~L2 + (~LR)2 − ~K2][1− (~σ
2
)2 + ~J2 − 1
2
~L2 − 1
2
(~LR)2 − 1
2
~K2]
]
.
(3.76)
One chooses to diagonalize this operator on the standard basis
~J2|jj3 > = j(j + 1)|jj3 >
J3|jj3 > = j3|jj3 >
~K2|jj3 > = k(k + 1)|jj3 > . (3.77)
On this basis it is obvious that ~L2 and (~LR)2 are both equal to l(l + 1) ,
whereas (~σ
2
)2 is equal to 3
4
. j takes the two values j = k + 1
2
and j = k − 1
2
for each value of k . k in the other hand takes the values k = 0, 1, ...2l . The
eigenvalues of the above squared Dirac operator will then read
D22w(j) =
1
ρ2
[
(j +
1
2
)2 +
[k(k + 1)]2
4l(l + 1)
− k(k + 1)(j +
1
2
)2
2l(l + 1)
]
. (3.78)
For j = k + 1
2
one can find that
D22w(j) =
1
ρ2
[
(j +
1
2
)2 +
(j + 1
2
)2
4l(l + 1)
[1− (j + 1
2
)2]
]
. (3.79)
For j = k − 1
2
the same expression for D22w(j) emerges . Therefore the
eigenvalues of the Dirac operator D2w are given by
D2w(j) = ±1
ρ
(j +
1
2
)
√√√√[1 + 1− (j + 12)2
4l(l + 1)
]. (3.80)
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The Spectrum of D2g
The computation of the spectrum of the Dirac operator D2g is much easier
than the previous one . The result of this calculation is also much simpler .
The original calculation is in [4, 5, 6, 7] . It turns out that the spectrum of
D2g is exactly that of D2g upto the eigenvalue j = 2l− 12 . Let us prove this
claim explicitly . D2g can be straightforwardly be rewritten as
D2g =
1
ρ
[~σ.(~L− ~LR) + 1]
=
1
ρ
[ ~J2 − ~K2 − 1
2
(
1
2
+ 1) + 1]
=⇒
D2g(j) =
1
ρ
[j(j + 1)− k(k + 1) + 1
4
]. (3.81)
Again for each fixed value of k , j can take only two values , j = k + 1
2
or j = k − 1
2
. For the first value we get D2g(j) =
1
ρ
(j + 1
2
) , whereas for
the second value we get D2g(j) = −1ρ(j + 12) . The eigenvalues of the Dirac
operator D2g then read
D2g(j) = ±1
ρ
(j +
1
2
). (3.82)
The Chirality Operator Γ
′
Let us now compare the eigenvalues (3.80) and (3.82) . By doing so , many
key properties of the Dirac operators D2w and D2g will then be much more
obvious , and at the same time the construction of the chirality operator
Γ
′
which anticommutes with D2g will be better motivated and hence more
natural . We have
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For k = 2l
• j = 2l + 1
2
−→D2g = 1
ρ
(2l +
1
2
+
1
2
) and D2w = 0
• j = 2l − 1
2
−→D2g = −1
ρ
(2l − 1
2
+
1
2
) and D2w = −
f(2l − 1
2
)
ρ
(2l − 1
2
+
1
2
)
For k = 2l− 1
• j = 2l − 1
2
−→D2g = 1
ρ
(2l − 1
2
+
1
2
) and D2w =
f(2l − 1
2
)
ρ
(2l − 1
2
+
1
2
)
• j = 2l − 3
2
−→D2g = −1
ρ
(2l − 3
2
+
1
2
) and D2w = −
f(2l − 3
2
)
ρ
(2l − 3
2
+
1
2
)
.
.
.
For k = 2
• j = 5
2
−→D2g = 1
ρ
(
5
2
+
1
2
) and D2w =
f(5
2
)
ρ
(
5
2
+
1
2
)
• j = 3
2
−→D2g = −1
ρ
(
3
2
+
1
2
) and D2w = −
f(3
2
)
ρ
(
3
2
+
1
2
)
For k = 1
• j = 3
2
−→D2g = 1
ρ
(
3
2
+
1
2
) and D2w =
f(3
2
)
ρ
(
3
2
+
1
2
)
• j = 1
2
−→D2g = −1
ρ
(
1
2
+
1
2
) and D2w = −
f(1
2
)
ρ
(
1
2
+
1
2
)
For k = 0
• j = 1
2
−→D2g = 1
ρ
(
1
2
+
1
2
) and D2w =
f(1
2
)
ρ
(
1
2
+
1
2
)
In the above equation f is defined by f(j, l) =
√
1 +
1−(j+ 1
2
)2
4l(l+1)
.
By investigation one can immediately notice that there is a problem with
the top modes , j = 2l + 1
2
, for both the Dirac operators D2w and D2g .
In particular , j = 2l + 1
2
, are zero modes for D2w and therefore they spoil
the invertibility of this latter operator . On the other hand , the eigenvalues
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j = 2l + 1
2
in the spectrum of D2g , are not paired to any other eigenvalues
and this is the reason for D2g not having a chirality operator . However D2w
has the extra disadvantage of having very small eigenvalues for large values
of j because f(j, l) is of the order of 1√
l
for j of the order of l . In other
words D2g is a much better Dirac operator than D2w if one can define for it
a chirality operator .
If we restrict ourselves to the subspace with j≤2l − 1
2
then clearly D2g
must have a chirality operator . Let us then define the projector P by
P |2l + 1
2
, j3 >= 0
and
P |j, j3 >= |j, j3 > , for all j≤2l − 1
2
. (3.83)
Let us call V the space on which P projects down . The orthogonal space is
W .
The final thing will be now to find the chirality operator of the Dirac
operator PD2gP . To this end one starts by making some observations con-
cerning the continuum . From the basic identity D2w = iγD2g one concludes
that {D2w,D2g} = 0 , whereas from the fact that both D2g and D2w share
the same spectrum one obtains that |D2g| = |D2w| . Obviously we have also
the fact that |D2g| and |D2w| commute with D2g and D2w . Hence we can
trivially prove the idnetity
γ = iF2gF2w, (3.84)
where F2g and F2w are the sign operators of the Dirac operators D2g and
D2w respectively . They are defined by
F2g = D2g|D2g|
F2w = D2w|D2w| .
(3.85)
The fuzzification of (3.84) is only possible if one confine ourselves to the
vector space V . The reason is obvious , F2w which is the fuzzy version of
F2w will not exist on the whole space V⊕W . Taking all of these matters
into considerations , one end up with the new chirality operator
Γ
′
= iF2gF2w, (3.86)
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where
F2g =
D2g
|D2g| , on V
= 0 , on W,
(3.87)
and
F2w =
D2w
|D2w| , on V
= 0 , on W.
(3.88)
By construction (3.86) has the right continuum limit . If it is going to assume
the role of a chirality operator on the fuzzy sphere it must also square to one
on V , in other words one must have on the whole space V⊕W : (Γ′)2 = P . It
should also be selfadjoint and should anticommute with the Dirac operator
PD2gP . The key requirement for all of these properties to hold is the
identity {F2g, F2w} = 0. The proof which will be presented in great detail
in the next chapter can be sketched as follows . First one note that on each
subspace of V with fixed j , the operators D22g, D
2
2w , |D2g| and |D2w| are
essentially proportional to the identity and therefore they commute with the
restrictions of the operators D2g , D2w and Γ to this subspace. In other
words the operators D22g , D
2
2w , |D2g| and |D2w| will commute with the
operators D2g ,D2w and Γ on the whole space V . Next the basic identity ,
[D2g,Γ] = −2i
√
1− 1
(2l+1)2
D2w , will lead to the result {D2w, D2g} = 0 from
which we get {F2g, F2w} = 0 .
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Chapter 4
Quantum Physics on Fuzzy S2
A fuzzy space [16, 17, 24, 30, 31, 25] is obtained by quantizing a mani-
fold, treating it as a phase space. An example is the fuzzy two-sphere
S2F . It is described by operators n
F
i subject to the relations
∑
i n
F2
i = 1
and [nFi , n
F
j ] = (i/
√
l(l + 1))ǫijkn
F
k . Thus Li =
√
l(l + 1)nFi are (2l + 1)-
dimensional angular momentum operators while the canonical classical two-
sphere S2 is recovered for l→∞ . Planck’s work shows that quantization
creates a short distance cut-off, therefore quantum field theories (QFT’s) on
fuzzy spaces are ultraviolet finite . If the classical manifold is compact, it gets
described by a finite-dimensional matrix model, the total number of states
being finite too. Noncommutative geometry [16, 17, 24, 30, 31, 25, 3] has
an orderly prescription for formulating QFT’s on fuzzy spaces so that these
spaces indeed show us an original approach to discrete physics.
In this chapter , we focus our attention on the fuzzy sphere , S2F , and
discuss certain of its remarkable aspects which are entirely absent on the
naively discretized S2 , namely lattice S2 . Quantum physics on S2F is a mere
matrix model in which one can coherently describe twisted topologies like
those of monopoles and solitons . Monopoles and solitons have important
topological aspects like quantized fluxes, winding numbers and curved target
spaces . Naive discretizations which substitute a lattice of points for the
underlying manifolds are incapable of retaining these features in a precise
way. We study in this chapter these problems of discrete physics and matrix
models and discuss mathematically coherent discretizations of monopoles
and solitons using fuzzy physics and noncommutative geometry . Traditional
attempts which are usually based on naive discrete physics have at best been
awkward having ignored the necessary mathematical structures of projective
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modules and cyclic cohomology . A fuzzy σ-model action for the two-sphere
fulfilling a fuzzy Belavin-Polyakov bound is also put forth . The last section
of this chapter will be devoted to the fermion doubling problem and its
resolution on the fuzzy sphere S2F . One feels that this last topic is an
important contribution of fuzzy physics to discrete physics .
4.1 Fuzzy Monopoles
4.1.1 Monopoles Wave Functions
A point particle of electric charge q and mass m in the magnetic field of a
monopole g is described by the free Hamiltonian , H = ~p
2
2m
, together with
the Poisson brackets {xi, xj} = 0 , {pi, pj} = qǫijkBk and {xi, pj} = δij . ~B is
the magnetic field of the monopole given by ~B = − g
4π
~x
r3
, where r is of course
the radial distance between the monopole which is assumed to be at rest at
~x = 0 and the point particle at ~x . It is not difficult using the above data to
find the force acting on the electric charge in the presence of the monopole ,
it is given by mdx˙i
dt
= m{x˙i, H} = qǫijkx˙jBk . The other remark is the fact
that the canonical angular momentum Li = ǫijkxj(mx˙k) of the point particle
is not conserverd since we have, dLi
dt
= ǫijkxj(m
dx˙k
dt
) = − qg
4π
d
dt
(xi
r
). Therefore
Ji = Li +
qg
4π
ni where ni =
xi
r
and dJi
dt
= 0 is what should be interpreted
as angular momentum of the point particle in the presence of a magnetic
monopole , in other words the point particle acquires an angular momentum
in the direction of the line joining the particle and the monopole .
It is a known result that in the case of an electric charge in the field
of a monopole , one can not find a global system of canonical coordinates
(~x, ~p) for the phase space T∗B , and therefore a global Lagrangian describing
the above system can not be found by a simple Legendre transformation
of the Hamiltonian . To construct such a Lagrangian , one enlarges the
configuration space B = {~x} to a U(1) bundle E over B given by
E = R×SU(2) = {(r, g)}
where
σini = gσ3g
−1. (4.1)
A global Lagrangian can then be written down as follows
L =
1
2
m
∑
i
x˙2i + i
qg
4π
Trσ3g
−1g˙
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=
1
2
mr˙2 +
1
4
mr2Tr[g˙g−1, gσ3g−1]2 + i
qg
4π
Trσ3g
−1g˙. (4.2)
The above Lagrangian can be shown to be weakly invariant under the right
U(1) action , g−→gei θ2σ3 , that is to say L−→L − qg
4π
θ˙ . In other words we
have , like in the case considered in the introduction , a fiber bundle structure
U(1)−→SU(2)−→S2.
Following the same steps taken in the introduction to quantize the Wess-
Zumino term (1.4), one can start the quantization of (4.2) by first parametriz-
ing the group element g by a set of three real numbers (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3). The conju-
gate momentum Πi associated to ξi is gievn by Πi =
∂L
∂ξ˙i
= i qg
4π
Trσ3g
−1 ∂g
∂ξi
+
1
2
mr2Tr[ ∂g
∂ξi
g−1, gσ3g−1][
∂g
∂ξj
g−1, gσ3g−1]ξ˙j. The modified conjugate momen-
tum tk = −ΠiNik can also be computed along the same lines which led to
equation (1.8) of the introduction . The answer is tk =
1
2
qg
4π
Trσkgσ3g
−1 −
mr2
2
Tr[iσk
2
, gσ3g
−1][g˙g−1, gσ3g−1]. From this last equation the following con-
starint follows easily
P = nktk − qg
4π
≈ 0 (4.3)
The Hamiltonian of the system can be computed in a standard fashion , it
is given by
H =
p2r
2m
+
1
4
mr2Tr[g˙g−1, gσ3g−1]2 + vP
=
p2r
2m
+
1
2mr2
[~t2 − ( qg
4π
)2] + vP. (4.4)
v is a Lagrange multiplier . One can next check that the first class constraint
(4.3) have zero Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonain (4.4) , and therefore
there is no secondary constraint. Observables should of course have zero
PB’s with P , these are r , pr , ti and ni or functions of them .
Wave functions of the system are ψ = ψ(r, g) . pr acts on ψ as the usual
differential operator 1
i
d
dr
, while ti acts by left multiplication , namely
[eiθitiψ](r, g) = ψ(r, e−iθi
σi
2 g). (4.5)
These wave functions should also satisfy the requirement
nktkψ =
qg
4π
ψ. (4.6)
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From the above two last equations one can easily find that
ψ(r, ge−iθ
σ3
2 ) = eiθ
qg
4piψ(r, g). (4.7)
Since any function of r and g admits the expansion
f(r, g) =
∑
j
∑
m,n
cjm,n(r) < j,m|Dj(g)|j, n >, (4.8)
where g−→Dj(g) is the j IRR of SU(2) . Then under the transforma-
tion g−→ge−iθ σ32 , each term in the above expansion (4.8) will transform as
< j,m|Dj(g)|j, n > −→e−iθn < j,m|Dj(g)|j, n > . In other words wave
functions ψ(r, g) should be functions of the form
ψ(r, g) =
∑
j
∑
m
cjm,n(r) < j,m|Dj(g)|j, n >, (4.9)
with the quantization condition , qg
4π
= −n , which is the famous Dirac
quantization condition . n is clearly either an integer or half integer , so that
qg
2π
= integer. (4.10)
In the units where q = 2π we have g = ±N where N∈N.
4.1.2 The Algebraic Formulation of Classical Monopoles
There is an algebraic formulation of monopoles and solitons suitable for adap-
tation to fuzzy spaces. We first outline it using the case of S2[31]. It is based
on the Serre-Swan theorem [16] , which states that every vector bundle E on
a compact space X is isomorphic to a vector bundle P[C(X)⊗CN], where
C(X) is the algebra of smooth functions on X and N is some large inte-
ger. The projector P , which is a self-adjoint idempotent , is an element of
MN(C(X)) : the algebra of N×N matrices with entries in C(X) .
Let A be the commutative algebra of smooth functions on S2. Vector
bundles on S2 can be described by projectors P. P is a matrix with coeffi-
cients in A(Pij∈A), and fulfills P2 = P and P† = P. If the points of S2 are
described by unit vectors ~n∈R3, the projector for unit monopole charge is
P(1) = (1 + ~τ.nˆ)/2 where τi are Pauli matrices and nˆi are coordinate func-
tions, nˆi(~n) = ni . This calculation was carried out explicitly in section 3.1.5
where we have computed the Chern class for the projective module P(1)A2,
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where A2 = A⊗C2, and found it to be equal to one. P(1)A2 are therefore
sections of vector bundles for monopole charge 1 .
For monopole charge ±N (N > 0), the corresponding projectors are
P(±N) =
i=N∏
i=1
(1± ~τ (i).nˆ)
2
, (4.11)
where ~τ (i) are commuting sets of Pauli matrices . They give the following
sections of vector bundles
P(±N)A2N ,
(4.12)
where A2N = A⊗C2N consists of 2N -component vectors ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξ2N ),
ξi∈A. ~τ (i).nˆ P(±N)ξ = ±P(±N)ξ, ~τ (i) acting on the ith C2 factor. For the
trivial bundle, we can use P0 = 1+τ3
2
(or 1−τ3
2
), or more simply just the
identity. Because of the additivity property of winding numbers , shown in
section (3.1.5) , the Chern class of the projective module (4.12) is trivially
equal to ±N [see section (3.1.5) for details] .
4.1.3 Fuzzy Monopoles
The algebra A generated by nFi is the full matrix algebra of (2l+1)×(2l+1)
matrices . Fuzzy monopoles are described by projectors p(±N) (p(±N)ij ∈A),
which as l→∞ approach P(±N). We can find them as follows .
For N = 1, we can try (1+~τ .~nF )/2 , but that is not an idempotent as the
nF ’s do not commute. We can fix that though : since (~τ.~L)2 = l(l+1)−~τ .~L,
γτ =
1
l+1/2
(~τ .~L + 1
2
) squares to 1 as first remarked by Watamuras [9, 10]1.
Hence
p(1) =
1 + γτ
2
. (4.13)
There is a simple interpretation of p(1). We can combine ~L and ~τ/2 into the
SU(2) generator ~K(1) = ~L+ ~τ/2 with spectrum k(k + 1) (k = l± 1/2). The
projector to the space with the maximum k , namely k = l + 1
2
, is just p(1).
In other words we have
p(1) =
K(1)
2 − (l − 1/2)(l + 1/2)
(l + 1/2)(l + 3/2)− (l − 1/2)(l + 1/2) . (4.14)
1All of this was verified explicitly in section 3.2.4 .
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where K(1)
2≡ ~K(1). ~K(1) . The proof is trivial since γτ can be rewritten in the
form γτ =
1
l+1/2
(~τ.~L + 1
2
) = 1
l+1/2
( ~K(1)2 − ~L2 − (~τ
2
)2 + 1
2
) =
~K(1)2
l+1/2
− (l + 1
2
) ,
and therefore p(1) = K
(1)2−(l−1/2)(l+1/2)
2l+1
.
This last remark shows the way to fuzzify P(N). We substitute
~K(N) = ~L+
N∑
i=1
~τ (i)
2
, (4.15)
for ~K(1) and consider the subspace where K(N)
2≡ ~K(N). ~K(N) has the maxi-
mum eigenvalue kmax(kmax+1), kmax = l+N/2 . On this space (~L+~τ
(i)/2)2
has the maximum value (l+1/2)(l+3/2) and ~τ (i).~L is hence l . Since ~τ (i).~nF
approaches ~τ (i).nˆ on this subspace as l →∞, p(N) is just its projector:
p(N) ≡ p(+N) =
∏
k 6=kmax [K
(N)2 − k(k + 1)]∏
k 6=kmax [kmax(kmax + 1)− k(k + 1)]
. (4.16)
p(−N) comes similarly from the least value kmin = l −N/2 of k. [We assume
that 2l ≥ N .]
We remark that the limits as l→∞ of p(±N) are exactly P(±N), and not
say P(±N) times another projector. That is because if ~τ (i).~L are all l, then
~τ (i).~τ (j) = 1 for all i6=j and hence kmax = l + N2 . A proof goes as follows.
Vectors with ~L2 = l(l+1)1 can be represented as symmetric tensor products
of 2l spinors, with components Ta1...a2l . The vectors with ~τ
(i).~L = l1 as well
have components Ta1...a2l,b1...bN with symmetry under exchange of any ai with
aj or bk. So they are symmetric under all exchanges of bi and bj and have
(~τ
(i)
2
+ ~τ
(j)
2
)2 = 2, ~τ (i).~τ (j) = 1.
A much more straightforward proof starts by remarking that K(N)2 =
l(l+1)+
∑N
i=1
~L.~τ (i)+
∑N
i,j=1
~τ (i)
2
~τ (j)
2
, from which one concludes that ~K(N)2 is
maximum when all the products ~L.~τ (i) , i = 1, N and ~τ
(i)
2
~τ (j)
2
, i6=j , i, j = 1, N
are maximum. But ~L.~τ (i) = (~L+ ~τ
(i)
2
)2 − l(l + 1)− 3
4
can take only the two
different values l and −l−1 , whereas ~τ (i)
2
~τ (j)
2
= 1
2
(~τ
(i)
2
+ ~τ
(j)
2
)2− 3
4
for i6=j can
take the two values 1/4 and −3/4 , so that K(N)2 is maximum for ~L.~τ (i) = l
and ~τ (i).~τ (j) = 1 and it is given by K(N)2 = (l +N/2)(l +N/2 + 1) .
Having obtained p(±N), we can also write down the analogues of P(±N)A2N :
they are the “projective modules”
p(±N)A2
N
,A2
N
= 〈(a1, a2, .., a2N ) : ai∈A〉, (4.17)
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and are the noncommutative substitutes for sections of vector bundles.
If (a1, a2, ..., a2N ) is regarded as a column, then column dimension of
p(±N)A2
N
is L + 1≡2(l±N
2
) + 1 , as p(+N) and p(−N) project down to the
subspaces with kmax = l + N/2 and kmin = l − N/2 respectively , and its
row dimension is M + 1≡2l + 1 , as all the ai’s are in A = Mat2l+1 . Their
difference is ±N . This means that p(±N)A2N can be identified with HˆL,M of
ref[5] where of course L −M = ±N . In particular angular momentum acts
on p(±N)A2
N
via ~K(N) on left (they commute with p(±N)) and −~L on right,
while there are similar actions of angular momentum on HˆL,M [see ref [5]].
4.2 Fuzzy σ−Models
The projectors (4.11) also describe nonlinear σ-models. To see this, consider
the projector P(0) = (1 + τ3)/2 and its orbit {hP(0)h−1 : h∈SU(2)} . This
orbit is clearly S2 , as P0 is τ3 up to a constant matrix . If now we substitute
for h a field g on S2 with values in SU(2), each gP(0)g−1 describes a map
from S2 to S2 . The second S2 is the above orbit . This g is a σ-model field
on S2 with target space S2 and zero winding number. (Winding number is
zero as g can be deformed to a constant map).
For winding number 1, it is appropriate to consider the orbit of P(1) = (1+
~τnˆ)/2 under g. For fixed ~n, as g(~n) is varied, the orbit {g(~n)1+~τnˆ(~n)
2
g(~n)−1} is
still S2 because its points g(~n)1+~τnˆ(~n)
2
g(~n)−1 are still invariant under the right
U(1) action g(~n)−→g(~n)h, of course h∈U(1) is now generated by the Pauli
matrix in the fixed direction ~n , namely h = exp(iθτn/2) with τn = ~τnˆ(~n).
Finally as ~n is varied , we get a map S2→S2. (More correctly we get the
section of an S2 bundle over S2).
For winding number ±N , we can consider the orbit of P(±N) under con-
jugation by g⊗˜N ’s where
g⊗˜N(~n) = g(~n)⊗g(~n)⊗ · · ·⊗g(~n) (N factors). (4.18)
Here the ith g(~n) acts only on ~τ (i).
In the fuzzy versions of σ-models on S2 with target S2 , g becomes a 2×2
unitary matrix u with uij∈A. Therefore u∈U(2(2l + 1)) . ( We can impose
det u = 1 , that makes no difference ). An appropriate generalization u⊗˜N of
g⊗˜N can be constructed as follows . If C and D are 2×2 matrices with entries
Cij, Dij∈A, we can define Ca and aD by (Ca)ij = Cija and (aD)ij = aDij .
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Let C⊗AD denote the tensor product of C and D over A where by definition
Ca⊗AD = C⊗AaD . This definition can be extended to more factors .
For example, C⊗AD⊗AE has the properties Ca⊗AD⊗AE = C⊗AaD⊗AE,
C⊗ADa⊗AE = C⊗AD⊗AaE . Then :
u⊗˜N = u⊗Au⊗A . . .⊗Au ( N factors). (4.19)
(4.19) is the fuzzification of (4.18). We can understand this construction in
familiar terms by writing u = 12⊗2a0 +τjaj = τµaµ(aµ∈A) where τ0 = 12⊗2.
[Greek subscripts run from 0 to 3, Roman ones from 1 to 3]. Unitarity
requires that
τµτνa
∗
µaν = 1,
a∗µ ≡ a†µ. (4.20)
In this notation, u⊗Au = τµ⊗τνaµaν , ⊗(≡⊗C) denoting Kronecker product.
It is also τµ
(1)aµτν
(2)aν in an evident notation. Proceeding in this way, we
find,
u⊗Au⊗A . . .⊗Au = τ (1)µ1 aµ1τ (2)µ2 aµ2 . . . τ (N)µN aµN . (4.21)
It is unitary in view of (4.20).
The significant point here is that u⊗˜N is a matrix with coefficients in A
and notA⊗A⊗ . . .⊗A as is the case for u⊗u⊗u . . .⊗u. We remark that g⊗˜N
can also be written as g⊗Ag⊗Ag . . .⊗Ag (N factors). It is then a function
only of ~n and has the meaning stated earlier.
The orbits of p(±N) under conjugation by u⊗˜N are fuzzy matrix versions of
σ-model fields with winding numbers ±N . [Here we take p(0) to be (1+τ3)/2
say and u⊗˜N to be u itself. Henceforth our attention will be focussed on
N 6= 0.]
4.3 Chiral Anomaly On S2F
4.3.1 Winding Numbers for the Classical Sphere
What about formulas for invariants like Chern character and winding num-
ber? The ideal way is to follow Connes [16, 17, 24, 30, 31, 25] and introduce
the Dirac and chirality operators
D2w = −1
ρ
ǫijkσinˆjJk,
γ = σ.nˆ (4.22)
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where σi are Pauli matrices, ~J = −i(~r×~▽) + ~σ2 is the total angular momen-
tum and nˆ = ~r/|~r|. The two equations in (4.22) are essentially equations
(3.32) and (3.23) respectively which were derived in the last chapter . The
important points to keep in mind here are the following :
i)γ commutes with elements of A and anti-commutes with D2w.
ii)γ2 = 1 and γ† = γ.
The Chern numbers (or the quantized fluxes) for monopoles then are
±N = − 1
4π
∫
d(cos θ)∧dφ Tr γP(±N) [D2w,P(±N)] [D2w,P(±N)](~n). (4.23)
To prove equation (4.23) one can first remark that [D2w,P(±N)] = −iσi∂i(P(±N))
where we have crucially used the fact ∂r(P(±N)) = 0 . Next one shows that
TrγP(±N)[D2w,P(±N)]2 = −2iǫijknkTrP(±N)∂i(P(±N))∂j(P(±N)) by comput-
ing the trace over the Pauli matrices σj . The remaining trace is only over
the Pauli matrices τ
(i)
j . Putting this last equation in (4.23) gives
±N = 1
2πi
∫
TrP(±N)dP(±N)∧dP(±N), (4.24)
which is exactly equation (3.37) of chapter 3. In arriving at (4.24) we have
used the identity −ǫijknkd(cosθ)∧dφ = dni∧dnj . In equation (3.38) we have
already computed explicitly the RHS of (4.24) , for the case N = 1 , and
found it to be equal ±1 . For the case N > 1 , the projector P(±N) is given by
equation (4.11) . It is the tensor product of N projectors P(±1) and therefore
by using the additivity of Chern classes , shown in section (3.1.5), the RHS
of (4.24) must be equal to ±N in a trivial manner.
These numbers do not change if P(±N) are conjugated by g⊗˜N and there-
fore can be thought of as soliton winding numbers. The proof is that of the
stability of the cyclic cocycle (4.23) under deformation of P(±N), which was
given in detail in chapter 2 .
4.3.2 Winding Numbers for the Fuzzy Sphere
The fuzzy Dirac operatorD and chirality operator Γ are important for writing
formulae for the invariants of projectors. There are proposals for D and Γ
in [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10], we briefly describe those in [9, 10] . They were already
studied in great detail in chapter 3. There is a left and right action (“left”
and “right” “ regular representations”AL = Π(A) andAR = Π0(A)) ofA on
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A: bLa = ba and bRa = ab, (b, a ∈ A, bL,R∈AL,R) with corresponding angular
momentum operators LLi = Li and L
R
i and fuzzy coordinates
Li√
l(l+1)
= nFi
and
LR
i√
l(l+1)
2. D and Γ are given by equations (3.69) and (3.67) respectively,
namely
D = D2w =
1
ρ
ǫijkσin
F
j L
R
k ,
Γ = −σ.
~LR − 1/2
l + 1/2
. (4.25)
Identifying AL as the representation of the fuzzy version of A, we have as
before,
ΓbL = bLΓ,
ΓD +DΓ = 0,
Γ2 = 1,
Γ† = Γ. (4.26)
The carrier space of AL,R, D2w and Γ is A
2. When p(±N) are also included, it
gets expanded to A2
(N+1)
as ~τ (i) commute with ~σ. Note that p(±N) commute
with Γ, as the n’s in (4.11) become nF ’s under fuzzification or equivalently
the L’s in (4.15) are being identified with LL’s .
We now construct a certain generalization of (4.23) for the fuzzy sphere.
It looks like (4.23), or rather the following expression
±N = −Trω
(
1
|D2w|2γ P
(±N) [D2w,P(±N)] [D2w,P(±N)]
)
,
|D2w| = Positive square root of D†2wD2w, (4.27)
where F2w = D2w/|D2w| [16, 17, 24, 30, 31, 25]. It is equivalent to (4.23).
It involves a Dixmier trace Trω and furthermore the inverse of |D2w| . The
highly non trivial fact that (4.27) is exactly equation (4.23) is shown explicitly
in example 6 of chapter 2 .
But the massless Dirac operator on A2
(N+1)
has zero modes and therefore
|D2w| has no inverse. An easy proof is as follows. We can write the elements
2All of these notations were introduced in chapter 3.
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of A2
(N+1)
as rectangular matrices with entries ξλj∈A (λ = 1, 2, ..., 2N ; j =
1, 2) where λ carries the action of ~τ (i)’s and j carries the action of ~σ. The
dimensions of the subspaces U± of A2
(N+1)
with Γ = ±1 are
[2(l ± 1/2) + 1][(2l + 1)2N ], (4.28)
which can be proven as follows . The first factor is the row dimension of
U± in the sense that it corresponds to the coupling of ~σ/2 and −~LR , in
other words to the index j of ξλj . It is deduced from the fact that Γ =
1
l+1/2
[
(−~LR + ~σ
2
)2 − (l + 1/2)2
]
= 1
l+1/2
[
j(j + 1)− (l + 1/2)2
]
where j is the
eigenvalue of (−~LR + ~σ/2)2 . But since j = l±1/2 , we have Γ|j=l±1/2 = ±1
which defines the subspaces U± with row dimensions 2(l ± 1/2) + 1 . The
second factor in (4.28) is the column dimension of U± which corresponds to
the coupling of
∑N
i=1 ~τ
(i)/2 and ~L.
D2w anticommutes with Γ. So if D
(+)
2w is the restriction of D2w to the
domain U+, D
(+)
2w = D2w|U+ : U+ → U−, its index is dim U+ − dim U− =
2[(2l + 1)2N ]. This is the minimum number of zero modes of D2w in U+.
Calculations [9, 10] show this to be the exact number of zero modes, D2w
having no zero mode in U−.
In any case, D
(+)
2w and so D2w have no inverse. So we work instead with
the massive Dirac operator D2wm = D2w + mΓ (m 6= 0) with the strictly
positive square D22wm = D
2
2w +m
2 and form the operator
fm =
D2wm
|D2wm| (4.29)
where
|D2wm| = Positive square root of D†2wmD2wm , f †m = fm , f 2m = 1.
(4.30)
Consider 1−Γ
2
p(N)fmp
(N) 1+Γ
2
where we pick p(N) and not p(−N) for specificity.
It anticommutes with Γ. Let Vˆ± = p(N)U± be the subspaces of monopoles
wave functions with winding number N and chirality ±1 . It then follows
that the index of the operator
fˆ (+)m =
1− Γ
2
p(N)fmp
(N)1 + Γ
2
(4.31)
restricted to Vˆ+ is 2[2l + 1 + N ]. The proof starts by remarking that , by
construction, only the matrix elements < p(N)U−|fˆ (+)m |p(N)U+ > exist and
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therefore fˆ (+)m is a mapping from Vˆ+ = p
(N)U+ to Vˆ− = p(N)U− . Hence
Indexfˆ (+)m = dimVˆ+−dimVˆ− . But since p(N) projects down to the subspace
with maximum eigenvalue kmax = l + N/2 of the operator ~K
(N) = ~L +∑N
i=1 ~τ
(i)/2 , Vˆ± has dimension [2(l±1/2) + 1][2(l + N/2) + 1] and so the
index is
Indexfˆ (+)m = 2(2l +N + 1). (4.32)
In the same way , the index of the adjoint
fˆ (+)†m ≡ fˆ (−)m =
1 + Γ
2
p(N)fmp
(N)1− Γ
2
, (4.33)
which is clearly a mapping from Vˆ− = p(N)U− to Vˆ+ = p(N)U+ , can be
computed to be −2[2l + 1 +N ],i.e
Indexfˆ (−)m = −2(2l +N + 1). (4.34)
We may try to associate the index of fˆ (+)m say with the winding number
N . But that will not be correct: this index is not zero for N = 0. The source
of this unpleasant feature is a set of unwanted zero modes.
The presence of these zero modes can be established by looking at fˆ (±)m
more closely. fˆ (±)m and Γ commute with “total angular momentum” ~J =
~LL − ~LR + ∑i ~τ (i)2 + ~σ2 while Γ anticommutes by construction with fˆ (±)m .
So if an irreducible representation of ~J with ~J2 = j(j + 1)1 occurs an odd
number of times in Vˆ++ Vˆ−, fˆ (+)m + fˆ
(−)
m must vanish on at least one of these
(2j + 1)− dimensional eigenspaces. The remaining (2j + 1)− dimensional
eigenspaces can pair up so as to correspond to eigenvalues ±λ 6=0 and get
interchanged by Γ. The proof lies in the fact that if λj 6=0 is the eigenvalue
of the operator fˆ (+)m + fˆ
(−)
m associated with the eigenfunction ψj , then −λj
is also an eigenvalue of fˆ (+)m + fˆ
(−)
m but with the eigenfunction Γψj . In other
words the j IRR of ~J occurs twice corresponding to the non zero modes λj
and −λj respectively . Hence if this j IRR comes unpaired , it must only
correspond to zero modes .
There are two such j, both in Vˆ+ = p
(N)U+. They label IRR’s with
multiplicity 1 and are its maximum and minimum j(N) = 2l + N+1
2
and
N−1
2
. We can see that their eigenspaces have Γ = +1 as follows: the angular
momentum value of ~LL+
∑
i
~τ (i)
2
in p(N)A2
(N+1)
is l+N/2 so that the angular
momentum value of −~LR + ~σ
2
must be l + 1/2 to attain the j− values j(N)
and N−1
2
.
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A further point is that since (2j(N) + 1) + [2(N−1
2
) + 1] = 2(2l + N + 1)
is exactly the index of fˆ (+)m found earlier, we can conclude that there are no
other obligatory zero modes. Indeed every other j labels IRR’s of multiplicity
2, one with Γ = +1 and the other with Γ = −1.
The zero modes for j(N) are unphysical as discussed by Watamuras[9, 10]:
there are no similar modes in the continuum. If we can project them out, the
index will shrink to 2N−1
2
+ 1 = N , just what we want. So let π(j
(N)) be the
projection operator for j(N), constructed in the same fashion as p(N), namely
π(j
(N)) =
∏
j 6=j(N) [ ~J
2 − j(j + 1)]∏
j 6=j(N)[j(N)(j(N) + 1)− j(j + 1)]
. (4.35)
It commutes with p(N) since p(N) commutes with ~J . In fact, p(N)π(j
(N)) =
π(j
(N)) since if j is maximum, then so is k. We thus find that the projector
Π(N) = p(N)[1− π(j(N))] = p(N) − π(j(N)) (4.36)
essentially projects out the subspace with j = j(N) . It commutes with Γ
too. Let
V± = Π(N)U±,
f (±)m =
1∓Γ
2
Π(N)fmΠ
(N) 1±Γ
2
(4.37)
where f (+)m
†
= f (−)m . Then f
(+)
m (restricted to V+) has the index N we want.
This is obvious from the construction . It is however very instructive to
compute this index explicitly .
By equation (4.37) , the operators f (±)m admit only the matrix elements
< Π(N) 1∓Γ
2
A2
(N+1) |f (±)m |Π(N) 1±Γ2 A2
(N+1)
> and therefore f (±)m are mappings
from V± to V∓ . Hence the operators f (−)m f
(+)
m and f
(+)
m f
(−)
m are mappings
from V+−→V+ and V−−→V− respectively . It is next not difficult to show
TrV+f
(−)
m f
(+)
m − TrV−f (+)m f (−)m =
Tr
1 + Γ
2
Π(N)f (−)m f
(+)
m − Tr
1− Γ
2
Π(N)f (+)m f
(−)
m =
Tr
1 + Γ
2
Π(N)fm
1− Γ
2
Π(N)fm − Tr1− Γ
2
Π(N)fm
1 + Γ
2
Π(N)fm = 0.
(4.38)
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One can infer from this result that both f (−)m f
(+)
m and f
(+)
m f
(−)
m have the same
non zero eigenvalues . f (−)m f
(+)
m has further the zero eigenvalues corresponding
to the minimum N−1
2
of the total angular momentum ~J . The other zero
modes corresponding to the maximum j(N) = 2l + (N+1)
2
of ~J are being
removed by construction from V+ . Hence the index N can be put in the
form
Tr
1 + Γ
2
Π(N)[1− f (−)m f (+)m ]− Tr
1− Γ
2
Π(N)[1− f (+)m f (−)m ] =
Tr
1 + Γ
2
Π(N) − Tr1− Γ
2
Π(N) =
TrV+1− TrV−1 = N = Index of f (+)m .
(4.39)
This is because TrV+1 − TrV−1 = dimV+ − dimV− = [dimVˆ+ − (2j(N) +
1)]− dimVˆ− from which the desired result follows trivially by using equation
(4.32).
4.3.3 Fredholm Module and Chiral Anomaly
We want to be able to write (4.39) as a cyclic cocycle coming from a Fredholm
module [16, 17, 24, 30, 31, 25]. The latter for us is based on a representation
Σ of AL⊗AR on a Hilbert space, and operators F and ǫ with the following
properties:
(i) F† = F, F2 = 1. (4.40)
(ii) ǫ† = ǫ, ǫ2 = 1, ǫΣ(α) = Σ(α)ǫ, ǫF = −Fǫ (4.41)
where α∈AL⊗AR. [This gives an even Fredholm module, there need be no
ǫ in an odd one.] We choose for Σ the representation
Σ : α→ Σ(α) =
(
α 0
0 α
)
(4.42)
on A2
(N+1) ⊕A2(N+1) and set
F =
(
0 fm
fm 0
)
, ǫ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (4.43)
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Introduce the projector
P (N) =
(
1+Γ
2
Π(N) 0
0 1−Γ
2
Π(N)
)
. (4.44)
Then
(P (N)FP (N))2 =
(
f (−)m f
(+)
m 0
0 f (+)m f
(−)
m
)
. (4.45)
Therefore,
Index of f (+)m = Tr ǫ [P
(N) − (P (N)FP (N))2]. (4.46)
But since [16]
P (N) − (P (N)FP (N))2 = −P (N)[F, P (N)]2P (N), (4.47)
Index of f (+)m = N = −Tr ǫP (N) [F, P (N)] [F, P (N)]. (4.48)
This is the formulation of (4.39) we aimed at and is the analogue of (4.23).
It is worth remarking that we can replace ǫ by
(
Γ 0
0 Γ
)
here since ǫP (N) =(
Γ 0
0 Γ
)
P (N).
In p(−N)A2
(N+1)
as well, the unwanted zero modes correspond to the top
value j(−N) = 2l − N−1
2
of “total angular momentum ”. This can be seen by
recalling that fuzzy monopole wave functions belonging to p(−N)A2
(N+1)
have
the minimum eigenvalue kmin = l − N2 of the operator ~K(N) = ~L+
∑N
i=1
~τ (i)
2
.
Hence by coupling −~LR + ~σ
2
to ~K(N) , one obtains the positive chirality
eigenvalues 2l − N−1
2
, 2l − N+1
2
,..., N+2
2
,N+1
2
and the negative chirality
eigenvalues 2l − N+1
2
,..., N+1
2
, N−1
2
. By inspection all these eigenvalues
occur twice , corresponding to both chiralities , except for the first and the
last . Once the top eigenvalue j(−N) = 2l− N−1
2
is suppressed, the remaining
obligatory zero modes , N−1
2
, have multiplicity N and Γ = −1. Let π(j(−N)) be
the projector for the top angular momentum. Then j(−N) can be projected
out by replacing p(−N) by
Π(−N) = p(−N)[1− π(j(−N))], (4.49)
but now p(−N)πj
(−N) 6=πj(−N), since j(−N) can be obtained in this case in a
variety of ways , by adding kmin and l +
1
2
like we did above , or say , by
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adding kmin+1 and l− 12 which is not in p(−N)A2
(N+1)
but have a total angular
momentum j(−N)3 . Substituting Π(−N) for Π(N) in (4.44), we define P (−N)
and then by using (4.48) can associate −N too with an index.
4.3.4 More About Fuzzy σ-Fields
There is the topic of fuzzy σ-fields yet to be discussed in this section. We first
note that in u defined earlier, aµ is to be identified with a
L
µ . Let us extend u
⊗˜N
and g⊗˜N from A2
N
and A2N to A2(N+1) = A2N⊗C2 and A2N+1 = A2N⊗C2
so that they act as identity on the last C2’s . In this extension we are
simply including the effects of spin ~σ
2
. We also extend them further to
A2
(N+1)⊕A2(N+1) ≡ A2(N+1)⊗C2 and A2(N+1)⊕A2(N+1) ≡ A2N+1⊗C2 so that
they act as identity on these last C2’s. This last extension is to take care of
the effects of the representation Σ defined in equation (4.42). Define also
Q(u) = u⊗˜NQ(u⊗˜N)−1 (4.50)
for an operator Q(= Q(1)) on A2
N+1⊕A2N+1. The right hand side of (4.48)
is invariant under the substitution P (N)→P (N)(u) without changing F. So
P (N)(u) is a candidate for a fuzzy winding number N σ-field in the present
context whereas previously it was p(N)(u).
But we must justify this candidacy by looking at the continuum limit. In
that limit, u⊗˜N→g⊗˜N , π(j(N))→π(j(N))∞ say and Π(N)→Π(N)∞ = P(N) − π(j(N))∞ .
The stability group of P(N) under conjugation by g⊗˜N is as before U(1) at
each ~n. Now it is obvious that π(j
(N)) projects down to those states where
any one of (~LL + ~τ
(i)
2
)2, (~LL + ~σ
2
)2, (~LL − ~LR)2 has the maximum value. By
this observation it is not difficult to find
~τ (i).~nFπ(j
(N)) =
1√
1 + 1
l
π(j
(N))
~σ.~nFπ(j
(N)) =
1√
1 + 1
l
π(j
(N))
and
~nF .~nF,Rπ(j
(N)) =
1
1 + 1
l
π(j
(N)). (4.51)
3In the case of πj
(N)
considered above, j(N) was obtainable only in one way , namely
by adding kmax and l +
1
2 and hence p
(N)πj
(N)
= πj
(N)
.
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~nF =
~LL√
l(l+1)
and ~nF,R = − ~LR√
l(l+1)
. They both tend to ~n in the limit
l−→∞, so that the last equation in (4.51) trivially reduces to the defining
equation of S2. On the other hand , the other two equations in (4.51) reduce
to ~τ (i)~nπ(j
(N))
∞ = ~σ~nπ
(j(N))
∞ = π
(j(N))
∞ and hence π
(j(N))
∞ can be identified with
P(N+1) , namely
π(j
(N))
∞ = (
N∏
i=1
1 + ~τ (i).nˆ
2
)
1 + ~σ.nˆ
2
, (4.52)
and therefore
Π(N)∞ = P(N)
1− ~σ~n
2
. (4.53)
From this result it is clear that Π(N)∞ has the U(1) stability group at each ~n .
Π(N)∞ (g) is a σ-field on S
2 and P (N)(u) is a good choice for the fuzzy σ-field.
For winding number −N , we propose P (−N)(u) as the fuzzy σ-field. We
can check its validity also by going to the continuum limit. As l→∞,
p(−N)→P(−N) = ∏Ni=1 1−~τ (i).nˆ2 and has the U(1) stability group at each ~n.
Next consider the product p(−N)π(j
(−N)). The presence of p(−N) allows us to
assume that ( ~K(N))2 = kmin(kmin+1), kmin = l−N/2. Also we can substitute
for π(j
(−N)) the projector coupling ~K(N) with −~LR + ~σ
2
to give maximum an-
gular momentum. This projector can be found following the same procedure
as above .
π(j
(−N)) projects down to those states where (~LL+ ~τ
(i)
2
)2 has its minimum
value whereas (~LL + ~σ
2
)2 and (~LL − ~LR)2 have their maximum values . This
fact can be written as the requirement
~τ (i).~nFπ(j
(−N)) = −
√
1 +
1
l
π(j
(−N))
~σ.~nFπ(j
(−N)) =
1√
1 + 1
l
π(j
(−N))
and
~nF .~nF,Rπ(j
(−N)) =
1
1 + 1
l
π(j
(−N)). (4.54)
These equations reduce in the continuum limit to ~τ (i)~nπ(j
(−N))
∞ = −~σ~nπ(j(N))∞ =
−π(j(N))∞ and ~n2π(j(−N)) = π(j(−N)) . Hence π(j(−N))∞ can be identified with
π(j
(−N))
∞ = (
N∏
i=1
1− ~τ (i).nˆ
2
)
1 + ~σ.nˆ
2
, (4.55)
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So p(−N)π(j
(−N)) as l→∞ can be identified with P(−N)π(j(−N))∞ and so
Π(−N)∞ = P(−N) − P(−N)π(j
(−N))
∞
= P(−N) 1− ~σ.~n
2
. (4.56)
This clearly has the U(1) stability group at each ~n which shows that P (−N)(u)
is a good fuzzy σ-field for winding number −N .
4.4 Dynamics for Fuzzy σ-Models
4.4.1 Belavin-Polyakov Bound in the Fuzzy Setting
The simplest action for the O(3) nonlinear σ-model on S2 is
S =
β
2
∫ dcosθdφ
4π
(LiΦa)(~n)(LiΦa)(~n),∑3
a=1 Φa(~n)
2 = 1, β > 0 (4.57)
where Li = −iǫijkxj∂k are the angular momentum operators on S2. It fulfills
the important bound [see page 112 of the second reference of [19] , and [32]]
S≥βN (4.58)
where N(≥0) or−N is as usual the winding number of the map ~Φ : S2→S2:
Winding number of ~Φ =
1
2
∫
S2
dcosθdφ
4π
ǫijkniǫabcΦa(LjΦb)(LkΦc)
=
1
8π
∫
ǫabcΦadΦb∧dΦc, (4.59)
where we have used the identity ǫkplnld(cosθ)∧dφ = −dnk∧dnp . By equation
(3.40) the second line in (4.59) is precisely equal to ±N , namely the winding
number of the field ~Φ .
The bound (4.58) is obtained by integrating the inequality
(LiΦa±ǫijknjǫabcΦbLkΦc)2≥0. (4.60)
Indeed one shows (LiΦa±ǫijknjǫabcΦbLkΦc)2 = 2
[
(LiΦa)2±ǫijkniǫabcΦaLjΦbLkΦc
]
and therefore (LiΦa)2≥∓ǫijkniǫabcΦaLjΦbLkΦc or S≥∓β×winding number of
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~Φ . Hence for winding number +N , one chooses the positive sign of the in-
equality whereas for winding number −N we choose the negative sign and
both cases lead to the bound (4.58) .
The inequality (4.60) is saturated if and only if
LiΦa±ǫijknjǫabcΦbLkΦc = 0 (4.61)
for one choice of sign . The solutions of (4.61) can be thought of as two
dimensional instantons [32].
We now propose a fuzzy σ-action using these properties of S as our guide.
Consider the inequality
[
[F, P (u)]
1±ǫ
2
P (u)
]†[
[F, P (u)]
1±ǫ
2
P (u)
]
≥0 (4.62)
where P (u) can be P (N)(u) or P (−N)(u) and Q≥0 here means that Q is a
nonnegative operator. This is the analogue of (4.60). Taking trace, we get
the analogue of (4.58),
sF≡− TrP (u)[F, P (u)][F, P (u)]≥N. (4.63)
The proof is similar .
One first checks
[
[F, P (u)]1±ǫ
2
P (u)
]†[
[F, P (u)]1±ǫ
2
P (u)
]
= −P (u)1±ǫ
2
P (u)[F, P (u)]2 1±ǫ
2
P (u).
Next by taking the trace we obtain−TrP (u)[F, P (u)]2≥∓
[
−TrǫP (u)[F, P (u)]2
]
.
For P (u) = P (N)(u) we know from equation (4.48) that−TrǫP (u)[F, P (u)]2 =
N and hence we choose the positive sign of the above inequality and ob-
tain the bound −TrP (u)[F, P (u)][F, P (u)]≥N . For P (u) = P (−N)(u),
−TrǫP (u)[F, P (u)]2 = −N and the bound is obtained by choosing the neg-
ative sign .
The bound is saturated if and only if
[F, P (u)]
1±ǫ
2
P (u) = 0 (4.64)
for one choice of sign, just like in (4.61). All this suggests the novel fuzzy
σ-action
SF = βF sF . (4.65)
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4.4.2 Continuum Limit for Fuzzy σ−Models
Qualitative remarks about the approach to continuum of SF will now be
made. The first is that βF and m must be scaled as l→∞. As regards the
scaling of βF , we conjecture that (4.64) has no solution for finite l and that
(4.63) is a strict inequality. Choose
Λ(l) =
1
N
×( Minimum of sF ) (4.66)
so that sF
Λ(l)
= N sF
Minimum of sF
is N at minimum. Then we suggest that we
should set
βF =
β
Λ(l)
. (4.67)
In other words , SF = βN
sF
Minimum of sF
. It is our conjecture too that Λ(l)
diverges as l→∞ in such a way that (upto factors)
SF→S∞ = βTrωP∞(g)[F , P∞(g)][F , P∞(g)],
F =
(
0 D2w/|D2w|
D2w/|D2w| 0
)
,
g = lim
l→∞
u,
P∞(g) = lim
l→∞
P (u) (4.68)
where we have let m become zero as D2w has no zero mode. An alternative
form of S∞ is
S∞ = β
∫
d cos θdφ
4π
TrP∞(g)
[(
0 D2w
D2w 0
)
, P∞(g)
][(
0 D2w
D2w 0
)
, P∞(g)
]
(4.69)
where the trace Tr is only over the internal indices.
We now argue that P (u) itself must be corrected by cutting off all high
angular momenta (and not just the top one) while passing to continuum.
Thus it was mentioned before that state vectors with top “total” angular
momentum j(±N) are unphysical. Their characteristic feature is their diver-
gence as l → ∞. That means that once normalized these vectors become
weakly zero in the continuum limit. In fact any sequence of vectors with
a linearly divergent j as l→∞ is unphysical. Such j contribute eigenval-
ues to the Dirac operator which are nonexistent in the continuum, as one
can verify using the results of [9, 10] for N = 0: the spectrum of D2w is
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±(j + 1
2
)[1 + (1 − (j + 1
2
)2)/(4l(l + 1))]1/2 , [see equation (3.80)], while that
of D2w is ±(j + 12), j being total angular momentum. The corresponding
eigenvectors too if normalized are weakly zero in the l → ∞ limit. It seems
necessary therefore to eliminate them in a suitable sense during the passage
to the limit.
One way to do so may be to use a double limit which we now describe.
Let π(J) be the projection operator for all states with j≥J . Let us define
P (±N)(J) =
(
1+Γ
2
p(±N)(1− π(J)) 0
0 1−Γ
2
p(±N)(1− π(J))
)
,
P (±N)(J)(u) = u⊗˜NP (±N)(J)[u⊗˜N ]−1. (4.70)
We then consider the fuzzy σ-model with P (±N)(J)(u) replacing P (±N)(u)
≡P (±N)(j(N))(u) and thereby cutting off angular momenta ≥J . That would
not affect index theory arguments so long as J > N−1
2
as the important zero
modes will then be left intact. We are thus led to the cut-off action
S
(J)
F =
β
Λ(J)(l)
s
(J)
F ,
s
(J)
F = −TrP (±N)(J)(u)[F, P (±N)(J)(u)][F, P (±N)(J)(u)],
Λ(J)(l) =
Minimum of s
(J)
F
N
, (4.71)
and the following suggestion: A good way to define the continuum partition
function is to let l and J→∞ in that order in the partition function of S(J)F .
Thus we propose the continuum partition function
Z = lim
J→∞
lim
l→∞
∫
dµ exp(−S(J)F ), (4.72)
dµ denoting the functional measure. The inner limit recovers the continuum
where the contributions of vectors with divergent J should not matter, for
this reason this method may eliminate the influence of unwanted modes from
Z. Perhaps an equivalent limiting procedure would be to let l, J →∞ with
J/l→0.
Taking the limit l→∞ with fixed J is compatible with the continuum
description of the σ-field. In that limit, p(±N) becomes P(±N). Next consider
the vectors projected by p(±N)[1− π(J)]. The effect of the last factor on the
projected vectors is as follows: For Γ = 1 say, we must combine the angular
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momentum value l±N
2
of ~K(N) with the value l+1/2 of −~LR+ ~σ
2
to produce
an allowed value j < J of any such vector. So [ ~K(N)+(−~LR+ ~σ
2
)]2 = j(j+1),
( ~K(N))2 = (l±N
2
)(l±N
2
+ 1) and (−~LR + ~σ
2
)2 = (l+ 1
2
)(l + 3
2
). Letting l→∞,
we find that ~nF .~nF,R→− 14 due to the factor [1− π(J)], where we have used
the fact that ~τ
(i)
l
and ~σ
l
→0 as l→∞. But this is just a rule instructing us
to set ~nF,R = −nˆ for large l for these vectors, and therefore will not show
up in the continuum projector. The Γ = −1 case is no different in the
continuum limit. Thus for l→∞, p(±N)(u)[1− π(J)(u)] can be interpreted as
P(±N)(g) = g⊗ˆNP(±N)[g⊗ˆN ]−1, the continuum σ-fields.
Let
P (±N)(J)∞ (g) = lim
l→∞
P (±N)(J)(u) =
(
1+γ
2
P(±N)(g) 0
0 1−γ
2
P(±N)(g)
)
. (4.73)
Then the naive l→∞, m→0 limit of S(J)F is expected to be (upto factors)
S∞ = βTrωP (±N)(J)∞ (g)[F , P (±N)(J)∞ (g)][F , P (±N)(J)∞ (g)] (4.74)
which can be simplified to
S∞ = β
∫ dcosθdφ
4π
TrP(±)N (g)[D2w,P(±)N (g)][D2w,P(±)N (g)]. (4.75)
It seems to correspond to (4.57).
4.5 The Fermion Doubling Problem and Non-
commutative Geometry
4.5.1 The Fermion Doubling Problem on the Lattice
The nonperturbative formulation of chiral gauge theories is a long standing
programme in particle physics. It seems clear that one should regularise
these theories with all symmetries intact. There is a major problem asso-
ciated with conventional lattice approaches to this programme, with roots
in topological features: The Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [33] states that if we
want to maintain chiral symmetry, then under plausible assumptions, one
cannot avoid the doubling of fermions in the usual lattice formulations.
4See equation (4.51) for the definition of ~nF and ~nF,R respectively.
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To see this , let us recall how one encounters the doubling problem on a
4−dimensional Euclidean lattice . Our discussion and notations will follow
that of [34] . One starts by remarking that the canonical continuum Fermion
action in Euclidean 4d space-time
L = ψ¯(γµ∂µ +m)ψ (4.76)
has the symmetry ψ−→eiθψ as well as the symmetry whenm−→0 of ψ−→eiθγ5ψ.
The associated conserved currents are known to be given by Jµ = ψ¯γµψ and
J5µ = ψ¯γµγ5ψ where γ5 = γ1γ2γ3γ4 . It is also a known result that in quan-
tum theory one can not maintain the conservation of both of these currents
simultaneously in the presence of gauge fields.
A regularization scheme , which maintains exact chiral invariance , of the
above action can be achieved by replacing the Euclidean four dimensional
space-time by a 4−d hypercubic lattice of N4 sites . Points are now being
labeled by xµm = am
µ where a is by definition the lattice spacing . mµ is
a four component vector where each of the component is an integer in the
range −N
2
< mµ≤N
2
. The lattice is assumed to be periodic outside this
range . Now to each site xm = am we associate a spinor variable ψm and the
derivative ∂µψ(x) is replaced by
∂µψ(x)−→ 1
2a
[
ψmν+δµν − ψmν−δµν
]
, (4.77)
where δµν = 1 for µ = ν and 0 otherwise . With this prescription the action
(4.76) becomes
Sa =
∑
m,n
a4ψ¯m
∑
µ
γµ
1
2a
[
ψmν+δµν − ψmν−δµν
]
+m
∑
m,n
a4ψ¯mψm
or
Sa =
∑
m,n
ψ¯mMmnψn
where
Mmn =
a3
2
∑
µ
γµ
[
δ4mν+δµν ,nν − δ4mν−δµν ,nν
]
+ma4δ4m.n. (4.78)
Next one can compute the propagator Smn = (M
−1)mn of this action as
follows. Let us define the Fourier transform f˜k of an arbitrary complex func-
tion fm on the lattice by f˜k =
∑
m fme
2iπ km
N where each component kµ of
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k is in the range −N
2
< kµ≤N2 , i.e the momentum space lattice is peri-
odic outside this range . From this definition one can derive the identities∑
k e
−2iπ km
N = N4δ4m,0, fm =
1
N4
∑
k f˜ke
−2iπ km
N ,
∑
m f
∗
mgm =
1
N4
∑
k f˜
∗
k g˜k and∑
m f
∗
mµ+δµνgm =
1
N4
∑
k f˜
∗
k g˜ke
2iπ kν
N . Hence by writing
(M−1)mn =
1
a4N4
∑
k
M˜−1k e
2iπ
k(m−n)
N , (4.79)
and using the identity (M)mn(M
−1)nl = δ4m,l one can find that
M˜k = m+
i
a
∑
µ
γµsin(
2πkµ
N
). (4.80)
Let us now go to the continuum by letting a−→0 and see if we get the ordi-
nary Fermion propagator back . In this limit we set amµ−→xµm ,2πkµNa −→pµ ,
1
N4a4
∑
k−→
∫ d4p
(2π)4
so that
(M−1)xmxn =
∫ d4p
(2π)4
1
m+ i
a
∑
µ γµsin(apµ)
eip(xm−xn). (4.81)
Each component pµ is now in the range −πa < pµ≤πa . It is almost obvious
that the two different regions of the momentum space , the small momentum
region pµ = 0 as well as the large momentum region pµ =
π
a
, both give rise
to the continuum propagator . To see this explicitly let us rewrite the above
propgator by separating the integral over each component pρ in the following
way
(M−1)xmxn =
∫
Πν 6=ρdpν
∫ pi
a
−pi
a
dpρK(pρ)e
i
∑
ν 6=ρ
pν(x
ρ
m−xρn)
=
∫
Πν 6=ρdpν
[ ∫ − pi
2a
−pi
a
dpρK(pρ) +
∫ pi
2a
− pi
2a
dpρK(pρ) +
∫ pi
a
pi
2a
dpρK(pρ)
]
ei
∑
ν 6=ρ
pν(xνm−xνn),
(4.82)
whereK(pρ) is the kernelK(pρ) =
1
(2π)4
[
m+ i
a
∑
µ6=ρ γµsin(apµ)+
i
a
γρsin(apρ)
]−1
eipρ(x
ρ
m−xρn).
Now by changing the integration variable in the first term to p˜ρ = pρ+
π
a
and
in the last term to p˜ρ = pρ − πa one obtains
(M−1)xmxn =
∫
Πν 6=ρdpν
[ ∫ pi
2a
− pi
2a
dpρK(pρ) +
∫ pi
2a
− pi
2a
dp˜ρK˜(p˜ρ)
]
e
i
∑
ν 6=ρ
pν(xνm−xνn),
(4.83)
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where K˜(p˜ρ) = K(p˜ρ− πa ) = K(p˜ρ+ πa ) = cosπ(m
ρ−nρ)
(2π)4
[
m+ i
a
∑
µ6=ρ γµsin(apµ)−
i
a
γρsin(ap˜ρ)
]−1
eip˜ρ(x
ρ
m−xρn).
For small lattice spacing the first term is dominated by small momenta
pρ−→0 which leads to the propagator [m + iγµpµ + O(a2)]−1 , whereas the
second term is dominated by large momenta p˜µ−→0 which does also lead to
a similar continuum propagator . It is a similar propagator and not the same
because the minus sign in K˜(p˜ρ) can be absorbed by redefining the γρ and
therefore redefining the chirality operator so that it corresponds to a different
Fermion specie .
So for each space-time dimension we have two different regions in mo-
mentum space where the discrete theory (4.78) gives the continuum Fermion
propagator. Altogether we obtain in the continuum 24 = 16 independent
Fermion species . This phenomenon is due to the fact that our regularization
scheme preserves exact chiral invariance , i.e there is no chiral anomaly .
Putting it differently the effect of these extra Fermions is to cancel exactly
the chiral anomaly .
4.5.2 The Fermion Doubling Problem and Fuzzy S2
In this thesis a novel approach to discrete physics has been developed. It
works with quantum fields on a “fuzzy space” MF obtained by treating
the underlying manifold M as a phase space and quantizing it [35, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 9, 10]. Topological features, chiral anomalies and σ− models have
been successfully developed in this framework [5, 11, 12],using the cyclic
cohomology of Connes[16, 17, 24].
In this section, we propose a solution of the fermion doubling problem
for M = S2 using fuzzy physics. An alternative approach can be found
in [5]. There have also been important developments [36, 37] in the theory
of chiral fermions and anomalies in the usual lattice formulations. We will
show that there are striking relationships between our approach and these
developments.
Quantisable adjoint orbits of compact semi-simple Lie groups seem amenable
to the full fuzzy treatment and lead to manageable finite dimensional matrix
models for quantum fields . There are two such manifolds in dimension four,
namely S2×S2 and CP2. Our methods readily extend to S2×S2. They do
not encounter obstructions for CP2 as well. The published work of Grosse
and Strohmaier [13] on CP2 gives their description of fuzzy 4d fermions.
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A sphere S2 is a submanifold of R3:
S2 = {~x ∈ R3 :
3∑
i=1
x2i = ρ
2}. (4.84)
If nˆi are the coordinate functions on S
2, nˆi(~n) = ni = xi/ρ, then nˆi commute
and the algebra A of smooth functions they generate is commutative. In
contrast, the operators nFi describing S
2
F are noncommutative:
[nFi , n
F
j ] =
iǫijkn
F
k
[l(l + 1)]1/2
,
3∑
i=1
nF2i = 1, l ∈ {
1
2
, 1,
3
2
. . .}. (4.85)
The nFi commute and become nˆi in the limit l →∞. If Li = [l(l + 1)]1/2nFi ,
then [Li, Lj ] = iǫijkLk and
∑
L2i = l(l + 1), so that Li give the irreducible
representation (IRR) of the SU(2) Lie algebra for angular momentum l. Li
or nFi generate the algebra A = M2l+1 of (2l + 1)× (2l + 1) matrices.
Scalar wave functions on S2 come from elements of A. In a similar way,
elements of A assume the role of scalar wave functions on S2F . A scalar
product on A is 〈ξ, η〉 = Trξ†η. A acts on this Hilbert space by left- and
right- multiplications giving rise to the left and right- regular representations
AL = Π(A) , AR = Π0(A) of A. For each a ∈ A, we thus have operators
aL,R ∈ AL,R acting on ξ ∈ A according to aLξ = aξ, aRξ = ξa. [Note that
aLbL = (ab)L while aRbR = (ba)R.] We assume by convention that elements
of AL are to be identified with fuzzy versions of functions on S2F . There are
two kinds of angular momentum operators LLi and −LRi . The orbital angular
momentum operator, which should annihilate 1, is adLi = L
L
i − LRi . ad~L
plays the role of the continuum ~L = −i(~r × ~∇).
The following two Dirac operators on S2 have occurred in the fuzzy lit-
erature:
D2g = 1
ρ
[~σ. ~L+ 1], D2w = −1
ρ
ǫijkσinˆjJk, (4.86)
where
Jk = ~Lk + σk
2
= Total angular momentum operators . (4.87)
There is a common chirality operator γ anticommuting with both:
γ = ~σ.nˆ = γ†, γ2 = 1, γD2α +D2αγ = 0. (4.88)
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[α = g, w] . These Dirac operators in the continuum are unitarily equivalent,
D2w = exp (iπγ/4)D2g exp (−iπγ/4) = iγD2g, (4.89)
and have the spectrum {±1
ρ
(j + 1/2) : j ∈ {1/2, 3/2, . . .}}, where j is total
angular momentum (spectrum of ~J 2 = {j(j + 1)}).
Since |D2α| (≡ positive square root of D22α ) for both α share the same
spectrum and rotational invariance, |D2w| = |D2g|. Further being multiples
of unity for each fixed j, they commute with the rotationally invariant γ. As
they are invertible too, we have the important identity
γ = i
D2g
|D2g|
D2w
|D2w| . (4.90)
This is also clear from the identity D2w = iγD2g which can be rewritten
as |D2w|−1D2wD2g|D2g|−1 = i|D2w|−1γD22g|D2g|−1 . Then by using the facts
|D2α| =
√
D22α and [γ, |D2α|] = 0 one can see that (4.90) follows easily.
The discrete version of D2g is:
D2g =
1
ρ
[~σ.ad~L+ 1], (4.91)
while
Spectrum of D2g =
{
±1
ρ
(j +
1
2
) : j ∈ {1
2
,
3
2
, . . . 2l − 1
2
}
}
∪
{
1
ρ
(j +
1
2
) : j = 2l +
1
2
}
. (4.92)
It is easy to derive (4.92) by writing
ρD2g = ~J
2 − (Ad~L)2 −
(
~σ
2
)2
+ 1,
(
~σ
2
)2
=
3
4
1, (4.93)
AdLk +
σk
2
= Jk (4.94)
= Total angular momentum operators. (4.95)
We let j(j+1) denote the eigenvalues of ~J2. Then for (ad~L)2 = k(k+1), k ∈
{0, 1, . . . 2l}, if j = k + 1/2 we get +(j + 1/2) as eigenvalue of ρD2g, while if
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j = k − 1/2 we get −(j + 1/2). The absence of −(2l + 1/2) in (4.92) is just
because k cuts off at 2l. (The same derivation works also for D2g).
The discrete version of D2w is : D2w = 1ρǫijkσinFj LRk . D2w is no longer
unitarily equivalent to D2g, its spectrum is given in [9, 10].
The first operator has been used extensively by Grosse et al [5, 6, 7] while
the second was first introduced by Watamuras [9, 10]. It is remarkable that
the eigenvalues (4.92) coincide exactly with those ofDα upto j = (2l−1/2). In
contrast D2w has zero modes when j = 2l +
1
2
and very small eigenvalues for
large values of j, both being absent for Dα . So D2g is a better approximation
to Dα.
But D2g as it stands admits no chirality operator anti-commuting with
it. This is easy to see as its top eigenvalue does not have its negative in the
spectrum. Instead D2w has the nice feature of admitting a chirality operator:
the eigenvalue for top j, even though it has no pair, is exactly zero. So the
best fuzzy Dirac operator has to combine the good properties of D2g and
D2w. We suggest it to be D2g after projecting out its top j mode. We will
show that it then admits a chirality with the correct continuum limit .
The chirality operator anticommuting with D2w and squaring to 1 in the
entire Hilbert space is
Γ = Γ† = −~σ.
~LR − 1/2
l + 1/2
, Γ2 = 1. (4.96)
An interpretation of Γ is that (1±Γ)/2 are projectors to subspaces where
(−~LR + ~σ/2)2 have values (l± 1
2
)(l± 1
2
+ 1) [11]. The following identity is
easily shown :
[D2g,Γ] = − 2 i λ D2w; λ =
√
1− 1
(2l + 1)2
. (4.97)
Now D22α and |D2α|(≡ nonnegative square root of D22α) [α = g, w]are multi-
ples of identity for each fixed j, and Γ commutes with ~J . Hence they mutually
commute :
[A,B] = 0 for A ,B = D22α , |D2α| or Γ . (4.98)
Therefore from (4.97),
{D2g, D2w} = i
2λ
[D22g,Γ] = 0. (4.99)
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In addition we can see that [D22α, D2β] = [|D2α|, D2β] = 0. If we define
ǫ2α =
D2α
|D2α| , on the subspace V with ; j ≤ 2l − 1/2,
= 0 on the subspace W with ; j = 2l + 1/2, (4.100)
it follows that
e1 = ǫ2g , e2 = ǫ2w , e3 = iǫ2gǫ2w (4.101)
generate a Clifford algebra on V . That is, if P is the orthogonal projector
on V ,
Pξ = ξ, ξ ∈ V,
= 0, ξ ∈ W, (4.102)
then {ea, eb} = 2δabP .
All this allows us to infer that {e3, D2g} = 0 so that e3 is a chirality
operator for either D2g or its restriction PD2gP to V . In addition, in view of
(4.90), it has the correct continuum limit as well so that it is a good choice
for chirality in that respect too. This e3 is exactly Γ
′
introduced in equation
(3.86) .
A unitary transformation of e3 = Γ
′
and D2g will not disturb their nice
features. Such a transformation bringing e3 = Γ
′
to Γ on V is convenient.
It can be constructed as follows. ea and Γ being rotational scalars leave the
two-dimensional subspaces in V with fixed values of ~J2 and J3 invariant. On
this subspace, ea and unity form a basis for linear operators, so Γ is their
linear combination. As e1,e3 = Γ
′
and Γ anticommute with e2,and all square
to 1, in this subspace, we infer that Γ is a transform by a unitary operator
U = exp(iθe2/2) of e3 = Γ
′
in each such subspace. And θ can depend only
on ~J2 by rotational invariance. Thus we can replace PD2gP and e3 = Γ
′
by
the new Dirac and chirality operators
D = e(iθ(J
2)ǫ2)/2(PD2gP )e
(−iθ(J2)ǫ2)/2,
Γ = e(iθ(J
2)ǫ2)/2Γ
′
e(−iθ(J
2)ǫ2)/2
= cosθ(J2)(iǫ2gǫ2w) + sinθ(J
2)ǫ2g. (4.103)
The coefficients can be determined by taking traces with ǫ2g and iǫ2gǫ2w.
We have established that chiral fermions can be defined on S2F with no
fermion doubling, at least in the absence of fuzzy monopoles. It is , however,
easy to include them as well.
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4.5.3 The Ginsparg-Wilson Relation on the Fuzzy Sphere
The Ginsparg-Wilson chiral fermion has a Dirac operator Dgw and a hermi-
tian chirality operator Γgw squaring to unity. Dgw and Γgw fulfill the relations
D†gw = Γgw Dgw Γgw, { Γgw, Dgw } = aDgwΓgwDgw (4.104)
a being lattice spacing in suitable units. Now if Γ′gw = Γgw(a Dgw) − Γgw,
then
Γ
′†
gw = Γ
′
gw, Γ
′2
gw = 1 and aDgw = Γgw(Γgw + Γ
′
gw). (4.105)
Conversely given two idempotents Γgw and Γ
′
gw, we have a Ginsparg-Wilson
pair Dgw =
1
a
Γgw(Γgw + Γ
′
gw) and Γgw.
Our fermion on S2F admits such a formulation, except that we choose
Γ + Γ′ as the Dirac operator. Thus just like (4.96), we can also construct a
left- chirality operator anticommuting with D2w:
ΓL = ΓL† =
~σ.~LL + 1/2
l + 1/2
, ΓL2 = 1. (4.106)
[see equation (3.66)] . Then the Ginsparg-Wilson Dirac operator on the fuzzy
sphere is
Dgw[S
2
F ] = ΓD2g
aDgw[S
2
F ] = Γ(Γ + Γ
L)
where
a =
ρ
l + 1
2
. (4.107)
We have also made the identifications
Γgw[S
2
F ] = Γ
Γ
′
gw[S
2
F ] = Γ
L. (4.108)
There is a beautiful structure underlying the algebraK of the idempotents
Γ,ΓL. It lets us infer certain salient features of D2g, but the results transcend
S2F . We shall now briefly describe it.
Introduce the hermitian operators
Γ1,2 =
1
2
(Γ± ΓL),Γ3 = 1
2
[Γ,ΓL],Γ0 =
1
2
{Γ,ΓL}. (4.109)
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Then one can directly check the following assertions
(a) Γm (m 6= 0) mutually anticommute .
(b) Γ0 and Γ
2
m commute with all Γλ and are in the center of K.
(c) Γ21 + Γ
2
2 = 1 = Γ
2
3 + Γ
2
0 so that Γλ do not have eigenvalues exceeding
1 in modulus.
(d) Γ21 =
1
2
(1+ Γ0),Γ
2
2 =
1
2
(1− Γ0).
Since
Γ0 =
1
2(l + 1
2
)2
[ ~J2 − 2l(l + 1)− 1
4
], (4.110)
the vector space we work with can be split into the direct sum ⊕Vj of
eigenspaces Vj of Γ0 with distinct eigenvalues cos 2θj . Then KVj = Vj
because from property (b) above Γ0 commutes with all Γλ and therefore
commutes with K . On Vj, the possible eigenvalues of Γ3 which is given
explicitly by
Γ3 = −
ρ
√
l(l + 1)
(l + 1
2
)2
D2w, (4.111)
are of the form ± sin 2θj by (c) and those of Γ1,2 are ±cosθj ,±sinθj by (d).
Both signs do occur on Vj unless |Γ0| is 1 and hence Γ3 = 0.
For if Γ3 6=0 on Vj, |Γ0|6=1 and hence Γ1,2 have no zero eigenvalue and
Γm/|Γm| generate a Clifford algebra there. The result follow from the identity
Γn
|Γn|Γm
Γn
|Γn| = −Γm, m6=n on Vj for m, n = 1, 2, 3. (4.112)
But if |Γ0| = 1 and Γ3 = 0 for j = j0, then Γ1 or Γ2 is also zero on Vj0 and
we cannot infer that the nonzero Γm has eigenvalues of both signs there. We
can only say that its modulus |Γm| has its maximum value 1 there.
The spectrum and eigenstates of the Ginsparg-Wilson Dgw = ΓD2g can
also be found. Thus aDgw = 2(Γ
2
1 + Γ2Γ1). It can be diagonalised since
[Γ21,Γ2Γ1] = 0 and therefore [Γ
2
1, Dgw] = 0 . On Vj, Γ
2
1 = [
a
2
D2g]
2 = cos2θj1
and hence Γ22 = [− 12l+1~σ(~LL + ~LR)]2 = sin2θj by property (c) above .
So (Γ2Γ1)
2 = −Γ22Γ21 = − cos2 θj sin2 θj1 or spectrum of aDgw on Vj is
= 1 + exp(±2iθj).
As for its eigenvectors,, we can proceed as follows. On Vj0, Γ1 or Γ2 = 0
so that aDgw is in any case diagonal. On Vj (j 6=j0) , |Γ2|6=0 and
aDgw = e
−i Γ2
|Γ2|
pi
4 2
[
Γ21 + i| sin θj |Γ1
]
e
i
Γ2
|Γ2|
pi
4 . (4.113)
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So if Γ1ψ
±
j = ±(cos θj)ψ±j , then
aDgw
[
e
−i Γ2
|Γ2|
pi
4ψ±j
]
= 2cosθje
±i sin θj
|sin θj |
θj
[
e
−i Γ2
|Γ2|
pi
4ψ±j
]
. (4.114)
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Chapter 5
Fuzzy CP2
The central claim of this thesis as we have already stated is that regular-
ization of quantum field theories (QFT’s) can be achieved by quantizing
the underlying manifold , in other words replacing it by a non-commutative
matrix model or a “fuzzy manifold”. Such discretization by quantization
is remarkably successful in preserving symmetries and topological features,
and altogether overcoming the fermion-doubling problem . In the case of S2
treated in the last two chapters , all of these properties were proven explicitly
to hold .
In this chapter however , we will work out in detail the “fuzzification” of
the four-dimensional CP2 and its QFT’s . Commutative CP2 is known to
be not a spin manifold , but rather a spinc manifold which introduces new
unique features on its Dirac operator . The precise meaning of being spinc
manifold and these new features will be explained in the following . Fuzzy
CP2 will also be formulated .
CP2 , like S2 , elegantly escapes (almost) all obstructions against fuzzi-
fication by quantization . This will also be the case for higher CPN =
SU(N +1)/U(N) , and for that matter for all co-adjoint orbits of Lie groups
as was mentioned in the introduction . CP2 is quantized in a standard fash-
ion by quantizing certain WZW Lagrangians of nonlinear fields with CP2 as
target spaces . The resultant fuzzy spaces are described by linear operators
acting on finite dimensional irreducible representations (IRR’s) of SU(3) .
In addition, the elements of the Lie algebra define natural derivations, and
that helps to find Laplacian and the Dirac operator. In principle one can
even define chirality with no fermion doubling and represent monopoles and
instantons as we did for the case of S2 .
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In the literature, there are several studies of the fuzzy physics ofCP1 = S2
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14] while there is also a rigorous and beautiful
treatment of CP2 by Grosse and Strohmaier [13]. The present work develops
an alternative formulation for CP2. It is close to earlier treatments of S2
[11, 12] and seems to generalize to other quantizable orbits. It is eventually
equivalent to that of [13] as we show, so that the first study of CP2 is of that
reference.
Throughout this chapter , we treat CP2 as Euclidean spacetime even
though the possibility of treating it as spacial slice is also available. Section
1 explains the basic properties ofCP2. We quantize it in Section 2 to produce
the fuzzy CP2. CP2 is not a spin , but a spinc manifold , and that has exotic
consequences for the SU(3) spectrum : left and right chiral modes transform
differently under SU(3) . Section 3 will be devoted to the formulation of the
precise meaning of the statement that CP2 is a spinc manifold .
In non-commutative geometry (NCG), a central role is assumed by the
(massless) Dirac operator . Section 4 reviews it for S2 = CP1 while Section 5
studies our approach to it in detail for CP2 . Analysis shows its equivalence
to the Dirac-Ka¨hler operator [13]. Section 6 studies the fuzzy analogue of
the Dirac operator. This work is greatly facilitated by coherent states and
star (⋆) products. The necessary material, contained in [8, 14], is reviewed
and used to discretise the continuum material for both S2 = CP1 and CP2.
Incidentally the ⋆ product is particularly useful for formulating fuzzy ana-
logues of important continuum quantities like correlation functions . Last
section is a breif description of fuzzy actions.
5.1 Elementary Definitions of CP2
CP2 is a Ka¨hler manifold describable in different ways . It is a Ka¨hler
manifold because it admits a metric ds2 = gab¯dz
adz¯b which is Ka¨hler , i.e the
two-form K = i
2
gab¯dz
a∧dz¯b is real ( K¯ = K ) and closed ( dK = 0 ) . This
metric can be chosen to be the Fubini-Study metric , defined by the real-two
form [29]
K =
i
2
∂a∂¯b¯Ln[1 +
2∑
α=1
zαz¯α]dza∧dz¯b, (5.1)
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where z1 = x+ iy , z2 = z + it. This leads to the metric
ds2 =
dr2 + r2σ2z
(1 + r2)2
+
r2(σ2x + σ
2
y)
1 + r2
, (5.2)
where σi , i = x, y, z are left-invariant 1−forms on S3 defined by the following
equations σi = e
i/r and satisfy the realtions dσx = 2σy∧σz, cyclic . The ei
in here are the vierbeins of the 4−dimensional euclidean space-time in polar
coordinates. For example , e0 = dr = 1
r
(xdx + ydy + zdz + tdt) , where r is
defined by z1 = rcos θ
2
exp i
2
(ψ+ φ) and z2 = rsinθ
2
exp i
2
(ψ− φ) , θ , ψ , φ are
the other polar coordinates . Similar expressions for ei , i = 1, 2, 3 can also
be written [29].
As mentioned above , CP2 is describable in a variety of different but
equivalent ways . For example it can be described as the orbit of the Lie
group SU(3) through the hypercharge operator Y or its multiples (the group
SU(3) has eight generators ti which satisfy [ti, tj] = ifijktk ; the hypercharge
is Y = 2√
3
t8 ; in the fundamental representation of SU(3) ,(3), the generators
are ti =
1
2
λi , where the λi are the eight Gell-Mann matrices ). This means
that
CP2 = {gY g−1; for all g∈SU(3)}. (5.3)
As the stability group of Y ( Y in the fundamental representation is given
by Y = 1
3
(1, 1,−2) ) is clearly U(2):
U(2) =
{(
u 0
0 det u−1
)
∈ SU(3)
}
, (5.4)
One can check that u† = u−1⇔u†u = uu† = 1 and therefore u is in the
defining representation of U(2) . The phase det u−1 provides for us a special
embedding of U(2) in SU(3) . We have then
CP2 = SU(3)/U(2). (5.5)
As its name reveals, it is also a projective complex1 space , in other words
the space of all complex lines C1 in C3 which pass through the origin. If
ξ ∈ C3 − {0}, a point of CP2 is defined as the equivalence class 〈ξ〉 = 〈λξ〉
for all λ ∈ C1 − {0}.
CP2 = {〈ξ〉 = 〈λξ〉, for all ξ∈C3 − {0} and all λ∈C1 − {0}} (5.6)
1It is complex because its transition functions are holomorphic.
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One can pick from each class a representative element ξr which is obtained
from the corresponding ξ by the choice λ =
(∑6
i=1 |ξi|2
)− 1
2 . One can then
easily verify that
∑6
i=1 |ξri|2 = 1 which is clearly still invariant under a U(1)
action . In other words the above choice of λ will not select a unique point
ξr from the class < ξ > but rather it will select a whole subclass < e
iθξr > .
We have then
CP2 = {〈ξr〉 = 〈ξreiθ〉 :
6∑
i=1
|ξri|2 = 1},
⇐⇒
CP2 = S5/U(1). (5.7)
In (5.5), we can first quotient SU(3) by SU(2). That is just the above
S5. This can be seen as follows . g∈SU(3) acts on z = (z1, z2, z3)∈C3 in
a natural way : z
′
i =
∑3
j=1 gijzj . This SU(3) acts also transitively
2on the
sphere S5 = {z ∈ C3 : ∑3i=1 |zi|2 = 1} of C3 . At (1, 0, 0) ∈ S5, the stability
group is clearly SU(2) which shows the result. In this way we see that
CP2 = [SU(3)/SU(2)]/U(1) = S5/U(1). (5.8)
The eight Gell-Mann matrices form the basis for the real vector space of
traceless hermitian matrices {∑8i=1 ξiλi, ξ = (ξ1, ..., ξ8) ∈ R8} . So CP2 is
a submanifold of R8 in the sense that any element gY g−1 of (5.3) can be
clearly put in the form gY g−1 =
∑8
i=1 ξiλi .
There is a beautiful algebraic equation for this submanifold . It goes as
follows: Let dijk be the totally symmetric SU(3)-invariant tensor defined by
{λk, λl} = 4
3
δkl + 2dklmλm. (5.9)
Then
ξ ∈ CP2 ⇐⇒ ∑
i,j
dijkξiξj = −1
3
ξk. (5.10)
Proof A pleasant manner to demonstrate this result is as follows . The
symmetric SU(3) invariant product , M ∨N , of any two traceless hermitian
matrices M,N is defined by
MVN =
1
2
{M,N} − 1
6
Tr ({M,N}) , (5.11)
2Because any two points of S5 can be related by an element g∈SU(3).
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For
M =
∑
χjλj N =
∑
ηjλj , (5.12)
equation (5.11) will reduce to
(χ ∨ η)i = dijkχjηk, (5.13)
where now M ∨N = ∑i(χ ∨ η)iλi .
For M = N = Y the above product ,(5.11), fulfills
M ∨M = −1
3
M (5.14)
Now by SU(3) invariance of the ∨ product3 , equation (5.14) is also valid at
the point M = N = gY g−1 . In other words (5.14) is valid for all points of
CP2 = {gY g−1} . Parameterizing CP2 as M = gY g−1 = ∑i ξiλi , one can
check that (5.14) reduces to
∑
i,j dijkξiξj = −13ξk , that is to (5.10) .
Conversely, any matrix M satisfying equation (5.14) should be in the
orbit of Y . This can be checked by first diagonalizing M by an SU(3)
transformation g while keeping (5.14) , then scaling the resultMD = gM g
−1
to D = −3MD to reduce −13 to 1, we have then D ∨ D = D and D =
diag(a, b,−a − b). Comparing the difference of the first two rows on both
sides, we get a − b = (a + b)(a − b). If a = b, then D = 3 a Y . If a 6= b,
then a+ b = 1. Substituting back in the first row, we get a2 − a− 2 = 0, or
a = 2 or −1. So D = diag(2,−1,−1) or D = diag(−1, 2,−1). Both become
proportional to Y after Weyl reflections, establishing the result.
5.2 Quantizing CP2
5.2.1 The Symplectic Two-Form Over CP2 And Its
Quantization
A particular approach to quantizing coadjoint orbits was developed many
years ago in [19]. According to that method, the Lagrangian giving fuzzy
CP2 is
L = i N¯TrY g(t)−1 g˙(t), (5.15)
3For M
′
= gMg−1 and N
′
= gNg−1 we have M
′∨N ′ = g(M∨N)g−1.
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where g(t)∈SU(3) and N¯ is an arbitrary constant which is yet to be deter-
mined . A point ξ(t) ∈ CP2 is related to g(t) by ξ(t)iλi = g(t)Y g−1(t), while
the symplectic form on CP2 is iN¯d
[
TrY g−1dg
]
= −i N¯TrY [g−1dg ∧ g−1dg].
Let us parametrize the group element g(t) by a set of eight real numbers
θi , i = 1, ..., 8 , and write g(t) = exp(iθiλi/2) . The conjugate momenta πi
associated with θi are given by πi =
∂L
∂θ˙i
= iN¯T rY g−1 ∂g
∂θi
. These equations
are essentially providing a set of constraints and therefore one should rewrite
them as πi− iN¯T rY g(t)−1 ∂g∂θi ≈ 0 . Now if we change the local parametriza-
tion θi−→fi(ǫ) such that g(f(ǫ)) = exp(iǫiλi/2)g(θ) where f(0) = θ . Then
one can show that the new conjugate momenta Λi = −πjNji are given by
Λi ≈ N¯
2
Tr[gY g−1λi], (5.16)
where we have used the very useful identity iλi
2
g(θ) = Nji(θ)
∂g
∂θj
, with
Nji(θ) =
∂fj(ǫ)
∂ǫi
|ǫ=0. Here ≈ denotes weak equality in the sense of Dirac.
Using {πi, πj} = {θi, θj} = 0 and {θi, πj} = δij one can also prove the
following identities
{Λi, g} = iλi
2
g
{Λi,Λj} = fijkΛk, (5.17)
In other words Λi are the generators of SU(3) transformations which act
naturally on the left of g(t) . They generate symmetries of the Lagrangian
(5.15) as L does not change under the transformations g−→hg where h is
any constant element in SU(3) .
SU(3) can also act on the right of g(t) . The generators of this action can
be given in terms of Λi by Λ
R
j = −ΛiU (1,1)ij (g) where U(g)(1,1) is the adjoint
representation of the element g of SU(3) defined by U
(1,1)
ij (g)λi = gλjg
−1 .
Similarly , these new generators ΛRi satisfy the identities
{ΛRi , g} = −ig
λi
2
{ΛRi ,ΛRj } = fijkΛRk . (5.18)
In terms of these right generators , the constraints (5.16) take the simpler
form
ΛRi ≈ −
N¯√
3
δi8, (5.19)
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These are primary constraints . As in the case of the sphere there are no
secondary constraints since the Hamiltonian commutes with (5.16) .
From (5.18) , it is obvious that the constarints ΛRi ≈ − N¯√3δi8 , for i =
1, 2, 3, 8 are first class constraints , whereas for i = 4, 5, 6, 7 they are second
class constraints4 . We can make a set of first class constraints , which is
classically equivalent to all the constraints , by taking appropriate complex
combinations of the above second class constraints , namely
Π8 = Y
R =
2√
3
ΛR8 ≈ −
2
3
N¯
Πi = I
R
i ≈ 0
and
Π45 = Λ
R
4 − iΛR5 ≈ 0
Π67 = Λ
R
6 − iΛR7 ≈ 0,
(5.20)
for N¯≥0 . For N¯≤0 , the two above last equations are replaced with ΛR4 +
iΛR5 ≈ 0 and ΛR6 + iΛR7 ≈ 0 . Now one can check that the Poisson brackets
{Πi,Πj} vanish weakly on the surface Πj ≈ 0 , for all i .
These constraints can be realized on functions on SU(3) . As all isospin
singlets ( for example the s-quark or the Ω− ) have hypercharge in integral
multiples of 2
3
, we find that N¯ ∈ Z . With N¯ fixed accordingly , the con-
straints together mean that for right action , we have highest weight isospin
singlet states of hypercharge −2
3
N¯ .
An IRR of SU(3) is labeled by (n1, n2) where ni ∈ N . It comes from
the symmetric product of n1 3’s and n2 3¯’s : A tensor T
i1...in1
j1...jn2
for (n1, n2)
has n1 upper indices, n2 lower indices and is traceless, T
i1i2...in1
i1j2...jn2
= 0 . Within
an IRR , the orthonormal basis can be written as |(n1, n2), I2, I3, Y 〉 where
I2, I3 and Y are square of isospin , its third component and the hypercharge.
Let g → U (n1,n2)(g) define the representation (n1, n2) of SU(3). Then
the functions given by {< (n1, n2), I2, I3, Y |U (n1,n2)(g)|(n1, n2), 0, 0,−23N¯ >}
fulfill the constraints . By the Peter-Weyl theorem, their linear span
∑
ξ
(n1,n2)
I2,I3,Y
〈(n1, n2), I2, I3, Y |U (n1,n2)(g)|(n1, n2), 0, 0,−23N¯〉 (5.21)
4Indeed one can easily check that the Poisson brackets {ΛRi ,ΛRj } do weakly vanish on
the surface ΛRj ≈ − N¯√3δj8 , only for i = 1, 2, 3, 8 .
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gives all the functions of interest .
If N¯ = N ≥ 0 , that requires that (n1, n2) = (N, 0) . These are just the
symmetric products of N 3’s . If N¯ = −N ≤ 0 , (n1, n2) = (0, N) or we
get the symmetric product of N 3¯’s . The representations that we get by
quantizing the Lagrangian (5.15) are thus (N, 0) or (0, N) .
5.2.2 Fuzzy CP2 As a “Fuzzy” Algebraic Variety
The coordinate functions ξˆi on CP
2 , which are defined by ξˆi(ξ) = ξi , were
already shown to satisfy the algebraic relations
∑
ij
dijkξˆiξˆj = −1
3
ξˆk. (5.22)
However , since points of CP2 are given by gY g−1 =
∑8
i=1 ξˆiλi , one can
easily check that the coordinate functions ξˆi also satisfy
8∑
i=1
ξˆ2i =
1
3
. (5.23)
Fuzzy CP2 is defined by two similar equations which will reduce to (5.22)
and (5.23) in a certain limit . These equations are expected to be written in
terms of ΛLi , since under quantization the coordinate functions ξˆi become
the operators ΛLi . The continuum limit is , on the other hand , given by
N−→∞ where (N, 0), or (0, N) , are the only possible representations we
can get by quantizing the Lagrangian (5.15) .
The symmetric representations (N, 0) of SU(3) can be constructed using
3 creation operators ai
† and their adjoints ai . We have[
ai, aj
†] = δij , i, j = 1, 2, 3. (5.24)
For the representations (0, N) , we need 3 more creation operators b†i and
their adjoints bi . We concentrate below on (N, 0) , the treatment of (0, N)
being similar .
The SU(3) generators are ΛLa = a
† ta a, ta = 12λa . They fulfill[
ΛLa ,Λ
L
b
]
= i fabc ΛLc . (5.25)
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By using the definition dijk = 2Tr(ti{tj, tk}) , let us compute ∑ij dijkΛLi ΛLj
which should tend in the continuum limit to (5.22) . We then have∑
ij
dijkΛ
L
i Λ
L
j =
∑
ij
2Tr(ti{tj , tk})ΛLi ΛLj
=
∑
ij
2(ti)ab
[
(tj)bc(tk)ca + (tk)bc(tj)ca
][
a†m(ti)mnan
][
a†q(tj)qpap
]
= 2
[∑
i
(ti)ab(ti)mn
][∑
j
(tj)bc(tj)qp
]
(tk)caa
+
mana
+
q ap
+ 2
[∑
i
(ti)ab(ti)mn
][∑
j
(tj)ca(tj)qp
]
(tk)bca
+
mana
+
q ap. (5.26)
Taking advantage of the Fierz identity
∑
α
(tα)ij (tα)kl =
1
2
δilδjk − 1
6
δijδkl, (5.27)
to reduce the summations over the i and j indices , after a somewhat tedious
but straigtforward computation , one gets
∑
ij
dijkΛ
L
i Λ
L
j = 2(tk)ca
[
1
4
a†baaa
†
cab −
1
6
a†baba
†
caa −
1
6
a†caaa
†
pap +
1
4
a†caba
†
baa
]
= 2ΛLk [
1
4
+
1
6
a+b ab]. (5.28)
Now the operators ,
∑
ij dijkΛ
L
i Λ
L
j , act on the the Hilbert space H(N,0) which
corresponds to the representation (N, 0) . This H(N,0) is spanned by vectors
of the form
|n1, n2, n3 > = a†1
n1
a†2
n2
a†3
n3|0 >, n1 + n2 + n3 = N
ai|0 > = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, (5.29)
and it is of dimension 1
2
(N + 1)(N + 2) . From this last definition one will
clearly have
∑
i
a†iai|n1, n2, n3〉 =
∑
i
ni|n1, n2, n3〉 = N |n1, n2, n3〉, (5.30)
and hence we get ∑
ij
dijkΛ
L
i Λ
L
j = Λ
L
k [
1
2
+
N
3
]. (5.31)
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In the same way one computes the Casimir operator
∑
i Λ
L
i Λ
L
i , which will
reduce in the continuum limit to (5.23) , as follows :∑
i
ΛLi Λ
L
i =
∑
i
[a+tia][a
+tia]
= [
∑
i
(ti)kl(ti)mn]a
+
k ala
+
man
= a+k ak +
1
3
(a+k ak)
2. (5.32)
Hence on the Hilbert space H(N,0) we obtain
∑
i
ΛLi Λ
L
i = N +
1
3
N2. (5.33)
From (5.22) , (5.23) , (5.31) and (5.33) one can define the fuzzy coordinate
functions ξˆFi to be given by
ξˆFi = −
ΛLi√
N2 + 3N
. (5.34)
They satisfy the following identities
∑
ij
dijkξˆ
F
i ξˆ
F
j = −
1
3
ξˆFk
1 + 3
2N√
1 + 3
N
(5.35)
∑
i
ξˆF2i =
1
3
, (5.36)
and
[ξˆFi , ξˆ
F
j ] = −
ifijk√
N2 + 3N
ξˆFk . (5.37)
It is a remarkable fact that ξˆFi fulfill essentially (5.22) and (5.23) ; for large
enough N equations (5.35) and (5.36) are very good approximations to equa-
tions (5.22) and (5.23) respectively . ξˆFi will reduce exactly to ξˆi , and there-
fore will commute, at the limit N−→∞ .
The algebra ACP2 generated by ξˆ
F
i is what substitutes for the algebra
of functions ACP2 = C∞(CP2) . By Burnside’s theorem [38] , it is the full
matrix algebra in the IRR . Fuzzy CP2 is just the algebra ACP2 .
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5.2.3 The Fuzzy Algebra ACP2
The following point , emphasised by [13] is noteworthy . If f ∈ ACP2 , it has
the partial-wave expansion
f(ξˆ) =
∑
n1=n2=n
fnI2,I3,Y < (n1, n2), I
2, I3, Y |U (n1,n2)(g)|(n1, n2), 0, 0, 0 >,
gY g−1 =
8∑
i=1
ξˆiλi. (5.38)
The ket |(n1, n2), 0, 0, 0 > exists only if n1 = n2 so that the sum in (5.38)
is restricted to n1 = n2 = n . From the above expression , it is obvious
that < (n1, n2), I
2, I3, Y |U (n1,n2)(g)|(n1, n2), 0, 0, 0 > , and therefore f(ξˆ) , is
invariant under the U(2) right action on g , namely g−→gh where h∈U(2) .
If F ∈ ACP2 , then F too has an expansion like (5.38) where the series
is cut-off at n = N . This is because of the following . The SU(3) Lie
algebra su(3) has the two following actions on F , F → ΛLα F = Λα F and
F → ΛRα F = F Λα . The derivation F → adΛα F = [Λα, F ] = (ΛLα − ΛRα )F
is the action which annihilates I and which corresponds to the su(3) action
on CP2 .
Now since F∈ACP2 transforms as (N, 0) under the left action of su(3) ,
while under the right action it transforms as (0, N) , ACP2 decomposes into
the direct sum of the IRR (n, n), n = 0, ..., N , namely : (N, 0) ⊗ (0, N) =
⊕Nn=0(n, n) . If {|(n, n), I2, I3, Y >} furnishes a basis for (n, n) , then
F =
∑
αI2,I3,Y |(N, 0), I2, I3, Y >< (N, 0), I2, I3, Y |
=
N∑
n=0
F nI2,I3,Y T
(n,n)
I2,I3,Y
(5.39)
Identifying the expansion (5.39) with the one in (5.38) for n ≤ N , we see
that F transforms like a function on CP2 with a terminating partial wave
expansion .
A more precise statement is as follows [13] . We can put a scalar product
on ACP2 using the Haar measure on SU(3) and complete ACP2 into a Hilbert
space HCP2 . On HCP2 , elements f of ACP2 act as linear operators by point-
wise multiplication . Let H(N,0)
CP2
be the subspace of HCP2 carrying the IRR
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(N, 0) and P(N,0) : HCP2 → H(N,0)CP2 the corresponding projector . Then we
have a map ACP2 → P(N,0)ACP2 P(N,0) ; f → P(N,0) fP(N,0) which is onto
ACP2 . Thus elements of ACP2 approximate functions in a good sense.
5.3 On the Spinc Structure of Classical CP
2
It is a standard result that CP2 does not admit a spin structure , but does
admit a spinc structure . We plan to explain this result here adapting an
argument of Hawking and Pope [39] .
The reasoning shows that CPN for any even N≥2 is not spin whereas it
is spin if N is odd .
The obstruction to the CP2 spin structure comes from noncontractibile
two-spheres in CP2. Since CP2≃SU(3)/U(2) we have
π2(CP
2) = π1[U(2)] = Z
and
π1(CP
2) = {0}, (5.40)
so that Hurewitz’s theorem [40] leads to H2(CP2,Z) = Z . Its mod 2
reduction is H2(CP2,Z2) = Z2 .
The absence of spin structure means that the tangent bundle is associated
with the non-trivial element of Z2.
Consider a smooth map g of the square {(s, t) : 0≤s; t≤1} into SU(3)
which obeys the following conditions:
g(s, 0) = g(0, t) = g(1, t) = 1,
g(s, 1) = eiπs(λ3+
√
3λ8). (5.41)
[See Fig.1.]
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(s, t) = (0, 0)
(0, 1)
(1, 0)
(1, 1)
✻
t
✲ s
g(s, 0) = 1
g(0, t) = 1 g(1, t) = 1
g(s, 1) = exp(iπs(λ3 +
√
3λ8))
Fig.1
The curve g : (s, 1)−→g(s, 1) is a loop in U(2) = {stability group of ξ0}5
not contractible to identity while staying within U(2) . It is the generator of
π1(U(2)) and is associated with nonabelian U(2) monopoles [41] . But since
π1(SU(3)) = {0}, g can be defined smoothly in the entire square.
Now U(2) being the stability group of ξ0 is contained in the tangent space
group SO(4) at ξ0. If x = (xµ : µ = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a tangent vector at ξ
0 , we
can map it to a 2×2 matrix M(x) given by
M(x) = x4 + i~τ · ~x, (5.42)
where τi are the Pauli matrices . The matrixM(x) satsify the reality property
M(x)∗ = τ2M(x)τ2. (5.43)
SO(4) = [SU(2)×SU(2)]/Z2 acts on M(x) according to
M(x)−→M(x)′ = h1M(x)h†2, (5.44)
where hi∈SU(2) . This action preserves both the reality property and the
determinant , in other words
M(x)
′∗ = τ2M
′
(x)τ2
and
detM
′
(x) = detM(x) =
4∑
µ=0
x2µ. (5.45)
Hence the action (5.44) induces an SO(4) transformation on x . U(2) is
imbedded in this SO(4) , acting on M(x) as follows: M(x)−→M ′(x) =
h1M(x)e
−iτ3θ.
5ξ0 denotes here the “north pole” of CP2 , that is the point given by [1] = {h∈U(2)}
or Y . It has the coordinates (ξ01 = 0, ξ
0
2 = 0, ..., ξ
0
8 =
1√
3
).
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The spin group SU(2)×SU(2) = {(h1, h2)} is a two-fold cover of the
rotation group SO(4) . The inverse image of U(2) in SU(2)×SU(2) is
SU(2)×U(1) , also a two-fold cover of U(2) . In this cover the loop
g : (s, 1)−→g(s, 1)∈U(2) (5.46)
becomes
s−→(eiπsτ3, eiπsτ3)∈SU(2)×U(1). (5.47)
It is no longer a loop , but runs from (I, I) to (−I,−I) . It is this that
obstructs the spin structure , as the following reasoning encountered in [39]
shows .
Let SU(3)−→CP2≃SU(3)/U(2) be the map
h∈SU(3)−→hY h−1 =
8∑
i=1
λiξi. (5.48)
U(2) here has generators λi(i = 1, 2, 3) and λ8 . This map clearly takes
the entire boundary of the square {g(s, t)} to ξ0 and the square itself to a
2−sphere S2 .
P Q
I
II III
IV
Fig.2
Now the tangent space at ξ0 of CP2 is spanned by the four SU(3) Lie
algebra directions K+, K0, K¯0, K− (in a complex basis) . If we write CP2
as {hY h−1}, a basis of tangents (a frame) at ξ0 is λa(a = 4, 5, 6, 7) . Clearly
g(s, t)λag(s, t)
−1 gives a frame at g(s, t)Y g(s, t)−1 of CP2. This gives us
a rule for transporting this frame ( and hence any frame) smoothly over
S2∈CP2 along curves .
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If {(s(τ), t(τ)), 0≤τ≤1} is a curve on the square , then
g(s(τ), t(τ))Y g(s(τ), t(τ))−1 (5.49)
is the corresponding curve in S2 of CP2 . The transport of the frame along
the curve g(s(τ), t(τ))Y g(s(τ), t(τ))−1 is
g(s(τ), t(τ))λag(s(τ), t(τ))
−1. (5.50)
In this rule , for the three sides I , II , III (see Fig.2) , we have the con-
stant curve g(s, t)Y g(s, t)−1 = Y in S2 of CP2 , and we have the frame
g(s, t)λag(s, t)
−1 = λa. In other words for I , II and III we are at ξ0 with the
frame held fixed and equal to λa . Along the side IV , however , we are still
at Y or ξ0 but we are rotating λa according to
exp{iπs(λ3 +
√
3λ8)} λa exp{−iπs(λ3 +
√
3λ8)}. (5.51)
This is a 2π−rotation of the frame as s varies from 0 to 1 . This can be
seen from the fact that λ3 +
√
3λ8 = 2Diag(1, 0,−1) which will lead to
exp[iπs(λ3 +
√
3λ8)] = Diag(exp(2iπs), 1, exp(−2iπs)) , and therefore the
frame rotates from λa back to λa as s changes from 0 to 1 .
If spinors can be defined onCP2 , this transport of frames will consistently
lead to their transport as well . Thus along sides I , II , III , we should be
able to pick a suitable constant spinor ψ . But then , along IV , as s increases
to 1 , we will arrive at Q with −ψ as (−1,−1) of SU(2)×SU(2) flips the
sign of a spinor . As we had ψ along III , we lose continuity at Q and find
that spinors do not exist for CP2 .
It is possible to show that this conclusion is not sensitive to our choice of
rule of transport of frames (that is , connection in the frame bundle) .
The spinc structure on CP
2 is achieved by introducing an additional U(1)
connection for spinors which amounts to adding a hypercharge of magnitude
|Y | = 1 . That would give an additional phase exp(iπ√3λ8s) along IV and
an extra minus sign at s = 1 cancelling the above unwanted minus sign .
Note that 1) this connection and extra hypercharge cancels out for frames
which contain a spinor and a complex conjugate spinor , 2) there is no vector
bundle with this extra connection as its existence gives a contradiction just
as does the existence of the spin bundle .
Let us see what all this means for SU(3) . Under U(2) , at ξ0 , the tangents
transform as (K+, K0) and (K−, K¯0) , that is as the IRR’s (I, Y ) = (1
2
, 1)
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and (1
2
,−1) respectively . From the way M(x) transforms under U(2) ,
M(x)−→M ′(x) = hM(x)e−iτ3θ, h∈SU(2), (5.52)
we can see that Y corresponds to τ3 acting on the right of M(x).
The SU(2)×SU(2) IRR’s of the non-existent spinors are as follows :
1)Left-handed spinors : (1/2, 0) with quantum numbers (I, Y ) = (1/2, 0)
under the action of the two-fold cover SU(2)×U(1) of U(2) .
2)Right-handed spinors : (0, 1/2) with quantum numbers (I, Y ) = (0, 1)
and (0,−1) .
The quantum numbers in the spinc case follows by adding an additional
hypercharge which we can take to be −1 :
1) Left-handed spinc : (I, Y ) = (1/2,−1).
2) Right-handed spinc : (I, Y ) = (0, 0) and (0,−2) .
These are precisely the U(2) quantum numbers of the representation space
of tangent γ′s which will be found in Section 5.5 . The SU(3) IRR’s have
to contain these U(2) IRR’s . They are not symmetric between left- and
right-handed spinors.
The spinc structures are not unique . Thus we have the freedom to add
additional hypercharge 2n (n∈Z) to the spinc spinors , that is , tensor the
spinc bundle with any U(1) bundle . The choice of spinc in our text is natural
for our Dirac operator .
5.3.1 On General CPN
CPN for all odd N admits a spin structure whereas those for even N admit
only a spinc structure [42] . We can understand this result too by pursuing
the preceding arguments .
Let Y (N+1) = 1
N+1
diag (1, 1, ...1,−N) be the SU(N + 1) “hypercharge”.
The previous Y is Y (3). We can represent CPN as
CPN = SU(N + 1)/U(N) = {hY (N+1)h−1 : h∈SU(N + 1)}, (5.53)
the stability group is
U(N) = {u∈SU(N + 1) : uY (N+1)u−1 = Y (N+1)}. (5.54)
For all N≥1 , the square of Fig.1 and Fig.2 and the map
g : (s, t)−→g(s, t)∈SU(N + 1) (5.55)
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can be constructed so that it is constant on sides I , II and III while
g : (s, 1)−→g(s, 1) (5.56)
gives a generator of π1(U(N)) . There is an obstruction to spin structure if
this loop when it acts on a frame at Y (N+1) rotates it by 2π , in other words
it acts as the noncontractible loop of SO(2N) .
Let (q1, q2, ..., qN+1) be the “quarks” of SU(N + 1) . The hypercharge
Y (N) of SU(N) acts as the generator Y¯ (N) = 1
N
(1, 1, ..,−(N − 1), 0) on these
quarks . We can choose the loop g : (s, 1)−→g(s, 1) according to
g(s, 1) = ei
2pis
N
(NY¯ (N))e−i
2pis
N
(N+1)Y (N+1)
=


1 0 . . 0
0 1 0 . 0
0 . . 1 0
0 . . e−i2πs 0
0 0 0 0 ei2πs


. (5.57)
The tangent vectors at Y (N+1) transform like q¯(i)q(N+1) and q¯(N+1)q(i)(1≤i≤N).
So under g(s, 1),
q¯(i)q(N+1) −→ ei2πsq¯(i)q(N+1), i ≤ N − 1
q¯(i)q(N+1) −→ ei4πsq¯(i)q(N+1), i = N
q¯(N+1)q(i) −→ e−i2πsq¯(N+1)q(i), i≤N − 1
q¯(N+1)q(i) −→ e−i4πsq¯(N+1)q(i), i = N. (5.58)
Each i , i≤N −1 , gives a plane in 2N dimensions and each factor ei2πs gives
a 2π−rotation . For i = N , we have a 4π− rotation corresponding to ei4πs .
Thus we have a total product of (N − 1) + 2 = (N + 1) 2π−rotations . For
N odd , they are contractible in SO(2N) , and for N even , they are not ,
showing the result we were after .
5.4 The Dirac Operator On S2 Revisited :
Towards Fuzzy Spinors
This section is a warm up for what follows on CP2 next . It contains a
partial-wave analysis for the eigenstates of the S2 Dirac operator D2g which
can be generalised to CP2 .
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In this section , we will essentially construct all the spinors describing a
Dirac particle on S2F . The answer found in this section for the continuum
S2 will be simply cut-off at the top value j = 2l− 1
2
to get the answer for the
fuzzy S2 . This last step will be done explicitly in section 6 of this chapter.
Given these fuzzy spinors , the projective A− bimodule H2 = A⊗C2 is
completely determined . The action of the Dirac operator on this H2 will be
also defined .
Let us first recall the following results
D2g = 1
ρ
σiPij Jj,
Pij = δij − nˆinˆj ,Ji = Li + σi
2
,
Li = −i(~ˆx∧~∇)i. (5.59)
P projects the Pauli matrices σi to their tangent space components σiPij .
Li and Ji are orbital and total angular momenta respectively . xˆ are the
coordinate functions : xˆi(x) = xi .
The algebra A = C∞(R3)/I of smooth complex valued functions on S2
defined in section (3.1.1) is C∞(S2) . Any element f of A will then have the
partial wave expansion
f(~ˆx) =
∑
kk3
fkk3 < kk3|D(k)(g)|k0 >
ρgσ3g
−1 = ~ˆx.~σ, (5.60)
where D(k) : g−→D(k)(g) is the k IRR of SU(2) .
f(~ˆx) is clearly a function over the sphere . This can be seen from the
fact that when g−→gexp(iσ3θ/2) , then D(k)(g)−→D(k)(g)exp(iJ (k)3 θ) where
J (k)3 is the third component of the angular momentum ~J (k) . Hence one sees
immediately that < kk3|D(k)(g)|k0 > is ivariant under the right U(1) action
on g and therefore it is a function of [gexp(iσ3θ/2)]∈S2 .
The action of Li on these functions f is defined by
Li(< kk3|D(k)(g)|k0 >) = − < kk3|J (k)i D(k)(g)|k0 > . (5.61)
D2g acts on A⊗C2≡A2 = {(a1, a2) : ai∈C∞(S2)} and it anticommutes
with the chirality operator γ = σ · nˆ . The action of σ · nˆ on D(K) is defined
by
[σ · nˆD(k)](g) = σ · n(g)D(k)(g), (5.62)
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where ni(g) is a function on SU(2) defined as follows. For any g∈SU(2) we
have :
gσ3g
−1 = σ · n(g). (5.63)
Using the fact that D(
1
2
)(g) = g one can now rewrite (5.62) as
[σ · nˆD(k)](g) = gσ3g−1D(k)(g)
= D(
1
2
)(g)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1(g)D(k)(g)
= [D(
1
2
)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1D(k)](g)
=⇒
σ.nˆ = D(
1
2
)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1. (5.64)
Now by taking the standard basis {|+ >, |− >} defined by the equations
σ3|± >= ±|± > , one have the following identity
σ.nˆD(
1
2
)|± >= D( 12 )σ3|± >= ±D( 12 )|± > . (5.65)
In other words D(
1
2
)|+ > and D( 12 )|− > are the eigenfunctions of γ with +1
and −1 helicity respectively . These spinors can be rewritten as
|ψ(
1
2
)
± >=
(
< +|D( 12 )|± >
< −|D( 12 )|± >
)
(5.66)
From their definition , the spinors |ψ(
1
2
)
± > are functions on SU(2) . For
g∈SU(2) , the function |ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > is defined by
|ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > =
(
< +|D( 12 )(g)|± >
< −|D( 12 )(g)|± >
)
(5.67)
where < m|D( 12 )(g)|± >= gm,± . This function has the obvious equivariance
property
|ψ(
1
2
)
± (ge
i
σ3
2
θ) >= |ψ(
1
2
)
± (g) > e
±i θ
2 . (5.68)
Unlike (5.68) , elements of A2 and hence too its chirality ±1 subspaces
1±σ.nˆ
2
A2 are invariant under g → geiσ3θ . This is because they are functions
on S2 and not on SU(2) .
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The expansion of elements of these subspaces using the above D’s must
thus have another D in each term transforming with the opposite phase to
that in (5.68). Accounting for this fact, we can write for |ψ >∈ A2 ,
|ψ > = |ψ+ > +|ψ− >,
|ψ± > =
[∑
j,m
ξj±m < jm|ψ(j)∓ >
]
|ψ(
1
2
)
± > , ξ
j±
m ∈C. (5.69)
|ψ+ > and |ψ− > belong to the subspaces 1+σ.nˆ
2
A2 and 1−σ.nˆ
2
A2 respectively
and hence they represent left handed spinors and right handed spinors on
the sphere S2 . |ψ(j)∓ > in equation (5.69) is , on the other hand , defined by
|ψ(j)∓ >= D(j)|j,∓
1
2
> . (5.70)
j here are the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum ~J defined in equa-
tion (5.59) . It is half integer equal to l+ 1
2
or l− 1
2
and therefore the states
|j,∓1
2
> do always exist . l are of course the eigenvalues of the orbital angular
momentum ~L . It is now not difficult to see that under the transformation
g−→gexp(iσ3θ/2) we have
|ψ(j)∓ (g) > −→|ψ(j)∓ (gei
σ3
2
θ) > = D(j)(gei
σ3
2
θ)|j,∓1
2
>
= D(j)(g)eiJ
(j)
3 θ|j,∓1
2
>
= |ψ(j)∓ (g) > e∓i
θ
2 .
(5.71)
From (5.68) and (5.71) it is then obvious that (5.69) are invariant under
g → geiσ3θ.
Now orbital angular momentum Li is not defined on the individual factors
in (5.69) . We must lift Li to the operator KLi which acts on D(j) and D(
1
2
)
in such a manner that the spinors (5.67) are rotationally invariant . KLi can
then be defined to be SU(2) generators acting by left translation:
[eiθiK
L
i D
( 1
2
)
ij ](g) ≡ < i|D(
1
2
)(e−iθi
σi
2 g)|j >
= < i|e−iθi σi2 g|j > (5.72)
We now reinterpret Ji as
Ji = KLi +
σi
2
. (5.73)
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Because of the transformation rule (5.72) we have for infinitesimal transfor-
mations ,
[
(1 + iθiKLi )D(
1
2
)
nm
]
(g) = < n|D( 12 )
[
(1− iθiσi
2
)g
]
|m >, (5.74)
and therefore
[D
( 1
2
)
nm](g) + iθi[KLi D(
1
2
)
nm](g) = < n|g|m > −iθi < n|σi
2
g|m > .
(5.75)
But because [D
( 1
2
)
nm](g) =< n|g|m > one gets
− [KLi D(
1
2
)
nm](g) = < n|σi
2
g|m >=
[σi
2
D(
1
2
)
]
nm
(g)
=⇒
0 = KLi D(1/2)nm +
[σi
2
D(
1
2
)
]
nm
or
0 = (JiD(1/2))nm. (5.76)
From (5.66) and (5.76) we get
Ji|ψ(
1
2
)
± >= 0, (5.77)
in other words the eigenfunctions of the chirality operator γ are rotationally
invariant .
The action of the Dirac operator on the spinors (5.69) will now be com-
puted. First one has
D2g < jm|ψ(j)∓ > |ψ(
1
2
)
± > =
1
ρ
σaPab(KLb +
σb
2
) < jm|ψ(j)∓ > |ψ(
1
2
)
± >
=
1
ρ
σaPabKLb < jm|ψ(j)∓ > |ψ(
1
2
)
± > +
1
ρ
σaPabσb
2
< jm|ψ(j)∓ > |ψ(
1
2
)
± >
=
1
ρ
σaPab
[
KLb (< jm|ψ(j)∓ >)|ψ(
1
2
)
± > + < jm|ψ(j)∓ > KLb (|ψ(
1
2
)
± >)
]
+
1
ρ
σaPab < jm|ψ(j)∓ >
σb
2
[
|ψ(
1
2
)
± >
]
.
=
1
ρ
[
KLb < jm|ψ(j)∓ >
][
σaPab|ψ(
1
2
)
± >
]
, (5.78)
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where we have used the identity (5.77) , to go from the third line to the last
line.
Further simplification can be achieved by using the following identity:
σpPpk = D( 12 )[1
2
σ3, [
1
2
σ3, σi]]D
( 1
2
)−1D(1)ki , (5.79)
which can be proven as follows . From one hand we have
[
1
2
σ.nˆ, [
1
2
σ.nˆ, σk]] = (
1
2
nˆi)(
1
2
nˆj)[σi, [σj , σk]]
= (
1
2
nˆi)(
1
2
nˆj)(2iǫjkl)(2iǫilpσp)
= σpPpk. (5.80)
On the other hand one has
[
1
2
σ.nˆ, [
1
2
σ.nˆ, σk]] =
1
4
[D(
1
2
)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1, [D(
1
2
)σ3D
( 1
2
)−1, σk]]
= D(
1
2
)[
σ3
2
, [
σ3
2
, D(
1
2
)−1σkD(
1
2
)]]D(
1
2
)−1.
(5.81)
Now from the basic definition of the adjoint action , gσjg
−1 = Rij(g)σi , we
have g−1σjg = Rij(g−1)σi = Rji(g)σi , where we have used the fact that R is
a real orthogonal representation , i.e R(g−1) = RT (g) . The result can also
be written as
D(
1
2
)−1σjD
( 1
2
) = σiD
(1)
ji . (5.82)
Putting (5.82) in (5.81) and comparing to (5.80) one obtains the identity
(5.79) .
Using the identity (5.79) in equation (5.78) we get
D2g = 1
ρ
[
KLb < jm|ψ(j)∓ >
][
D(
1
2
)[
1
2
σ3, [
1
2
σ3, σa]]D
( 1
2
)−1D(1)ba |ψ(
1
2
)
± >
]
=
1
ρ
[D
(1)
ba KLb < jm|ψ(j)∓ >]
[
D(
1
2
)[
σ3
2
, [
σ3
2
, σa]]|± >
]
= −1
ρ
[KRa < jm|ψ(j)∓ >]
[
D(
1
2
)[
σ3
2
, [
σ3
2
, σa]]|± >
]
.
(5.83)
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In the last line of the above equation we have used the fact that KRa =
−D(1)ba KLb are the right SU(2) generators acting by right translation , i.e
[eiθiK
R
i D
( 1
2
)
ij ](g) ≡ < i|D(
1
2
)(geiθi
σi
2 )|j >
= < i|geiθi σi2 |j > . (5.84)
The proof goes as follows . From equation (5.72) we have the identity
[exp(iθaKLa )D(
1
2
)
ij ](g) =< i|exp(−iθa2 σa)g|j >=< i|gg−1exp(−iθa2 σa)g|j > .
But we can check that g−1exp(−iθa
2
σa)g = exp(−iθa2 g−1σag) and hence we
obtain [eiθaK
L
aD
( 1
2
)
ij ](g) =< i|gexp(i θ˜b2 σb)|j >= [eiθ˜bK
R
b D
( 1
2
)
ij ](g) , where we
have used g−1σag = Rab(g)σb and with θ˜a = −θbRba(g) . We then get
−Rba(g)KRa = KLb and therefore KRa = −Rba(g)KLb or KRa = −D(1)ba KLb .
Now by using the identity
KRa < jm|ψ(j)∓ > = KRa < jm|D(j)|j,∓
1
2
>
= < jm|D(j)J (j)a |j,∓
1
2
>, (5.85)
we finally find that
D2g < jm|ψ(j)∓ > |ψ(
1
2
)
± >= −
1
ρ
∑
m′
< jm|D(j)|jm′ >< jm′ |J (j)a |j,∓
1
2
>
[
D(
1
2
)[
σ3
2
, [
σ3
2
, σa]]|± >
]
.
(5.86)
Now we are ready to find the action of the Dirac operator D2g on the full
spinor (5.69) . First one can easily find
D2g|ψ± >= −1
ρ
∑
j,m,m′ ,a
ξj±m < jm|D(j)|jm
′
>< jm
′|J (j)a |j,∓
1
2
>
[
D(
1
2
)[
σ3
2
, [
σ3
2
, σa]]|± >
]
.
(5.87)
Next we obtain after some standard calculations
D2g|ψ > = D2g|ψ+ > +D2g|ψ− >
= −1
ρ
∑
j,m,m
′
ξj+m < jm|D(j)|jm
′
>< jm
′ |J (j)+ |j,−
1
2
> D(
1
2
)|− >
− 1
ρ
∑
j,m,m′
ξj−m < jm|D(j)|jm
′
>< jm
′ |J (j)− |j,+
1
2
> D(
1
2
)|+ >
(5.88)
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In evaluating the sum over the a index , we used the following identities
[σ3
2
, [σ3
2
, σa]] = σa , a = 1, 2 , σ±|∓ >= 2|± > and σ±|± >= 0 . Of course
σ± = σ1±iσ2 and J (j)± = J (j)1 ±iJ (j)2 .
Finally by using the fact that J (j)± are off-diagonal in each subspace with
fixed j , we find
D2g|ψ > = −1
ρ
∑
j,m
ξj+m < jm|ψ(j)+ >< j,
1
2
|J (j)+ |j,−
1
2
> |ψ(
1
2
)
− >
− 1
ρ
∑
j,m
ξj−m < jm|ψ(j)− >< j,−
1
2
|J (j)− |j,+
1
2
> |ψ(
1
2
)
+ >,
(5.89)
which can also be written in the “Dirac-Ka¨hler” form [13]
DD−K2g ψD−K ≡ −
1
ρ
∑
j
[
0 < j,−1
2
|J (j)− |j,+12 >
< j, 1
2
|J (j)+ |j,−12 > 0
]
×
[ ∑
m ξ
j+
m < jm|ψ(j)+ >∑
m ξ
j−
m < jm|ψ(j)− >
]
,
(5.90)
where now the spinors are written in the basis {|ψ(
1
2
)
+ >, |ψ(
1
2
)
− >} , namely
ψD−K =
[ ∑
j,m ξ
j+
m < jm|ψ(j)− >∑
j,m ξ
j−
m < jm|ψ(j)+ >
]
. (5.91)
5.5 The Dirac Operator on CP2
CP2 is not spin , but spinc [13, 39]. This fact introduces serious differences
between the CP2 Dirac operator and the Dirac operator for a spin manifold
such as CP1 discussed last . The CP2 Dirac operator and its fuzzy version
have been treated in [13]. Here we develop an alternative approach which
seems capable of generalisation to other coset spaces . We will first summa-
rize just some points relevant for us. The next section will give their fuzzy
versions.
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5.5.1 The Projective Module For Tangent Bundle and
its Complex Structure
The generators Adλi of the adjoint representation Ad : g → Ad g of SU(3) =
{g} have matrix elements
(Adλi)jk = −2ifijk, (5.92)
where fijk is totally antisymmetric , and such that
[Adλi, Adλj] = 2ifijkAdλk. (5.93)
As hypercharge commutes with itself and with the isospin generators , it
follows that f8ij = 0 if i or j = 1, 2, 3, 8 . Thus the tangent vectors to
CP2 at ξ0 = (0, ..., 0, 1√
3
) , or equivalently at Y =
∑
i ξ
0
i λi , are Adλi where
i = 4, 5, 6, 7 . The directions Adλj , j = 1, 2, 3, 8 , are normals .
At any other point
∑
i ξiλi = gY g
−1∈CP2 , the normals accordingly are
Ad g(Adλ8)Ad g
−1 =
∑
i ξ
(8)
i Adλi and Ad g(Adλj)Ad g
−1 =
∑
i ξ
(j)
i Adλi ,
j = 1, 2, 3 . The hypercharge normal Adg(Adλ8)Adg
−1 still commute with
the isospin normals Adg(Adλj)Adg
−1 , j = 1, 2, 3 . In other words we have
the following identity [Adg(Adλj)Adg
−1, Adg(Adλ8)Adg−1] = 2ifj8kAdg(Adλk)Adg−1 =
0 which leads to fiklξ
(j)
i ξ
(8)
k = 0 .
The four orthogonal directions AdgAdλiAdg
−1 , for i = 4, 5, 6, 7 , in the
trace norm span the tangent space .
Since (Adλ8)ij = −2if8ij , we can represent AdY = 1√3Adλ8 by an 8×8
block diagonal matrix of the form AdY = (0, σ2, σ2) . The zero is a 4×4
matrix in which the indices i and j take the values 1, 2, 3, 8 . σ2 is , on the
other hand , the usual 2×2 Pauli matrix . In the first σ2 the indices i and j
are in {4, 5} whereas in the second σ2 they are in {6, 7} . It is then obvious
that the eigenvalues of AdY are 0 and ±1 .
Since ξ08 =
1√
3
, ξiAdλi for a generic point ξ of CP
2 will also have the
eigenvalues 0 and ±1 corresponding to the mesons (K+, K0) , (K−, K¯0) , η0
and ~π in the flavor octet terminology .
If χ(+) is an eigenvector for eigenvalue +1 , (ξiAdλi)χ
(+) = χ(+) . Then
ξ
(j)
k χ
(+)
k = ξ
(j)
k (ξiAdλi)kjχ
(+)
j = 2ifkijξ
(j)
k ξiχ
(+)
j . But since ξi = ξ
(8)
i and
fiklξ
(j)
i ξ
(8)
k = 0 we have ξ
(j)
k χ
(+)
k = 0 . In other words χ
(+) is a tangent to
CP2 at ξ . So if χ(−) is the eigenvector for eigenvalue −1 , χ(±) span the
tangent space TξCP
2 . In the other hand , the null space of ξiAdλi spans
the space of normals .
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We can now present sections of the tangent bundle TCP2 as a projective
module . Let A8
CP2
= ACP2⊗C8 = {(ξˆ1, ..., ξˆ8)} , where ξˆi are as usual
defined by ξˆi(ξ) = ξi . Then
P = (ξˆiadλi)2 (5.94)
is a projector and PA8
CP2
is seen to consist of the sections of tangent bundle
from the above remarks .
The complex structure on CP2 can be thought of as a splitting of the
tangent space TξCP
2 as the direct sum T
(+)
ξ CP
2 +T
(−)
ξ CP
2 for all ξ∈CP2
in a smooth manner . The tensor J of complex analysis at ξ is then ±i on
T
(±)
ξ CP
2 .
In the language of projective modules , we must thus split P as the sum
of two orthogonal projectors P(±) . The tensor J is ±i on P(±)A8 , that is ,
J = i(P(+) −P(−)) . Hence also JP = PJ = J .
SU(3)−covariance suggests the choice of P(±)A8
CP2
as eigenspaces of
ξˆiAdλi for eigenvalues ±1 . Hence
P(±) = 1
2
ξˆiAdλi(ξˆiAdλi±1). (5.95)
As Adλα is antisymmetric , we have that
P(+)T = P(−),J T = −J . (5.96)
From J , we can also write the Levi-Civita symbol in an SU(3)−covariant
way . It is
ǫαβγδ = J[αβJγδ], [ ] : antisymmetrisation. (5.97)
5.5.2 The Gamma Matrices
Since CP2 is a submanifold of R8 , it is natural to start from the Clifford
algebra on R8 . Let its basis be the 16×16 matrices Γi (i = 1, 2, ...8) with
the relations
{Γi,Γj} = 2δij , Γ†i = Γi. (5.98)
The γ matrices which will occur in the Dirac operator on CP2 are not these
Γ′s , rather they will be 16×16 γ matrices γµ with the same relations
{γi, γj} = 2δij, γ†i = γi. (5.99)
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These γ′s act by left multiplication on the algebra Mat16 = {M} of 16×16
matrices which is generated by Γi . Thus we have
γiM ≡ ΓiM. (5.100)
The matrices M of Mat16 have a scalar product (M,N) = Tr (M
†N) for
which γ†i = γi . From these definitions , one can already see that spinors on
CP2 will be constructed out of the Γ′s , i.e they will be elements of Mat16 .
The CP2 γ′s are the tangent projections γiPij . There are only four of
them at each ξ which are linearly independent . We have to find a four-
dimension subspace of Mat16 at each ξ on which they can act . If we fail in
that , we will end up with more than one fermion .
We first find this subspace at ξ0 . At ξ0 , define the fermionic creation-
annihilation operators
A†1 =
1
2
(Γ4 + iΓ5), A1 =
1
2
(Γ4 − iΓ5),
A†2 =
1
2
(Γ6 + iΓ7), A2 =
1
2
(Γ6 − iΓ7). (5.101)
A†i transform as (K
+, K0) whereas Ai transform as (K
−, K¯0) . They satisfy
{A+i , Aj} = δij . Let
|0〉 = A1A2, |i〉 = A†i |0〉 (i = 1, 2), |3〉 = A†1A†2|0〉. (5.102)
They span a 4−dimensional subspace of Mat16 . γi (4≤i≤7) act irreducibly
on this space . The creation operators are defined by
a†1 =
1
2
(γ4 + iγ5), a
†
2 =
1
2
(γ6 + iγ7), (5.103)
while their adjoints define the annihilation operators . |0〉 is the vacuum
state of these creation-annihilation operators .
For an appropriate subspace at other points of CP2 , we use the fact that
SU(3) acts transitively on CP2 . Thus we can regard ξ∈CP2 as a function
on SU(3) with value ξ(g) at g via the relation gY g−1 =
∑
i λiξi(g) . Then
ξ0 = ξ(e), e = identity .
Now the Lie algebra of SU(3) can be realised using the Clifford algebra
γi , the generators being
tci =
1
4i
fijkγjγk. (5.104)
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These tci are indeed the generators of SU(3) as one can check by directly
computing their commutation relations , [tci , t
c
j ] =
1
(4i)2
fiµνfjαβ[γµγν , γαγβ] .
By using the identities [AB,CD] = A{B,C}D−C{D,A}B +CA{D,B} −
{A,C}BD and (5.99) one can find [tci , tcj ] = −4γµγβ(4i)2 [fµiαfβjα + fβiαfjµα] .
Finally by invoking the Jacobi’s identities fkplfijl + fiplfkil + fiplfjkl = 0 we
get the result [tci , t
c
j] = ifijkt
c
k .
The γi transform as the adjoint representation 8 under the action by
derivation γµ→[tci , γµ] of SU(3) , as one can check that
[tci , γµ] =
1
4i
fijk[γjγk, γµ]
= ifiµkγk
= (Adti)kµγk, (5.105)
where in the second line we have used the identity [AB,C] = A{B,C} −
{A,C}B while in the last line we used equation (5.92) . The 16−dimensional
representation space of tci can , however , be split into 8⊕8 using the projec-
tors P± = 1±Γ92 , Γ9 = Γ1Γ2...Γ8 .
Let T (g) be the image of g in the SU(3) representation given by (5.105).
T (g) can act on Mat16 by conjugation according to
AdT (g)M = T (g)MT−1(g). (5.106)
Ad ti are the infinitesimal generators for the action AdT (g) of SU(3) .
The 4−dimensional vector space at g = e and its basis can be labelled as
V (e) and {|ν; e〉, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 : |ν; e〉 = |ν〉} . The vector space and its basis
at g are then
V (g) = AdT (g)V (e) = T (g)V (e)T−1(g),
|ν; g〉 = AdT (g)|ν; e〉 = T (g)|ν; e〉T−1(g). (5.107)
It is on this vector space that γiPij(ξ(g)) act by left-multiplication .
On the vector space V (e) , the U(2) subgroup of SU(3) acts by conju-
gation . From the particle physics interpretation of A+i , we see that V (e)
decomposes into the direct sum
(I = 0, Y = −2)⊕(I = 1
2
, Y = −1)⊕(I = 0, Y = 0). (5.108)
(0,−2) corresponds to the vacuum |0; e > , (1
2
,−1) corresponds to the doublet
{|i; e >, i = 1, 2} while (0, 0) corresponds to |3; e > . As we have already
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shown in section (5.3) , (I = 1
2
, Y = −1) is the left-handed spinor (1
2
, 0) on
CP2 whereas (I = 0, Y = −2) and (I = 0, Y = 0) correspond to the right
handed spinor (0, 1
2
) on CP2 .
The result (5.108) can be shown as follows . From equation (5.105) ,
one can compute [Y c, a+i ] = a
+
i and [Y
c, ai] = −ai , where Y c is the hy-
percharge operator in the representation (5.104) , i.e Y c = 2√
3
tc8 . Then
one can easily prove that [Y c, a1a2] = −2a1a2 , [Y c, a+i a1a2] = −a+i a1a2 and
[Y c, a+1 a
+
2 a1a2] = 0 from which the hypercharge content of (5.108) follows
trivially .
The isospin content of (5.108) can be computed in a similar fashion .
First one obtains the commutation relations [tc3, a
+
1 ] =
1
2
a+1 , [t
c
3, a1] = −12a1 ,
[tc3, a
+
2 ] = −12a+2 and [tc3, a2] = 12a2 . Then we compute the results [tc3, a1a2] =
[tc3, a
+
1 a
+
2 a1a2] = 0, [t
c
3, a
+
1 a1a2] =
1
2
a+1 a1a2 and [t
c
3, a
+
2 a1a2] = −12a+2 a1a2 with
which the proof of (5.108) is completed .
5.5.2.1 A Brief Review Of SU(3) Representation Theory
Before we go back to the Hilbert space V (g) and describe its SU(3)
representation content , we would like to give first some general remarks
concerning SU(3) representation theroy which will be very useful . These
remarks will also be used extensively in the study of both the Dirac operator
in section (5.5.3) and the wave functions in section (5.5.4) . The references
for this section are in [43] .
On the embedding of SU(3) into SO(8)
SO(8) admits two inequivalent 8−dimensional spinor representations ,
the spinor representation 8s and the conjugate representation 8c. In 8 di-
mensions , the Dirac spinor is 16−dimensional , 16 = 8s+8c , corresponding
to the fact that the only IRR’s of the 8−dimensional Clifford algebra (5.99)
are 16−dimensionals. Each one of the spinor representions 8s and 8c defines
a Weyl Spinor in 8 dimensions.
SU(3) can be embedded into SO(8) in two different ways . In the regular
embedding , SU(3) is embedded first into SU(4) , then SU(4) is embedded
into SO(8) . In this case , the SU(3) content of 8v , 8s and 8c are
[1 + 3 + 1 + 3¯]SU(3) ⊂ [4 + 4¯]SU(4) ⊂ 8v
[1 + 1 + 3 + 3¯]SU(3) ⊂ [1 + 1 + 6]SU(4) ⊂ 8s
[1 + 3 + 1 + 3¯]SU(3) ⊂ [4 + 4¯]SU(4)⊂8c.
(5.109)
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In (5.109) , 8v is the vector-like 8−dimensional representation of SO(8) .
In the special embedding of SU(3) into SO(8) , one simply have
[8]SU(3) ⊂ 8v
[8]SU(3) ⊂ 8s
[8]SU(3) ⊂ 8c.
(5.110)
The generators (5.104) of SU(3) define exactly this special emebdding since
their 16−dimensional representation space was shown to decompose into the
direct sum of two 8′s , i.e 16 = 8s + 8c .
The SU(3) representation content of the algebra Mat16
The 8−dimensional Clifford algebra , (5.99) , provides for us a basis for
the algebra Mat16 of all 16×16 matrices . This basis consists of the matrices
1, {γi1}, {γi1i2 =
1
2
(γi1γi2 − γi2γi1)}, {γi1i2i3}, ..., {γi1...i7}, γ9 = γ1....γ8.
(5.111)
Each matrix γi1..in , for 2≤n≤8 and with γi1...i8 = γ9 , is completely anti-
symmetric in the indices i1...in . For a fixed n there are
8!
n!(8−n)! independent
γ matrices . In other words the 16×16 = 256−dimensional matrix algebra
Mat16 decomposes under SO(8) as
(8s + 8c) + (8s⊕8c) = 1+ 8v + 28+ 56+ 35+ 35 + 56+ 28 + 8v + 1. (5.112)
The two singlet representations correspond to the identity and to the γ9 .
The two vector representations correspond to {γi} and {γi1...i7} . 28 , 56 ,
35 are , on the other hand , 28 = {γij} , 56 = {γi1i2i3} , 35 + 35 = {γi1...i4} ,
56 = {γi1...i5} and 28 = {γi1...i6} .
In terms of SU(3) representations we have the decompositions
[1]SU(3)⊂1
[8]SU(3)⊂8v
[8 + 10 + 1¯0]SU(3)⊂28
[27 + 10 + 1¯0 + 8 + 1]SU(3)⊂56
[27 + 8]SU(3)⊂35.
(5.113)
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The first and second equations of (5.113) are obvious by construction .
The other equations , however , require more work to prove . To this end
one borrows the following identities from Slansky , 8s⊗8s = 1 + 28 + 35s ,
8c⊗8c = 1 + 28 + 35c and 8s⊗8c = 8c⊗8s = 8v + 56v .
γ′ijs are the generators of SO(8) which are obtained by taking the anti-
symmetric product of two γ′s , i.e two 8v . But we know that [8×8]SU(3) =
[1 + 8 + 8 + 10 + 1¯0 + 27]SU(3) , and 8v⊗8v = 1 + 28 + 35v . From the
fact that [8]SU(3) ⊂ 8v , one concludes that [8⊗8]SU(3)⊂8v⊗8v and therefore
[8+10+1¯0]SU(3) ⊂ 28 . In the same way by comparing [(8+8)⊗(8+8)]SU(3) =
[4(27)+4(10+1¯0)+4(8+8)+4(1)]SU(3), with (5.112) and using the first three
equations of (5.113) we get the result [2(27)+10+1¯0+2(8)+1]SU(3)⊂56+35.
Clearly the 56 can not contain both the [27]′SU(3)s, so one of the [27]
′
SU(3)s is
in 35. The two last equations of (5.113) then follow easily .
States of the SU(3) representations (N1, N2)
A general representation of SU(3) is characterized by two integers N1
and N2. A basis for the Hilbert space on which it acts can be given by the
set , {|(N1, N2); (I, I3, Y )〉} , where I , I3 and Y are the isospin , the third
component of the isospin and the hypercharge quantum numbers respectively.
The dimension of this representation is d(N1, N2) =
(N1+1)(N2+1)(N1+N2+2)
2
.
Following Okubo’s notes [43] , the basic states of the representation
(N1, N2) are the components of T
ν1....νN2
µ1...µN1
|0 > . Each component is an eigen-
state of I3 and Y . Since each of the indices µi , νi can take only three values
1,2 or 3, one can characterize T
ν1....νN2
µ1...µN1
by the number N i1 of lower indices
having the value i and the number N i2 of upper indices having the value i
. We have as identities N1 =
∑3
i=1N
i
1 and N2 =
∑3
i=1N
i
2 . It is not then
difficult to find that
Y T
ν1....νN2
µ1...µN1
|0 > = [1
3
(N1 −N2)− (N31 −N32 )]T ν1....νN2µ1...µN1 |0 >
and
I3T
ν1....νN2
µ1...µN1 |0 > =
1
2
[N11 −N12 −N21 +N22 ]T ν1....νN2µ1...µN1 |0 > . (5.114)
Furthermore all the states with a given N i1 and N
i
2 have the isospin
I =
1
2
(N1 −N31 +N2 −N32 ). (5.115)
From these two last equations one can write explicitly all the states of the
representation (N1, N2) .(5.114) and (5.115) will be used extensively next .
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5.5.2.2 The SU(3) Representation Content Of The Hilbert Space
V (g)
To see the SU(3) representation content of |ν, g〉, let us first focus on |0; g〉.
|0; e〉 ≡ |0〉 is bilinear and antisymmetric in the γ′s and has I = 0, Y = −2.
It is antisymmetric in the γ′s in the sense that |0 > can be written as |0 >=
1
4
(γ46 − iγ56 − iγ47 − γ57) where the γij are defined by γij = 12(γiγj − γjγi) .
The action T (g) preserves the number of γ′s . Thus its SU(3)− orbit
is contained in the vector space spanned by the antisymmetric product of
two γ′s , that is , γij . We have already shown in equation (5.113) that
this vector space transforms as [8 + 10 + 1¯0]SU(3) . Only the representation
[10]SU(3) contains an I = 0, Y = −2 vector , namely Ω−, thus |0; g〉∈10 =
(N1 = 3, N2 = 0) . The proof for this last statement goes as follows . From
equations (5.114) and (5.115) we have Y = 1
3
(N1 − N2) − (N31 − N32 ) = −2
and I = 1
2
(N1 − N31 + N2 − N32 ) = 0 which can be rewritten as N31 =
2
3
N1 +
1
3
N2 + 1 and N
3
2 =
1
3
N1 +
2
3
N2 − 1 . Now by using the facts that
N31≤N1 and N32≤N2 which are true by construction , one can deduce that
N1 − N2≤3 and N1 − N2≥3 , i.e N1 = N2 + 3 . In other words only the
representations (N1 = N2 + 3, N2) do contain the vector Y = −2 , I = 0 .
A more explicit formula can be written. Let |(3, 0); (I, I3, Y ); e〉 be the
basis of vectors, which are linear in γij and transforms as 10. We have:
|(3, 0); (0, 0,−2); e〉 ≡ |0; e〉. Then
|0; g〉 = AdT (g) |0; e〉 = ∑
I,I3,Y
|(3, 0); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(3,0)(I,I3,Y );(0,0,−2)(g) (5.116)
where D(3,0) : g→D(3,0)(g) is the IRR 10 of SU(3) and the basis is labelled
by (I, I3, Y ) .
We can analyse the SU(3) content and write explicit formula for every
|ν; g〉 [43].
|i; e〉(i = 1, 2) has γi’s and γijk’s since one can write |1 >= a2 + a1a2a+1
and |2 >= −a1 + a1a2a+2 . γi transforms as an [8]SU(3) while γijk transforms
as [27+ 10+ 1¯0+ 8+ 1]SU(3) . We can take linear combination of γi and γijk
to form two new [8]SU(3)’s such that the [8]SU(3) part of |i; e〉 is in a single
[8]SU(3). Also |i; e〉 has I = 12 ,Y = −1 and such a vector occurs only in
[8]SU(3), [10]SU(3) and [27]SU(3). Thus |i; g〉 (i = 1, 2) transforms as the direct
sum [8 + 10 + 27]SU(3). The proof proceeds as above , first we rewrite the
equations Y = 1
3
(N1 − N2) − (N31 − N32 ) = −1 and I = 12(N1 − N31 + N2 −
N32 ) =
1
2
in the form N1−N2≥0 and N1−N2≤3 , where we have again used
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N31≤N1 and N32≤N2 . Therefore the only representations (N1, N2) which
do contain the vector I = 1
2
, Y = −1 are such that N1 − N2 = 0, 1, 2, 3.
But N1 − N2 = 1, 2 can also be shown to be not relevant because they
lead to non-integer quantum numbers N31 and N
3
2 , so we are only left with
N1 − N2 = 0, 3. [8]SU(3) = (N1 = 1, N2 = 1), [10]SU(3) = (N1 = 3, N2 = 0)
and [27]SU(3) = (N1 = 2, N2 = 2) do clearly satisfy this requirement .
There remains |3; e〉 with I = Y = 0 . It is a linear combination of a
constant, γij , and γijkl . This is obvious from the fact that one can write
|3 >= −1 + a2a+2 + a1a+1 + a1a2a+1 a+2 . The constant part transforms as an
SU(3)−singlet . γij was treated above , while γijkl was shown to transform
as [27 + 8]SU(3) . U(2) singlets with I = Y = 0 are contained only in
SU(3) singlet , [8]SU(3) and [27]SU(3) . One can actually show that all SU(3)
representations (N1, N2 = N1) do contain the vector Y = 0 , I = 0 . |3; g〉
transforms therefore as [1 + 8 + 27]SU(3) , the [8]SU(3) being a mixture of the
two [8]′SU(3)s from γij, γijk .
For what follows, we also need formulas like (5.116) for |i; g〉 and |3; g〉.
For |i; g〉, the formula is
|i; g〉 = ∑
I,I3,Y
[
cos θ |(1, 1); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(1,1)
(I,I3,Y ),(
1
2
,
(3−2i)
2
,−1)(g)
+ sin θ cosφ|(3, 0); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(3,0)
(I,I3,Y ),(
1
2
,
(3−2i)
2
,−1)(g)
+ sin θ sinφ|(2, 2); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(2,2)
(I,I3,Y ),(
1
2
,
(3−2i)
2
,−1)(g)
]
,
(5.117)
where the angles θ and φ reflect the mixture of [8]SU(3), [10]SU(3) and [27]SU(3)
in |i; g〉.
|3; g〉 = ∑
I,I3,Y
[
cos θ
′ |(0, 0); (0, 0, 0); e〉
+ sin θ
′
cosφ
′ |(1, 1); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(1,1)(I,I3,Y ),(0,0,0)(g)
+ sin θ
′
sinφ
′ |(2, 2); (I, I3, Y ); e〉D(2,2)(I,I3,Y ),(0,0,0)(g)
]
. (5.118)
For the precise values of the angles θ , φ , θ
′
and φ
′
see [23].
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5.5.3 The Dirac Operator
We require of the CP2 Dirac operator DCP2 that it is linear in derivatives
and anticommutes with the chirality operator ΓCP2 :
ΓCP2 = − 1
4!
ǫijklγiγjγkγl. (5.119)
At ξ = ξ0, Γ = −γ4γ5γ6γ7 and is +1 on |0; e〉 and |3; e〉, and −1 on |i; e〉(i =
1, 2). Hence Γ = +1 on |0; g〉, |3; g〉 and −1 on |i; g〉 for all g. The former
have even chirality and the latter have odd chirality.
Let us prove all of this . First one rewrites equation (5.119) in the form
ǫijklγiγjγkγl = 3(Jijγiγj)2 − 6JijJjkγiγk . Next from (5.95), we have J =
i(P+ − P−) = iξˆiAdλi, so that at the point ξ0 = (0, ..., 0, 1√3) , we get Jij =
i(0, σ2, σ2)ij where σ2 is the usual second Pauli matrix
6 . Hence JijJjk|ξ0 =
−(0, 1, 1)ik = −δik , i , k = 4, 5, 6, 7 , and Jijγiγj|ξ0 = 2(γ4γ5 + γ6γ7) . In
other words ΓCP2 |ξ0 = −γ4γ5γ6γ7 . The computation for the eigenvectors
is much easier and goes as follows. ΓCP2 |ξ0|0; e >= −γ4γ5γ6γ7a1a2 = a1a2,
ΓCP2 |ξ0|3; e >= −γ4γ5γ6γ7a+1 a+2 |0; e >= a+1 a+2 |0; e > and ΓCP2 |ξ0|i; e >=
−a+i ΓCP2|ξ0|0; e >= −a+i |0; e > .
γiPij anticommutes with Γ|CP2 . This can be seen from equation (5.94),
where we have the identity P = −J 2 and therefore at ξ = ξ0 we get Pij =
(0, 1, 1)ij = δij , i , j = 4, 5, 6, 7 . In other words {γiPij |ξ0,ΓCP2 |ξ0} = 0 . By
rotational invariance this last equation remains true at any other point on
CP2 .
The SU(3) generators
Ji = Li + Adti
with
Li = −ifijkξˆj ∂
∂ξˆk
(5.120)
commute with Γ , and hence
DCP2 = γiPijJj (5.121)
6Again in the notation Mij = (A,B,C)ij the i and j indices take the values 1, 2, 3, 8
for the first entry , 4, 5 for the second entry and 6, 7 for the third entry . In other words
the matrix M is block diagonal in the whole space of the indices i and j.
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anticommutes with ΓCP2 ,
{ΓCP2 ,DCP2} = 0, (5.122)
and is a good choice for the Dirac operator. The proof of (5.122) starts by
noticing the following identity [Lm,Jjk] = iJmifijk which can be rewritten in
the following form [Jm,Jjk] = [Lm,Jjk]+[Adtm,J ]jk = 0 . By using this last
equation , it is easy to show that the chirality operator (5.119) is rotationally
invariant , i.e [Jm,ΓCP2 ] = 0
7. Therefore {ΓCP2 ,DCP2} = {ΓCP2 , γiPijJj} =
{ΓCP2 , γiPij}Ji . However it was already shown that the tangent gammas ,
γiPij , do anticommute with ΓCP2 , and hence {ΓCP2 ,DCP2} = 0 .
DCP2 acts on ACP2⊗Mat16. But there are only four tangent gammas
at each ξ(g), so we have to reduce ACP2⊗Mat16 to V (g) (in an appropriate
sense) at each ξ(g). We can achieve this reduction as follows. The functions
ξˆ are defined according to
ξˆ(g) = T (g) Y c T−1(g)
=
8∑
i=1
λci ξˆi(g), (5.123)
where the notation means that T and T−1 are to be evaluated at g , and
where λci = 2t
c
i .
We know that U(2) is the stability group of Y c since ξˆ(gu) = ξˆ(g) where
u∈U(2). Hence ACP2⊗Mat16 consists of sections of the trivial U(2)−bundle
over CP2. The same is the case for its left- and right- chiral projections
Ψ± =
1±Γ
2
ACP2⊗Mat16. (5.124)
But that is not the case for |0; g〉 and |i; g〉. Under g→g u, |0; g〉 transforms
as an SU(2) singlet with Y = −2 and |i; g〉 transforms as an SU(2) doublet
with hypercharge Y = −1.
Let gˆ denote the matrix of functions on SU(3) with gˆij(g) = gij , g ∈
SU(3). (gˆ is just a simplified notation for D(1,0)). We regard elements of
ACP2⊗Mat16 as functions of g, invariant under the substitution g → g u.
Accordingly, let us also introduce the vectors |a; gˆ〉; a = 0, i, 3 which at g are
the vectors |a; gˆ(g)〉 = |a; g〉. Note that on a function f on SU(3), the left-
7The tangent gammas , γiPij , are also rotationally invariant in this sense , in other
words we have [Jl, γiPij ] = [Ll, γiPij ] + γi[Adtl,P ]ij = 0
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and right- actions of h∈SU(3) are f→hL,Rf where (hLf)(g) = f(h−1g) and
(hRf)(g) = f(gh).
Now consider, in the case of |0, g〉, the wave functions D(N1,N2)(II3Y )(0,0,2). They
exist only if N1 = N2 − 3. The combination∑
N,I,I3,Y
D
(N−3,N)
(I,I3,Y )(0,0,2)
|0, gˆ〉 (5.125)
is invariant under g→gu at each g and can form constituents of a basis for
the expansion of functions in ACP2⊗Mat16.
The remaining elements of a basis can be found in the same manner,
being
∑
n=0,3
∑
N,I,I3,Y
1√
2
[
D
(N,N+n)
(I,I3,Y )(
1
2
,− 1
2
,1)
|1, gˆ〉+D(N,N+n)
(I,I3,Y )(
1
2
,+ 1
2
,1)
|2, gˆ〉
]
∑
N,I,I3,Y
D
(N,N)
(I,I3,Y )(0,0,0)
|3, gˆ〉, (5.126)
where 1 ≡ (I = 1
2
, I3 = +
1
2
, Y = −1) and 2 ≡ (I = 1
2
, I3 = −12 , Y = −1).
It is almost obvious that (5.125) and (5.126) are invariant under the U(2)
action on the right of g∈SU(3) , i.e g−→gu. We skip here the explicit check.
There is a subtlety we encounter at this point. [We also came across
it for S2]. ”Orbital” SU(3) momentum Li does not act on the individual
factors in (5.125) and (5.126), which are functions on SU(3) and not just
CP2. It is thus necessary to lift them to operators KLi which act on gˆ in
such a manner that when (5.123) is used, ξˆ transform under SU(3) in the
way desired: ξˆ→hLξˆ. Thus KLi are generators of SU(3)L, the left-regular
representation, and the Dirac equation is to be reinterpreted as
DCP2 = γiPijJj
where
Ji = KLi + Ad ti. (5.127)
Restricted to ACP2⊗Mat16, (5.127) is the same as (5.121).
|a; g〉 is T (g)|a; e〉T−1(g) so that |a; gˆ〉 = T |a; e〉T−1 . Now by using
(hLT )(g) = T (h−1g) , we have hL[T |a; e〉T−1](g) = [T |a; e > T−1](h−1g) =
T (h−1g)|a; e > T−1(h−1g) = T (h−1)T (g)|a; e〉 T−1(g)T (h). Next by using
(5.106) , this last equation can be put in the form hL[T |a; e〉T−1](g) =
AdT (h−1)[T (g)|a; e > T−1(g)] . For infinitesimal transformations hL =
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1 + iθiKLi and AdT (h−1) = 1− iθiAdti we then obtain Ji[T |a; e > T−1](g) =
KLi [T |a; e〉T−1](g) + Ad ti [T (g)|a; e〉T−1(g)] = 0. We conclude that
Ji|a, gˆ〉 = 0. (5.128)
The expression for P is in (5.94). Using the commutation relations (5.105) ,
we can write the identity
[tci ξˆi, [t
c
j ξˆj, γk]] =
1
4
γiPik. (5.129)
On the other hand by using equation (5.123) one finds
[tci ξˆi, [t
c
j ξˆj, γk]](g) =
1
4
T (g)[Y c, [Y c, T−1(g)γkT (g)]]T−1(g). (5.130)
Acting on an arbitrary matrix M of Mat16 , equation (5.130) takes the form
[tci ξˆi, [t
c
j ξˆj, γk]](g)M =
1
4
AdT (g)[Y c, [Y c, T−1(g)γkT (g)]]AdT−1(g)M , where
we have used the definition AdT (g)M = T (g)MT−1(g) . Now by definition
we have T (g)γkT
−1(g) = (Adg)lkγl so that TγkT−1 = (Adgˆ)lkγl . Ad gˆ(g) =
Adg represents g in the octet representation , it is real and orthogonal , i.e
(Adgˆ−1(g))lk = (Adgˆ(g))kl . Hence
[tci ξˆi, [t
c
j ξˆj , γk]](g) =
1
4
AdT (g)[Y c, [Y c, γl]]AdT
−1(g)(Adgˆ(g))kl
=⇒
γiPik = {AdT [Y c, [Y c, γl]]AdT−1}(Adgˆ)kl. (5.131)
Since |a, gˆ〉 = AdT |a; e〉, AdT−1|a; gˆ〉 = |a; e〉. [Y c, [Y c, γl]] consists only of
tangent space γ′s at e. The action of {.} on |a; gˆ〉 is thus
AdT [Y c, [Y c, γl]]AdT
−1|a; gˆ〉 = AdT{[Y c, [Y c, γl]|a; e〉}. (5.132)
The action of DCP2 on typical basis vectors like (5.125) follows:
DCP2(
∑
N,I,I3,Y
D
(N−3,N)
(I,I3,Y )(0,0,2)
|0; gˆ〉) = ∑
N,I,I3,Y
{AdgˆklKLkD(N−3,N)(I,I3,Y )(0,0,2)}AdT [Y c, [Y c, γl]]|0; e〉.
(5.133)
The term in braces also has a considerable simplification. Since (hLf)(g) =
f(h−1g) = f(g(g−1h−1g)) = [(g−1h−1g)Rf ](g), −AdgˆklKLk are the generators
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KRl for the SU(3) acting on the right of g, they have the standard commu-
tation relations [KRl ,KRm] = −iflmnKRn . We thus find that
DCP2(
∑
N,I,I3,Y
D
(N−3,N)
(I,I3,Y )(0,0,2)
|0; gˆ〉) = − ∑
N,I,I3,Y
{
KRl D(N−3,N)(I,I3,Y )(0,0,2)
}
AdT [Y c, [Y c, γl]]|0; e〉.
(5.134)
The general wave function for even and odd chiralities can be written respec-
tively as
ξ
(i)
j D
(i)
jj′
|j”; gˆ > ; j ′ = (0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 0); i = (N1, N2)
N2 −N1 = 3 if j ′ = (0, 0, 2) and N2 = N1 if j ′ = (0, 0, 0),
(5.135)
and
η
(i)
b D
(i)
bb′
|b”; gˆ〉; b′ = (1
2
,−1
2
, 1), (
1
2
,
1
2
, 1); i = (N1, N2), N2 −N1 = 0, 3.
(5.136)
Here j”, b” are the state vectors for γ’s pairing with j
′
, b
′
as in (5.125) and
(5.126). ξ
(i)
j , η
(i)
b ∈C and repeated indices are summed.
Since γiPij anticommutes with ΓCP2 , we can represent the effect of DCP2
on wave functions in terms of the off-diagonal block
(
0 d
d+ 0
)
, (5.137)
acting on 
 ξ(i)j D(i)jj′
η
(i)
b D
(i)
bb′

 (5.138)
The result is the equation of [13] for m = 0. Ref [13] has also found the
spectrum of DCP2 .
The zero modes of DCP2 can be easily worked out from (5.134). When
j
′
= (0, 0, 0), i can be (0, 0) [but not otherwise], and in that case, D(0,0) is
a constant and is annihilated by KRl . Hence the index of DCP2 is 1 and the
zero mode has even chirality .
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5.5.4 Wave Functions as Projective Modules
DCP2 acts on a subspace of ACP2⊗Mat16 . Here we find the projector for
the appropriate subspaces of either chirality . In Section 5.6 , after summa-
rizing the coherent state formalism, we study the discrete analogues of such
subspaces.
ForCP2, let V (10, 0) denotes the vector space carrying the representation
10 = (N1 = 3, N2 = 0) of SU(3) which is appropriate to the vector |0; g〉 .
Ji = KLi + Ad ti act on ACP2⊗V (10, 0) . At ξ = ξ0 = (0, ..., 0, 1√3) , we want
the subspace with 1√
3
J8|ξ=ξ0 = 1√3Ad t8 = 12AdY = −1 . [As the stability
group U(2) of ξ0 acts trivially on f(ξ0), f∈ACP2, and the vector |0; g > has
Y = −2 and I = I3 = 0 in 10]. At a generic ξ, we want the subspace with
ξiJi = ξ
iAd ti = −1 .
By using equations (5.114) and (5.115) one can compute the hyperchrage
and the isospin quantum numbers of the different states of the representation
10 = (3, 0). They are found to be given by Y = 1−N31+N32 and I = 32− 12N31−
1
2
N32 . N
3
1 and N
3
2 are the number of lower and upper indices respectively of
the tensor T , defined in equation (5.114) , which are having the value 3. It
is not difficult to check that in 10 = (3, 0) we have N32 = N
2
2 = N
1
2 = 0
and N31 = 3, 2, 1 or 0 which correspond to the states (Y = −2, I = 0) ,
(Y = −1, I = 1
2
) , (Y = 0, I = 1) and (Y = 1, I = 3
2
) respectively . We
have then the following subspaces ξiJi = −1,−12 , 0,+12 . In particular , the
subspace with ξiJi = −1 is given by
P(Y=−2,I=0)ACP2⊗V (10; 0) (5.139)
where P(−2,0) is the appropriate projector:
P(−2,0) = (ξ
iAdti +
1
2
)
(−1 + 1
2
)
(ξiAdti − 0)
(−1 − 0)
(ξiAdti − 12)
(−1− 1
2
)
= −1
3
(2ξiAdti + 1)(ξ
iAdti)(2ξ
iAdti − 1). (5.140)
We can proceed in this manner to find the projectors for the remaining even
chirality subspaces. Calling V (1+8+27; 3) the vector space for |3; g〉, we have
to find the projector for the U(2) singlet state at each ξ. We have seen thatKLi
does not contribute in the projectors, so let Ad ti now act on 1+8+27. Define
Adtitj = [ti, tj ], Iti = ti. At ξ
0, (AdY )2ti =
4
3
(Adt8)
2ti give the tangent
space generators as (AdY )2ti = Piktk , more explicitly one can compute
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(AdY )2ti = δiktk,k = 4, 5, 6, 7 . So [1 − (AdY )2]ti are the U(2) generators .
One checks that {[1− (AdY )2]ti}2 is the SU(2) Casimir plus (t8)2. We want
the null space of the operator {[1− (AdY )2] ti}2 at ξ0. At ξ, we want the null
space of {[1 − 4(ξjAd tj)2] ti}2 , this is because 4(ξjAdtj)2|ξ=ξ0 = (AdY )2.
This last operator is therefore given by the formula
B = {[1− 4(ξjAd tj)2] ti}2
= ~t2 + t28
= I(I + 1) +
3
4
Y 2. (5.141)
The spectrum of this operator B can be computed using the same method
which was described above for |0; g > . The representation 8 = (1, 1) con-
tains the following states (Y, I) = (−N31 + N32 , 1 − 12N31 − 12N32 ) . But
now N31 = 0, 1 and N
3
2 = 0, 1 and hence we have the following states
(Y, I) = (0, 1), (1, 1
2
), (−1, 1
2
), (0, 0) . Therefore the spectrum of B on 8 is
given by
SpecB8 = {1(1 + 1), 1
2
(
1
2
+ 1) +
3
4
, 0}.
(5.142)
In the same way the representation 27 = (2, 2) can be found to contain the
states (Y, I) = (−N31+N32 , 2− 12N31− 12N32 ) . More explicitely we have (Y, I) =
(0, 2), (1, 3
2
), (2, 1), (−1, 3
2
), (0, 1), (1, 1
2
), (−2, 1), (−1, 1
2
) and (0, 0) since now
N31 = 0, 1, 2 and N
3
2 = 0, 1, 2 . Hence the spectrum of B is
specB27 = {2(2 + 1), 3
2
(
3
2
+ 1) +
3
4
, 1(1 + 1) + 3, 1(1 + 1),
1
2
(
1
2
+ 1) +
3
4
, 0}.
(5.143)
On the representation 1 = (0, 0) , the operator B is identically 0 .
Hence the remaining Γ = 1 subspace is
P(I=0,Y=0)ACP2⊗V (1 + 8 + 27; 3),
P(0,0) = P(0,0)8 + P(0,0)27 , (5.144)
P(0,0)8,27 being the projectors acting on the 8 and 27 parts:
P(0,0)8 =
[B − 1(1 + 1)]
[0− 1(1 + 1)]
[B − 1
2
(1
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
[0 − 1
2
(1
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
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=
1
3
(B − 2)(B − 3
2
)
and
P(0,0)27 =
[B − 2(2 + 1)]
[0− 2(2 + 1)]
[B − 3
2
(3
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
[0 − 3
2
(3
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
[B − 1(1 + 1)− 3]
[0− 1(1 + 1)− 3] ×
[B − 1(1 + 1)]
[0− 1(1 + 1)]
[B − 1
2
(1
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
[0 − 1
2
(1
2
+ 1)− 3
4
]
= − 1
405
(B − 6)(B − 9
2
)(B − 5)(B − 2)(B − 3
2
). (5.145)
In a similar manner, we can find the projector for Γ = −1 too. It projects
the I = 1/2, Y = −1 states at each ξ from ACP2⊗V (8+10+27), the V factor
denoting the space appropriate for |i, g〉(i = 1, 2). Its explicit expression is
P(−1, 12 ) = P(−1,
1
2
)
8 + P(−1,
1
2
)
10 + P(−1,
1
2
)
27 . (5.146)
The explicit expressions of the projectors P(−1,
1
2
)
8 , P(−1,
1
2
)
10 and P(−1,
1
2
)
27 can
be easily found following the above method. We skip details here.
5.6 Fuzzification
DCP2 acts on a subspace of ACP2⊗Mat16. We can thus conceive of a fuzzy
Dirac operator DCP2 which acts on a subspace of ACP2⊗Mat16, ACP2 being
obtained from ACP2 by restricting “orbital” SU(3) IRR’s to (n, n), n≤N .
DCP2 is then obtained from DCP2 by projection to this subspace. DCP2
commutes only with the total SU(3) Casimir J2i and not with orbital SU(3)
Casimir L2i . This causes edge effects distorting the spectrum of DCP2 for
those states having (n, n) near (N,N) which DCP2 mixes with (n′ , n′), n′≥N .
This particular edge phenomenon does not occur for S2 = CP1 where orbital
angular momentum L2i commutes with the Dirac operator. A way to elim-
inate such problems is suggested by the work of [5, 6, 7, 8]: We introduce
the cut-off not on the orbital Casimir, but on the total Casimir, retaining
all states upto the cut-off. That seems the best strategy as it will give a
fuzzy Dirac operator DCP2 with a spectrum exactly that of the continuum
operator DCP2 upto the cut-off point, and which has chirality (chirality ΓCP2
of DCP2 commutes with J2i ) and no fermion doubling. This approach is the
same as the method adopted for S2 in [5, 6, 7, 8] . For S2, the edge effect
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turned up as the absence of the −E eigenvalue subspace for the maximum
total angular momentum when the cut-off is introduced in orbital angular
momentum, and attendant problems with chirality.
DCP2 being just a restriction of DCP2 , we can continue to use (5.121) in
calculation, just remembering the truncation of the spectrum. That means
that the analysis in Section 5.5 can be used intact. In the final expressions
like (5.137) and (5.138), i labels the IRR and the Dirac operator acts in
subspace with fixed i. So the cut-off can be introduced on i = (N1, N2).
5.6.1 Coherent States and Star Products : The Case
of S2 ≃ CP1
These have been treated in [21, 8, 14]. Here we summarize the main points
so that we can outline the relation of wave functions like (5.125) and those
based on matrices for fuzzy physics.
Let us first consider S2 = CP1 and its fuzzy versions. The algebra A is
Mat2l+1. SU(2) acts on A on left and right with generators L
L
i and −LRi ,
and orbital angular momentum is Li = LLi − LRi . The spectrum of L2 is
K(K+1), K = 0, 1, .., 2l. We can find a basis of matrices TKM diagonal in L2
and L3(with eigenvalue M) and standard matrix elements for Li. A acts on
a (2l + 1)−dimensional vector space with the familiar basis |l, m〉. TKM are
orthogonal, K(K + 1) and M being eigenvalues of L2 and L3:
(TKM , T
K
′
M ′ ) := Tr T
K†
M T
K
′
M ′ = constant× δKK ′δMM ′ . (5.147)
The above suggests that there is a way to regard A as “functions” on S2
with angular momenta cut-off at 2l. Such functions are also represented by
the linear span of spherical harmonics YKM , K≤2l. We want to clarify the
relation of YKM ’s to the matrices T
K
M in A.
Towards this end, let us introduce the coherent states
|g〉 = U (l)(g)|l, l〉 (5.148)
induced from the highest weight vector |l; l〉. g→U (K)(g) is the angular mo-
mentum K IRR of SU(2). Note the identity
|geiσ32 θ〉 = eilθ|g〉. (5.149)
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It is a theorem [21] that the diagonal matrix elements 〈g|a|g〉 completely
determine the operator a. Further 〈geiσ32 θ|a|geiσ32 θ〉 = 〈g|a|g〉 so that 〈g|a|g〉
depends only on
gσ3g
−1 = σ · x,
3∑
i=1
x2i = 1; x∈S2. (5.150)
In this way, we have the map
A→C∞(S2),
a→a˜;
where
a˜(x) = 〈g|a|g〉. (5.151)
In this map, the image of TKM is YKM after a phase choice:
YKM(x) = 〈g|TKM |g〉. (5.152)
For, under g→hg , x→R(h)x where h→R(h) is the SU(2) vector represen-
tation. Under this transformation, since
YKM(R(h)x) =
K∑
M ′=−K
D(K)(h)MM ′YKM ′ (x) (5.153)
and
TKM−→U (K)(h)−1TKMU (K)(h) =
K∑
M ′=−K
D(K)(h)MM ′T
K
M ′ , (5.154)
where h−→D(K)(h) is the angular momentum K IRR of SU(2) in a matrix
representation, we have the proportionality of the two sides. (5.152) and
phase conventions fix the constant of proportionality.
The map TKM→YKM is an isomorphism at the level of vector spaces. It can
be extended to the noncommutative algebra A by defining a new product on
YKM ’s, the star product. Thus consider 〈g|TKMTLN |g〉. The functions YKM and
YLN completely determine T
K
M and T
L
N , and for that reason also this matrix
element. Hence it is the value of a function YKM ∗ YLN , linear in each factor,
at x:
〈g|TKMTLN |g〉 = [YKM ∗ YLN ](x). (5.155)
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The product ∗ here , the star product , extends by linearity to all func-
tions with angular momenta ≤2l. The resultant algebra is isomorphic to the
algebra A.
The explicit formula for ∗ has been found by Presˇnajder [8] (see also
[14]). The image of Lia is just −i(~x∧~∇)ia˜. We will use the same symbol Li
to denote −i(~x∧~∇)i derivation. The ∗ product is covariant under the SU(2)
action in the sense that
Li(a˜ ∗ b˜) = (Lia˜) ∗ b˜+ a˜ ∗ (Lib˜). (5.156)
It depends on l and approaches the commutative product of C∞(S2) as
l−→∞. Coherent states thus give an intuitive handle on the matrix rep-
resentation of functions.
But on S2, we also have monopole bundles. Sections of these bundles for
Chern class n are spanned by the rotation matrices D(j)mn, j≥|n|. They have
the equivariance property
D(j)mn(ge
i
σ3
2
θ) = D(j)mn(g)e
inθ. (5.157)
This last equation is essentially a generalization of equation (5.71) , in other
words one can identify D(j)mn with < j,m|ψ(j)n > where |ψ(j)n >= Dj |j, n > [see
equation (5.70)].
How do we represent them by matrices?
In the first instance, let n≥0 and consider the coherent states (now with
an additional label)
|g; l + n〉 = U (l+n)(g)|l + n, l + n〉
|g; l〉 = U (l)(g)|l, l〉. (5.158)
They span vector spaces Vl+n and Vl. We can consider the linear operators
Hom(Vl+n, Vl) from Vl+n to Vl. They are [2l + 1]×[2(l + n) + 1] matrices
in a basis of Vl+n and Vl, and have U
(l)(g) acting on their left(with gener-
ators LLi ) and U
(l+n)(g) acting on their right (with generators −LRi ). We
can decompose Hom(Vl+n, Vl) under the “orbital” angular momentum group
U (l)⊗U (l+n) (with generators Li = LLi − LRi ) into the direct sum ⊕2l+nK=n(K)
with the IRR K having the basis TKM , with L3TKM = MTKM . As before, we
choose TKM so that Li follow standard phase conventions. TKM are orthogonal
Tr(TK
′
M ′ )
†TKM = constant × δK ′KδM ′M . (5.159)
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Now consider
〈g; l|TKM |g; l + n〉. (5.160)
It transforms in precisely the same manner as D
(K)
Mn(g) under g→hg and
g→geiσ32 θ/2 and hence after an overall normalisation,
〈g; l|TKM |g; l + n〉 = D(K)Mn(g). (5.161)
Thus Hom(Vl+n, Vl) are fuzzy versions of sections of vector bundles for Chern
class n≥0. For n < 0, they are similarly Hom(Vl, Vl+|n|). This result is due
to [44] (see also [5, 6, 7, 8, 13]). An explicit formulae for the fuzzy version of
rotation matrices can be found in [8].
It is interesting that Chern class has a clear meaning even in this matrix
model: It is |V | − |W | for Hom(V,W ), where |V | and |W | are dimensions of
V and W .
There are two (inequivalent) fuzzy algebras acting onHom(V,W ). Mat|V | =
A|V | acts on the right and Mat|W | = A|W | acts on the left, where now a sub-
script has been introduced on A. These left and right actions have their own
∗’s, call them ∗|V | and ∗|W |: if a∈AV , b∈AW and a˜ and b˜ are the correspond-
ing functions, then
bTKMa−→b˜ ∗|W | YKM ∗|V | a˜ (5.162)
under the map of Hom(V,W ) to sections of bundles. There is also a fuzzy
analogue for tensor products of bundles. Thus we can compose elements of
Hom(V,W ) and Hom(W,X) to get Hom(V,X)
Hom(V,X) = Hom(V,W )⊗A|W |Hom(W,X). (5.163)
Its elements are ST , S∈Hom(V,W ), T∈Hom(W,X). Its Chern class is
|V | − |X|. If S˜ and T˜ are the representatives of S and T in terms of sections
of bundles, then ST−→S˜ ∗ T˜ .
Tensor products Γ1⊗Γ2 of two vector spaces Γ1 and Γ2 over an alge-
bra B are defined only if Γ1(Γ2) is a right-(left-) B-module [45]. Hence
Hom(V,W )⊗A|W |Hom(W
′
, X) is defined only if W =W
′
. So S˜ ∗ T˜ is rather
different in its properties from the usual tensor product of bundle sections,
in particular T˜ ∗ S˜ makes no sense if V 6= X .
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5.6.2 Fuzzy Dirac Spinors on S2F
We can now comment on the fuzzy form of (5.90) . Elsewhere the Wata-
muras [9, 10] and following them, us [11, 12], investigated the Dirac operator
as acting on A⊗C2 = A2, A = Mat2l+1. That led to rather an elaborate
formalism because of the cut-off in orbital angular momentum. So as indi-
cated earlier, it seems more elegant to cut-off total angular momentum at
some value j0.
We can now argue such a cut-off leads to the formalism of [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and
to supersymmetry. Thus let T jm+∈Hom(Vl+1/2, Vl) with the transformation
property < g; l|T jm+|g; l+ 12 > −→ei
θ
2 < g; l|T jm+|g; l+ 12 > under g−→gei
θ
2
σ3 ,
where we have used the definitions (5.158) . One also has the transformation
property
U (l)(g)†T jm+U
(l+ 1
2
)(g) =
∑
m′
D
(j)
mm
′ (g)T
j
m
′
+
(5.164)
[So j≤2l + 1/2 and j0 = 2l + 1/2]. Then one can make the identification
Djm+(g) = 〈g; l|T jm+|g; l +
1
2
〉, (5.165)
since from equation (5.157) it is easy to see that Djm+(g)−→ei θ2Djm+(g) under
g−→gei θ2σ3 .
The subscript + in T jm+ indicates helicity − , i.e T jm+ is the fuzzy version
of < j,m|ψ(j)+ > of (5.70) so that it will be associated with the negative
helicity part of the wave function [see equation (5.69)].
For helicity +, but for same j0, we have to consider T
j
m−∈Hom(Vl, Vl+1/2),
with
U (l+
1
2
)(g)†T jm−U
(l)(g) =
∑
m
′
D
(j)
mm′
(g)T j
m′−. (5.166)
Of course now ,
Djm−(g) =< g; l +
1
2
|T jm−|g; l >, (5.167)
where both sides will acquire now a phase exp(−iθ
2
) under the right U(1)
action, namely under g−→gexp(iθ
2
σ3) . T
j
m− is then clearly the fuzzy version
of < j,m|ψj)− > .
This is the formalism of [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . As we have united V (l) and V (l+1/2),
it is natural to consider OSp(2, 1) or even OSp(2, 2) SUSY as discovered first
by Grosse et al in the second paper of [5].
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Because of the mixing of l and l + 1/2, we have to reconsider the ac-
tion of the matrix algebra A approximating A = C∞(S2). Mat2l+1 acts
on T jm+(T
j
m−) on the left(right) while Mat2l+2 acts on T
j
m+(T
j
m−) on the
right(left). So it is best to regard fuzzy functions to act on left(say) of
T jm+ and right of T
j
m− as Mat2l+1. This suggestion is slightly different from
that of [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] where they regard the fuzzy algebra to be Mat2l+1 on
T jm+ and Mat2l+2 on T
j
m−, both acting on left. However, our proposal does
not generalize to instanton (monopole) sectors.
We can restore spin parts to fuzzy wave functions. The spin wave func-
tions for helicity ± are T
1
2
ms± , where ms denotes the two components of the
spinor . The positive chirality spinors are defined by
< g; l|T
1
2
ms+|g; l +
1
2
>= D
1
2
ms+ =<
1
2
, ms|ψ(
1
2
)
+ >, (5.168)
while the negative chirality spinors are defined by
< g; l +
1
2
|T
1
2
ms−|g; l >= D
1
2
ms− =<
1
2
, ms|ψ(
1
2
)
− > . (5.169)
So the two components of the total fuzzy wave functions for helicity ± are
<
1
2
, ms|ψ±F >=
[∑
j,m
ξj±m T
j
m∓
]
T
1
2
ms±, ξ
j±
m ∈C, ms = +
1
2
,−1
2
. (5.170)
This is the fuzzy version of equation (5.69).
The Dirac operator D2g is given by the truncated version of (5.89) :
ρ
∑
ms
(D2g)m′sms{
∑
j,m
ξj+m T
j
m−T
1/2
ms+ +
∑
j,m
ξj−m T
j
m+T
1/2
ms−} =
−{∑
j,m
ξj+m T
j
m+(J
(j)
+ )+1/2,−1/2}{T 1/2m′s−} − {
∑
j,m
ξj−m T
j
m−(J
(j)
− )−1/2,+1/2}{T 1/2m′s+},
j≤2l + 1/2, (5.171)
J
(j)
i being the angular momentum j images of
σi
2
.
5.6.3 The Case of CP2
Coherent states for CP2 can be defined using highest weight states. For IRR
(3, 0), we can pick the highest weight state with I = I3 = 0, Y = −2/3,
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namely the c−quark: |0, 0,−2/3〉 ≡ |0, 0,−2/3; (3, 0)〉. Then if g−→U (3,0)(g)
defines the IRR, |g; (3, 0)〉 = U (3,0)(g)|0, 0,−2/3; (3, 0)〉. For the IRR (N, 0),
we can simply replace |0, 0,−2/3; (3, 0)〉 by its N−fold tensor product
|0, 0,−2
3
; (3, 0)〉⊗|0, 0,−2
3
; (3, 0)〉⊗...⊗|0, 0,−2
3
; (3, 0)〉 = |0, 0,−2N
3
; (N, 0)〉,
(5.172)
and set
|g; (N, 0)〉 = U (N,0)(g)|0, 0,−2N
3
; (N, 0)〉. (5.173)
For (0, N), we can use the c¯−quark state |g; (0, 3)〉= U (0,3)(g)|0, 0,+2/3; (0, 3)〉
and its tensor product states.
The development of ideas now keep following S2 = CP1. Full details can
be found in [14].
General theory confirms that the maps a−→a˜ from matrices in the (N, 0)
or (0, N) IRR to functions on CP2, defined by
a˜(ξ) = 〈(N, 0); g|a|g; (N, 0)〉
or
a˜(ξ) = 〈(0, N); g|a|g; (0, N)〉. (5.174)
are one-to-one so that a ∗−product on a˜’s exists. In this map, the SU(3)
generators Li acting on a˜ become the corresponding CP2 SU(3) operators
−ifijkξˆj ∂∂ξˆk . We shall use the same symbol Li for these operators too. The
orbital SU(3) action is compatible with ∗ in the sense that Li(a˜ ∗ b˜) =
(Lia˜) ∗ b˜ + a˜ ∗ (Lib˜). Irreducible tensor operators of SU(3) are well studied
[46]. With their help, fuzzy analogues of D−matrices can be constructed, as
also sections of U(1) and U(2) bundles.
The fuzzy CP2 Dirac operator is the cut-off version of (5.134). It can
be put in a matrix form as in (5.137) and (5.138). We omit the details: the
necessary group theory is already to be found in [13] while the rest is routine.
5.7 Fuzzy Scalar Fields
Here we briefly indicate a certain fuzzy version of the free scalar field action.
It is very natural and a generalization of fuzzyCP1 action proposed earlier [4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Still certain less obvious actions based on cyclic cohomology
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have been proposed [12, 14], they have distinct topological advantages and
correct continuum limits as well.
The operators AdLi = L
L
i − LRi correspond to the SU(3) generators for
functions on CP2. A Laplacian for fuzzy CP2 is thus AdL2i . A scalar field
φ is a polynomial in the fuzzy coordinate functions ξˆi, so φ is just a matrix
in ACP2. The Euclidean action for φ is
S(φ) = constant× Tr(φ+AdLi2φ),
AdLiφ = [Li, φ]. (5.175)
Let λK be the eigenvalue of the continuum operator for the IRR (K,K). Ref
[13] gives
λK = 2K(K + 1) (5.176)
If N is the maximum K for the fuzzy space, then AdL2i has the spectrum
{λ0, λ1, ..λN}, it is just the cut-off spectrum of the continuum Laplacian.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
As we have shown in this thesis , fuzzy physics has reached a certain level
of maturity which makes it a very strong alternative to lattice physics . It
is superior to lattice gauge theory in two fundamental aspects of physical
phenomena , namely symmetry and topology . This claim is supported by
the ease and sucess with which fuzzy physics and noncommutative geome-
try incorporate nontrivial topological configurations of field theory such as
monopoles and instantons . By using fuzzy physics together with the appro-
priate tools from NCG one can also retain all symmetries and anomalies of
the continuum theory such as the difficult chiral anomaly . Fermion doubling
is elegantly avoided using a formalism which is less involved and mathemati-
cally better founded than the formalism used in lattice gauge theory. Another
advantage of fuzzy physics is its powerful structure which allows us to put
the whole paradigm of discretization by quantization on a very solid mathe-
matical ground . Everything one says is mathematically strictly precise.
One thinks that the two following big questions remaining to be answered
- At the level of the formalism one needs to go beyond coadjoint orbits .
- At the level of physical applications one still has many open problems
to be addressed for fuzzy spaces .
Regarding the first question , one would like to find a fuzzy version of S4 and
odd dimensional manifolds , and prove the existence of star product for such
spaces. Having discrete versions of 4−dimensional spaces allows us to write
the fuzzy standard model and therefore start doing actual computational
physics.
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On the second question above , one has yet to do the following
1 Fuzzy Gauge Theories and Continuum Limit
A precise and practical formulation of general gauge theories on fuzzy
S2 and fuzzy CP2 would be highly interesting . To this end the refor-
mulation of fuzzy physics in a form closer to the continuum by using
star products is needed . Building analogies with lattice gauge the-
ory is also important. Such an analogy is given in chapter 4 where
a Ginsparg-Wilson like set of identities for fuzzy S2 is found with the
lattice spacing a being identified with the fuzziness parameter 1/(l+ 1
2
).
New effects will distinguish between noncommutative gauge theories
and lattice gauge theories . Establishing continuum limit will be the
guide for the correct fuzzy version of gauge theories .
Once we have fuzzy gauge theories one can go and look for the differ-
ent properties of such theories : confinement , asymptotic freedom ,
unitarity and causality , IR-UV mixing , chiral symmetry ..
2 Local Chiral Anomaly
The global form of the anomaly was found in chapter 4 of this thesis.
The local form which was treated in [8] is extremly interesting from
the physical point of view. The fuzzy sphere is acting here as our
regulator. One strongly expects that the answer found has the structure
of the commutative case plus corrections of the order of the fuzziness.
Working out this problem explicitly will possibly shed new lights on the
nature of chiral anomaly . Chiral anomaly on fuzzy CP2 is an open
problem .
3 Perturbative Dynamics of Fuzzy Field Theories
The difference between fuzzy field theories and noncommutative field
theories is the fact that in the former the noncommutativity parameter
θ is equal to the cut-off Λ. In other words in fuzzy field theories there is
no issue of the noncommutativity of the two limits θ−→0 and Λ−→∞,
since θ = 1/l and Λ = l . Therefore , if the UV-IR phenomenon persists
in fuzzy field theories one can discard the above noncommutativity as
a source of it . The problem might be easier in this context since we
are dealing with finite-dimensional matrix models . A good starting
point is the work [47, 48].
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